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All course materials can be produced
in alternative formats. Please let me
know your requirements.



This packet will be released in parts. Eventually, it will include copies of most of the
handouts we are likely to be using in class. Most materials will be grouped topically and I
plan to produce a separate booklet for each topical section of the course although I may
occasionally combine two or more sections when this is convenient. It may also occasionally
be necessary to split a section into more than one booklet. A process of trial-and-error has
established that the photocopier can staple at most 50 pages (100 sides) so sections which
need to include several readings, for example, may exceed this capacity.
Generally speaking, I have tried to include assigned readings in the course booklets. Further
readings are not generally included unless I anticipate students experiencing particular
difficulties in obtaining them. Many of these are available electronically and will be linked
from Learning Central. This should take you directly to the reading you need if you are
on campus. If you are working off campus, you may need to authenticate by providing
your university username and password. This will be the same as those you use to login to
Learning Central, access your email etc.
Both the course and this distribution method are experimental and I would be very
interested in your thoughts about either.
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Course Description:

What grounds political authority? Do some beings have rights and, if so, what is their nature and
basis? Which forms of government are just? What is oppression? In what circumstances, if any,
is affirmative action justified? When is property legitimate? What is the nature of equality? How
should we decide conflicts between individual freedom and community welfare? What kinds of
judicial processes and punishments are acceptable?

Political and social philosophy can inform our understanding of political and social relationships.
This course introduces students to a variety of topics in social and political philosophy, focusing
primarily on ideas from the western analytic tradition. No previous knowledge of philosophy is
assumed.

The following list of sample topics indicates the kind of subject matter which may be discussed but
the specific issues selected will vary:

• autonomy, freedom, justice and equality;
• human, legal and moral rights;
• the basis and proper limits of state control, individual freedom and political community;
• the legitimacy or otherwise of political power and different forms of government;
• property;
• oppression, discrimination and affirmative action;
• crime and punishment.

The course may draw on case studies and examples from fiction and non-fiction to illustrate the
theoretical positions discussed and students are encouraged to draw further examples from their own
experience.

Goals:

By the end of this course, you should

understand selected philosophical accounts of:
• political authority and legitimacy;
• political and institutional justice;
• economic, social and distributive justice;
• oppression, equality and inequality;
• individual and group rights;
• liberty and freedom;

be able to:
• understand relevant philosophical vocabulary and use it appropriately;
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• critically read and analyse a philosophical text;
• reconstruct an argument;
• critically evaluate an argument;
• give reasons both for and against a philosophical thesis;
• formulate and defend a philosophical thesis;
• constructively discuss philosophical ideas with others;
• evaluate claims in the context of historical and contemporary debates about social and political

issues;
• formulate useful questions about policies or proposals concerning social and political questions.

Library and Computer Accounts:

You will be provided with details of your computer account during the first class provided that you
registered in advance and do not already have one. Students taking the module on a free-standing
basis should use their regular university account. Your computer account will enable you to submit
work for feedback and assessment, to make use of institutional subscriptions to electronic resources
and to use the university’s computing facilities.

All students are entitled to use the university libraries. Lifelong Learning students can obtain a card
from the library in the Centre for Lifelong Learning on Senghennydd Road.

As the course proceeds, we will draw on a number of resources, including the paper and electronic
resources available through the university, publicly accessible internet sources and photocopies.

Accreditation and Funding:

This is an accredited course. The guidelines anticipate that students will study for 80–100 hours for
a 10 credit module such as this one, including class contact time and activities outside the classroom.

Students taking the course as a free-standing module should ensure that I am aware of this and
that I have your full details as you are not included on the pre-printed register and the paperwork
necessary for reporting assessment will not be automatically generated. Please also ensure that you
provide me with your home school, your university email address, a current telephone number and
preferred postal address so that you can be contacted if necessary. I do not have these and the
Centre may not have them if your home school registered you directly.

I strongly encourage all students to attempt one of the assessment options. Even if you are not
personally concerned with gaining the credits available, there are at least two reasons to participate.
The first and most important reason is that the glossary entry, in particular, is designed as an integral
part of the course and will form the basis for class discussion and collaboration. Participation should
enhance your understanding of the reading and enable you to get the most out of the class. I hope
that contributing to the glossary will prove an enjoyable and stimulating part of the course.

Unfortunately, the second reason is less pedagogically inspiring. The viability of the Centre in general,
and the humanities programme in particular, depends on students attempting assessment. This is a
consequence of national educational funding policy. The Centre relies on two primary sources of
income to fund choices: student fees and hefcw funding. We receive no hefcw funds for students
who do not attempt assessment.
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Course Requirements:

All work should include appropriate references, be double-spaced in a reasonable font
and submitted electronically through Learning Central, which includes plagiarism de-
tection. Do not include your name on your work itself. Use your student identification
number instead. This enables me to grade ‘blind’ (or at least attempt to).

1. Glossary entry — 300–400 words (20%)
•Each student will be responsible for writing one entry. There will be opportunities to draft,
discuss and revise these entries in class, although students are welcome to work on them
further outside class time if they wish to.

•Finalised entries should be typed and submitted electronically as explained above.

•I will collate the entries into a glossary of key terms as a resource for all members of the
class. Obviously, I will only include entries whose authors do not object to my doing so. If
you would prefer that I not include your entry in the collection, just let me know.

•We will discuss the format and content of entries in class but the basic idea is that your
entry should explain the relevant term to the ‘bright 14 year old’ with no knowledge of
philosophy described in my handout on writing philosophy.

2. Choose either Option A: or Option B: (80%)
Option A: 4 weekly responses — 300–400 words each

•I will assign a question or prompt most weeks and ask you to write a brief response.
These will be used as a resource in the course of discussion. All students are welcome
to submit these for comment.

•Responses should be typed and submitted electronically as explained above.

•A printed copy of your response should be brought to class for use during discussion.

•Students who submit responses prior to the relevant class session may revise them
in the light of my comments and class discussion. These may be resubmitted by the
deadline marked on the class schedule. Submissions after the relevant class session
will be accepted up to the deadline but are not eligible for resubmission.

•If more than 4 responses are submitted, the best 4 will be considered for assessment
purposes.

Option B: Paper — 1,200–1,500 words
•A draft should be submitted in advance and will be returned with comments to help
you prepare the final version.

•A list of topics and other details are included.

•Both drafts and final papers should be typed and submitted electronically as explained
above.

•Deadlines are marked on the class schedule.

•Students who are considering writing a paper are strongly encouraged to complete as
many weekly responses as possible.

Please keep copies of all work submitted.
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Help with Referencing:

The Centre’s Student Handbook (available from Reception) explains the basics of formatting citations
and references and includes a pointer to the university’s guides at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/insrv/
educationandtraining/guides/citingreferences/index.html.

The handbook also explains what plagiarism is and strategies for avoiding it. You should read
this if you are in any doubt whatsoever about these matters. I will be happy to answer
any further questions you may have.

Environment:

If something occurs which you feel negatively affected your ability to learn, please do not hesitate
to discuss the matter with me. If you have any disability which may affect your ability to succeed
in the class, please discuss the matter with me as soon as possible. I will be happy to discuss any
accommodations you may require.
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Provisional Class Schedule

This schedule is tentative and will almost certainly require modification depending on the pace
at which we cover the material. I would also like to adapt the topics and readings in the light of
students’ interests. If you would like to see a particular topic included, please let me know.

Note that the schedule includes a reading week. There will be no class during this week.

I have tried to provide either readily available or multiple sources for readings. Where alternative
sources are given for a reading, you need only obtain one of the alternates listed.

You will need a library/computer account in order to access certain readings. Occa-
sionally, I will circulate copies of readings which are not otherwise readily available.

All readings are designated with one of the following symbols:

Ñ key: These are the most important. Generally, you will find it difficult to follow the class if
you have not read the key readings for that week.

I useful: These generally support or extend the key readings. You will generally get more out of
the key readings if you are able to read these as well.

b additional: These are extras. They will enhance your understanding or provide further examples
illustrating the theories we are discussing.

In addition, the following introductions to political philosophy provide helpful background, exegesis
and analysis, together with detailed suggestions for further reading which explain where to follow up
particular topics. Selections are sometimes included in the schedule of readings but other parts of
the texts may also be of interest.

Kymlicka, Will (2002). Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction. 2nd ed. Oxford and
New York: Oxford University Press.

Wolff, Jonathan (1996). An Introduction to Political Philosophy. Oxford and New York: Oxford
University Press.

I Wolff’s book may be the best one to begin with. It is very readable and gives a nice overview.

b Kymlicka’s book contains more extensive discussions but is more challenging than the Wolff. I
wouldn’t recommend starting with this unless you are looking for an introduction specifically to
political philosophy and already have a reasonable background in philosophy more generally.

I would be happy to provide additional reading suggestions upon request.
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§1 The Philosopher’s Toolbox

Week 1: 27 Jan §1.1 General Introduction
What is social and political philosphy?
§1.2 Essential Philosophical/Logical Concepts
Philosophical Bootcamp
Validity Workshop

§2 Historical Foundations

Week 2: 3 Feb §2.1 Contractarianism
Ñ Hobbes, ‘On the state of nature’1 (Pojman 2004, 41–52)

or ‘Man’2 (Hobbes 2010/2015, ch. 13; ch. 14 pars. 1–13, 18–20; ch. 15
pars. 1–3)

I Golding, ‘Lord of the flies: a moral allegory’ (Pojman 2004, 8–31)
or Lord of the Flies3 (Golding 1954, ch. 4 p. 59; pp. 67–72; ch. 5 p. 85,

p. 88; ch. 11 pp. 162–173; ch. 12 pp. 173–175 pp. 187–192)
b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 1: 6–26, ch. 2:

37–53)
Ñ Locke, Second Treatise of Government (2005, ch. I §3, ch. II §§4–8, ch. IV

§§22–23, ch. V §§25–51, ch. VIII §§95–99, 119–122)
b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 5 147–152,

152–158)

Week 3: 10 Feb §2.2 Utilitarianism
Ñ Mill4, Utilitarianism (Mill 2004b, ch. 2)
Ñ —, Considerations on Representative Government (2004a, ch. 3)
Ñ —, On Liberty (2011, ch. 4)

b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,
ch. 2)

b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 2: 53–60, ch. 4:
115–139)

1Excerpts from the original 1651 text.
2References are by chapter and paragraph number which should enable you to find the relevant passages in

any version of the text although you may need to count the paragraphs in older editions. Hobbes (2010/2015)
is an updated version of the 1651 text which may be easier to understand. Details of modifications are at http:
//www.earlymoderntexts.com/f_how.html.

3Note that although the chapter numbers should be correct, page numbering will depend on the particular edition.
The excerpts in Pojman (2004) are connected by brief explanations and summaries. Some familiarity with the overall
story and characters will be useful if you are reading excerpts from the novel itself. If you have not read the novel
before, a plot summary such as the one at http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/flies/summary.html may be of some
help.

4References to Mill’s works are by chapter which should enable you to find the relevant passages in any version of
the text. Open access electronic versions are cited here but paper editions are (at least) equally good.
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§3 Contemporary Liberalism

Week 4: 17 Feb §3.1 Liberal Egalitarianism
Ñ Rawls, ‘Justice as Fairness’ (Rawls 1958)

b Nagel, What Does It All Mean? A Very Short Introduction to Philosophy
(1987, ch. 8)

b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,
ch. 3)

I Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 5 147–152,
168–187)

Week 5: 24 Feb §3.2 Libertarianism
Ñ Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (1974, part II ch. 7 §1 150–182)

b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,
ch. 4)

b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 5 147–152,
187–195)

— Reading week —

Week 6: 10 Mar §3.3 Feminist Liberalism
Ñ Okin, ‘Toward a Humanist Justice’ (one of 2005, 1989, ch. 8 170–186,

209–210)
Ñ Nussbaum, ‘The Future of Feminist Liberalism’ (Nussbaum 2004)

I Okin, ‘Justice and Gender’ (1987, 42–52, 64–72)
b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 6 196–202,

202–209)
b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,

ch. 9 376–377, 378–398)

14 Mar Draft glossary entry due by noon.

§4 Liberté, Egalité, et Fraternité

Week 7: 17 Mar §4.1 Marxism
Ñ Marx, ‘On The Jewish Question’ (1844, part I)

b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 4 142–143)

21 Mar Finalised glossary entry due by noon.

Week 8: 24 Mar §4.2 Communitarianism
Ñ Taylor, ‘Atomism’ (1985)
Ñ Walzer, Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equality (1983,

ch. 1)
I Okin, ‘Justice and Gender’ (1987, 52–64)
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b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,
ch. 6 208–228, 244–261)

b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 4 144–146)

28 Mar Paper draft due by noon.

Week 9: 31 Mar §4.3 Democratic Equality
Ñ Anderson, ‘What Is the Point of Equality?’ (1999)

b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,
ch. 5)

Week 10: 7 Apr §4.4 Feminist Challenges
Ñ Held, ‘Taking Care: Care As Practice and Value’ (2004)
Ñ Card, ‘Evils and Inequalities’ (1998)

b Wolff, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (1996, ch. 6 196–202,
209–220)

b Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (2002,
ch. 9 376–377, 398–420)

— Classes end —

14 Apr Final paper or prompt responses due by noon.
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Prompt Pitfalls

I receive many interesting, well-focused and clear responses to discussion prompts but I thought
it might be helpful to note some common pitfalls and how to avoid them. Please remember that this
is not intended as a balanced picture of the work which I see — I am deliberately ignoring all the
good things people do!

Not answering the question

Remember that you cannot get credit for an answer to a different question no matter
how brilliant. It is surprisingly easy to begin answering the question only to end having answered
a quite different one. There can be various reasons for this. I’ll consider two:

• First, you may get carried away with enthusiasm and either fail to notice your diversion or
find yourself so impressed by your masterpiece that you cannot bear to abandon it. The best
solution is to avoid being diverted in the first place. Failing that, you need to identify and
rewrite whatever is irrelevant to the question. I do know (really!) how painful this can be but
sometimes it is the only way1.

• Second, you may not feel as confident answering the actual question as you do answering a
different one. This is sometimes because a different question appears (and may actually be)
easier or more manageable. Nonetheless, you need to tackle the more difficult one even if it is
more challenging.
One form of this concern sometimes seems to stem from a sense that giving and supporting
your own view may seem harder or riskier than explaining somebody else’s. But if you are
asked for your view, you cannot answer the question by explaining somebody else’s. (If I ask
you whether you would like dessert, your replying that Greg only wants coffee will hardly
count as a satisfactory answer!) It is perfectly acceptable to endorse a view held by somebody
else (attributing it, of course) and to then defend it, explaining why that person’s reasons are
compelling or adding additional reasons of your own. (If I ask for your view of a political
candidate, you might use points made by a columnist but I will expect you to explain why you
think her points are especially compelling. After all, other columnists no doubt disagree.)

Wasting words

You have only 300–400 words. Even short sentences are quite expensive. For short responses, you
do not need to introduce the topic or summarise your conclusions2. Be a word miser, jealously
guarding every word. Every sentence must earn its keep or face the consequences. Take your axe to
whole paragraphs if they do too little work. You need to be brutal.

1. What I tend to do is put my cuttings aside for “later use” thus deceiving myself into half-believing that my
efforts may not have been entirely in vain!

2. Conclusions are always a bad idea but introductions are necessary in longer assignments.
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Too many and/or too long quotations

True of most philosophy papers but especially short ones: avoid quotes if at all possible; where
essential, minimise. This is connected with the previous points: giving your words to somebody else
wastes them. Keep as many as you can for your use. Generally, you should not need to include
quotations at all — it is better to explain the idea in your own words. Occasionally, you may wish
to quote a word or phrase. This will usually be because you wish to discuss its meaning. Think very
hard indeed before including a whole sentence!

Too few examples

It is often difficult to make an abstract point clear without a good example. Do not hesitate to
include examples. Your own, original examples are fantastic. You can draw on your imagination,
your experiences, fiction, non-fiction, things you hear on the bus. . . . You should also feel free to use
examples discussed in the texts. Sometimes philosophers use very carefully chosen examples and in
these cases you will almost certainly need to discuss the same example. There are, indeed, whole
literatures discussing particular examples and variations on them. Just remember to attribute your
examples unless they are entirely your own inventions.

Poor citations and referencing

Many people do an admirable job. Some do a stellar one. Everyone else should review the information
in the Student Handbook. Although formatting is not unimportant, the crucial thing is to make sure
that all the really important information is included3.

• When you use a direct quote or mention a specific idea or point, you need to cite not just the
work but the particular location of the quote, idea or point. So if you mentioned, for example,
Rawls’s principles of justice, you’d just cite the appropriate work(s) but if you were discussing
a particular statement of them, you’d also give the appropriate section and/or page number:
“Justice as fairness” is one development of this idea (Rawls 1999).

Rawls’s final statement of the two principles of justice thus includes reference to the principle of just
savings (1999, 266–267).

Your list of references does not need to be included in your word count.

Using a spell checker

This is not, strictly speaking, a bad idea. I would be lost without one. The danger lies in relying
on it too much. Remember that computers are dumb. Even Macs. Remember that your spell
checker is not infallible.

• Four instants, bare inn mind that you’re spell cheque makes it vary easy two right the wrong
word inn the write whey.

3. The best way to get consistent formatting for citations and reference lists is to let a computer do it. Even this is
no guarantee in part because it still relies on relatively consistent human input (often lacking in my case) and in part
because the job is a complex one and therefore subject to grey areas, ambiguities and exceptions of the sort computers
are typically spectacularly poor with.
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• Your spell check is also likely to object to perfectly good words such as ‘consequentialism’,
‘communitarianism’ and ‘deontological’, and proper names such as ‘Rawls’, ‘Nozick’ and
‘Nussbaum’4.

• Should you be the privileged owner of a word processor, especially a sophisticated one, you
will need to ensure that it is not automagically “helping” you by “correcting” your work. To
do this you may either turn off this “feature” or aggressively scrutinise your work, checking
and rechecking that your “misspellings” have not been transformed. It will help to “teach”
your spell checker the new words but turning off “autocorrect” is probably a better and less
frustrating option in the long term.

Try to read your work through after setting it aside. Since these are short, weekly responses the
scope for this is obviously limited but even setting it aside while you have a cup of tea before reading
it through may be helpful. It can also be helpful to read your work aloud. This can help you to
identify awkward sentences, repeated words and typos. If you do not like talking to yourself, find
your cat or borrow a neighbour’s but be warned that she5 will either try to eat your paper or fall
asleep on your keyboard.

References

Rawls, John. 1999. A Theory of Justice. Revised. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press/Belknap Press. isbn: 0674000781.

Annotations

If I write “NR” on your response it means that you are not entitled to revise and resubmit this
particular assignment. This applies if you turn your response in after the class during which the
prompt is discussed. If you think I’ve made a mistake, please let me know. If you did not attend the
relevant class and extenuating circumstances applied such as illness, sick child, family crisis etc., let
me know as you should not lose the rewrite option in this case.

“OT” means that your response should be treated as received on time. This means you have the
option to rewrite. I only write this if extenuating circumstances mean that a response should be
treated as timely even though it was turned in late. Usually, responses are automatically treated as
received on time because they get considered along with everybody else’s.

If you cannot read my writing, decipher my abbreviations or understand my comments, please
feel free to ask.

4. Top suggestions include ‘Awls’, ‘Kinnock’ and ‘Alumnus’. I think that my spell checker may need professional
help.

5. The cat — not your neighbour. If your (human) neighbour behaves like this, you should probably consider
moving.





Effective Objections
Dr. Clea F. Rees

There is no magic formula when it comes to raising objections (or replying to them) but the following
pointers may be of some help:

• Less is more

Fewer objections will generally be better than more. A single, knock-down objection is ideal although
you might wish to explore two or even three in a longer paper. Pick the strongest.

• Object to the whole argument

Sometimes authors anticipate objections. They identify what they think the most likely objections
will be and then they explain both the objections and their replies to them. You cannot use these
objections when objecting to the author’s argument because they are part of that argument.

Exception: if the author’s reply is weak, you can object to the (anticipated objection + response).
That is, you can object to the whole package by pointing out the weaknesses in the author’s
response.

• Avoid the easily avoidable

When raising an objection, ask yourself how easily you could adapt the author’s argument to avoid it.
If the answer is, “very easily”, it isn’t a good objection.

• Uninteresting appeals to facts

If the author relies on a false factual claim but the argument could go through either by dropping the
claim completely or by replacing it with a true one, it isn’t a good objection.

• Would this be a good pointer?

Avoid rhetorical questions. State the claim. You may occasionally get away with a rhetorical question
but they are generally best avoided.

• Avoid straw persons

If your objection makes the author’s view sound really implausible, check that it really is her view
and not just a similar sounding view to which you have a really great objection. Lumbering your
opponent with an implausible view which she doesn’t actually hold is sometimes known as constructing
a “straw person”. Because your objection only works against the straw person’s view, it does nothing
to undermine the view you are objecting to.

• Principle of charity

If an author makes an ambiguous claim — that is, one which could be understood in more than one
way — you should interpret it as charitably as possible. If your objection depends on an uncharitable
reading, it isn’t a good objection.
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First things first: You need, first of all, to make sure you understand the assignment. One thing
you will need to decide is whether the assignment requires you to give your own view or simply
to present some view which you may or may not share.

The pondering stage: Once you understand the assignment, you will need to think the issues
through carefully. Mull them over, discuss them with each other or with me. Even after this, you
may not be sure what you think — that’s wise, as the issues are tricky. If you need to present
your own view, you may feel stuck. Simply pick the side you are inclined most towards and then
defend it to the death. This is useful for developing your budding philosophical wings, even if
you’re not sure you’ve picked the correct side!

A word about scholarship1: When you are presenting or using the ideas of another, you must
do so fairly and accurately. You must, of course, acknowledge the source of the idea, giving a
citation and full reference. Except in a very few cases, quotations are unacceptable but, of course,
if you do use the words of somebody else, you must use quotation marks and give a page reference
as part of your citation.
You are not encouraged to do extra reading to complete assignments. They are not, or not mainly,
research papers. I want to see you working out your own thoughts, as clearly and as rigorously
as you can. If you do use a source from outside class, be sure to credit the author, giving a full
citation in a footnote, including page references.
Failure to give full citations, acknowledge the source of other’s ideas or to use quotation marks
when using the words of another counts as plagiarism, a particularly awful violation of academic
integrity. You must acknowledge the source of ideas and words you use whatever the source —
e.g. book, web site, journal, relative, friend, classmate etc. etc.

Philosophy is hard: If you don’t find it hard, then either you were born with philosophy in your
very bone marrow or you do not understand the assignment. Although the degree of difficulty is
high, my expectations are modest. I expect only that you say something reasonable — not that
you discover a 422 step deductively valid argument from indisputable premises! (Though that
would be great, should you stumble across one!)

Writing style: A simple, clear and concise style is recommended. Oratory and rhetorical flourishes
will not particularly help, nor will bare assertion in any style; it is the content of your arguments
and the substantive force of your reasoning that I will be assessing. Imagine your audience as a
bright 14 year-old, who is intelligent but has no special philosophical knowledge. She needs to be
able to understand your paper.

Is there a right answer? When you are asked for your own opinion, there is no preferred answer.
You make take any position, provided you can give reasons for it. Remember: any claim is
admissible in philosophy, provided one can give reasons for it. I don’t care what position you end
up taking, but only how clearly and cogently you defend it.

Relevance: Be sure that your paper answers the question asked. If you are asked to defend a
particular view, that’s what your paper should do. If you are asked to write about a particular
topic, that is the topic you need to write about. You will lose credit for including irrelevant
material.

1Further discussion can be found in the Centre’s Student Handbook, available from Reception or at http:
//www.cardiff.ac.uk/learn/student_information/index.php.

2I hope that everyone fully understands the great significance of this figure for the universe.
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Language: Clarity and conciseness are very important. It should be crystal clear to your reader
exactly what you are saying and what your reasons you are for saying it. Philosophy requires
very precise use of language, because many of the issues involve somewhat subtle distinctions.
Remember, I will evaluate the written work you hand in and not the thoughts you had while
writing. So, you need to say what you mean and mean what you say, as precisely as possible.
You may remember Lewis Carroll on this topic3:

“Come, we shall have some fun now!” thought Alice. “I’m glad they’ve begun asking riddles — I believe
I can guess that,” she added aloud.
“Do you mean that you think you can find out the answer to it?” said the March Hare.
“Exactly so,” said Alice.
“Then you should say what you mean,” the March Hare went on.
“I do,” Alice hastily replied; “at least — at least I mean what I say — that’s the same thing, you know.”
“Not the same thing a bit!” said the Hatter. “Why, you might just as well say that ‘I see what I eat’ is
the same thing as ‘I eat what I see’!”
“You might just as well say,” added the March Hare, “that ‘I like what I get’ is the same thing as ‘I get
what I like’!”
“You might just as well say,” added the Dormouse, which seemed to be talking in its sleep, “that ‘I
breathe when I sleep’ is the same thing as ‘I sleep when I breathe’!”

Structure: If you are asked to use a particular structure, be sure to follow it exactly.

Editing: It is usually best to write quite a lot and then later pare down your draft, eliminating
redundancies, repetition and irrelevancies. You can then organise the remainder as systematically
as possible. Be sure to proofread and edit, edit, edit! Here are some suggestions which you may
find useful:

• When you’ve written your first draft, put it aside for a time. Then look at it again. Imagine
you are your own worst enemy and have been paid by the CIA to humiliate and destroy the
paper. Write down the criticisms and objections which occur to you.

• Now, stop imagining you’re somebody else and try to answer the criticisms. Some of this
adversarial thought process might go into your paper; philosophers often try to anticipate
objections.

• Get a friend to read your (new) draft.
• Get a classmate to read it.
• Read your paper out loud.
• Make sure you have answered the question / done the assignment and not something else.
• If the assignment has several parts, make sure you have done all of them.
• Remember that spell-checkers are fallible. In particular, be careful that you have the correct

word spelt correctly and not merely a correctly spelt word. Make sure you spell the authors’
names correctly.

• If the assignment allows you to turn in a draft for feedback, make full use of the opportunity
by turning in a draft which is as complete and as good as you can possibly make it.

• Keep repeating the process until you feel your paper is as good as possible.

Good Luck. I’m looking forward to seeing what you have to say.

3Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in The Complete Works of Lewis Carroll, The Modern Library:
Random House. Pp. 75–76. (Note: no copyright year is included as none is given.)
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This is how Jay F. Rosenberg explains the point:

Any opinion for which one can give reasons is admissible
in philosophy, but once a claim has been supported by an

argument, subsequent criticism must then engage the
argument.

Rule One

In fact, the point is so important that there is no Rule Two.1

1. Original emphasis. Jay Rosenberg, The Practice of Philosophy: A Handbook for Beginners (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1996), 19, isbn: 0132308487.
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The structure of your paper should follow this schema. Throughout your paper, you must use
your own words. This is emphasised, especially, for part 1, where it is easiest to forget the importance
of using your own language. It applies, however, to all parts of the paper.

Except in a very few, unusual cases, quotations are not acceptable and you should not use them.

Part 0: Introduction Thesis = main conclusion. 1 sentence.
2–3 supplementary sentences.

Transitional sentence
Part 1: Initial argument Present and explain the argument fully, fairly and accurately in

your own words.
Transitional sentence

Part 2: Objection An argument (1 reason) that raises an objection to the argument
in part 1.
** Remember “Rule 1”

Transitional sentence
Part 3: Response An argument (1 reason) that attacks the argument in part 2.

** Remember “Rule 1”

Optional:
Transitional sentence

Part 4: Objection An argument (1 reason) that raises an objection to either the
argument in part 1 or the argument in part 3.
** Remember “Rule 1”

Transitional sentence
Part 5: Response An argument (1 reason) that attacks the argument in part 4.

** Remember “Rule 1”

No conclusion
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Throughout your paper: use your own words; follow the advice in “Writing with Philosophical
Attitude” and any mechanics guidelines; and edit! Proofread! Edit!

Part 0: Introduction [3–4 sentences total]

Write this part ** last **.
Include a 1 sentence thesis statement. Make it as clear and concise as possible.
Note: your thesis is the same as the conclusion of your argument. In some papers, your thesis

may be stated for you — in this case, use the exact wording given in the assignment.
Write 1 other sentence to introduce the thesis.
Write 1 or 2 other sentences explaining what you will do in your paper.
Avoid “yawners” i.e. unnecessary sentences which immediately bore. Examples include “Religious

belief is a very controversial topic”, “Since the dawn of time. . . ”, “Collins English Dictionary says
that. . . ” etc.

This part of your paper is of least importance.

Part 1: Argument to be defended [1 paragraph]

Present and explain the argument fully, fairly and accurately.

• in some papers, you will need to reconstruct the author’s argument. In this case, you are
simply explaining her argument — whether you agree or not is irrelevant.

• in others, you may be presenting an argument of your own.

Be sure to focus on one specific argument. You are to present only one of the many
arguments the author gave in her paper. If you are presenting your own argument, you may have
several, present only one — the strongest one.

It’s a good idea to work out the conclusion and then work backwards to get the premises.
Remember to use your own words — especially if you are reconstructing the argument of somebody

else.
Your premises should be basic. They shouldn’t obviously beg a central question.
Every time you write down a premise, ask ‘why?’ This will help push you back to the most basic

claims the argument rests on. (Obviously, at some point, you’ll have to stop! But only stop when
you have to.)

Sometimes, an author does not state all the claims she relies on explicitly. Rather, some of the
premises may be implicit. If you are reconstructing an argument, you need to make all such implicit
premises explicit — that is, you need to state them, explaining that the author doesn’t state them
explicitly but that her argument relies on them. You need to explain how the argument relies on
them, too.

If it’s your argument, all your premises should be explicit!
The argument should be valid.
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Part 2: Objection [1 paragraph]

Present one single objection to the argument in part 1 — i.e. one reason to reject it.
Pick the strongest objection.
You need to offer an argument challenging the truth of one of the premises in part 1.
Do not be tempted to weaken this section in order to write a super-duper part 3!

Part 3: Response [1 paragraph]

Present one single response — i.e. one reason to reject the argument in part 2.
Pick the strongest response.
If you find this part hard, you may be on the right track — you probably did a good job in part

2; if you find this part easy, you are almost certainly on the wrong track — you probably did a poor
job in part 2.

You are defending the argument in part 1 and your thesis by doing this. Make sure that you do
not say things inconsistent with what you said in parts 0 and 1!

Optional Parts

• If you have enough to say in parts 1–3, you do not need to include parts 4 and 5.
• Only include parts 4 and 5 if the arguments you develop in parts 1–3 do not require the full

length of the paper.
• State the arguments in parts 1–3 as concisely as possible but do not omit points in order to

include parts 4 and 5.
• Depth is more important than breadth.

Part 4: Objection [1 paragraph]

Present one single objection to the argument in parts 1 and 3 — i.e. one reason to
reject it.

Pick the strongest objection.
You need to offer an argument challenging the argument presented in parts 1 and 3.
Do not be tempted to weaken this section in order to write a super-duper part 5!

Part 5: Response [1 paragraph]

Present one single response — i.e. one reason to reject the argument in part 4.
Pick the strongest response.
Again, this part should be hard if you did a good job in part 3.
You are defending the argument presented in parts 1 and 3 and your thesis by doing this. Make

sure that you do not say things inconsistent with what you said in parts 0, 1 and 3!

LWC DDA!! — GOOD LUCK!!
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structure by prior agreement with me. Please discuss this option with me if you fall into this
category.
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1. Topic selection

Choose one topic:

1. Is Nozick right that appropriate respect for liberty is inconsistent with any significant patterned
principle of distributive justice (1974)?

2. Is Okin correct that any truly just society must be ‘genderless’ (2005)?

3. Is contractarianism consistent with proper regard for the rights of women?

4. Is contractarianism consistent with proper concern for the rights of adults with severe disabilit-
ies?

5. Is Mill correct that the state is never justified in limiting individual liberty solely to prevent
harm to that individual (2011)?

6. Is a conception of persons ‘as both capable and needy’ (Nussbaum 2004, 79) in the original
position more appropriate for determining the general principles of justice which are to govern
the basic structure of society than Rawls’s own (1999)?

7. Is Taylor correct that affirming an individual right to liberty requires accepting an individual
obligation to belong to, and to sustain, a political society which supports the development and
exercise of such liberty (1985)?

8. Does Walzer’s ‘spheres of justice’ constitute a more plausible conception of justice than Rawls’s
two principles (Walzer 1983; Rawls 1999)?

9. To what extent does a proper understanding of our conception of justice depend on some form
of contractarian device?

• An explanation or definition involves a contractarian ‘device’ if it appeals to the idea of
some sort of contract. For example, Rawls uses such a device in analysing what he takes
to be our shared conception of justice (1999). Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Kant also
use contractarian devices of various kinds (Hobbes 2010/2015; Locke 1824).

10. Do liberalism and libertarianism presuppose an implausible conception of the individual?

11. What is the point of equality?

12. Is justice ‘the first virtue of social institutions’ (Rawls 1999, 3)?

If this is your first philosophy class, I recommend choosing from topics 1–8.

2. Thesis formulation

Formulate one thesis in response to your chosen question.

Your paper will defend the thesis you choose. If you are not entirely sure what to think even after
reflecting carefully, that is probably wise. Choose a thesis which you think can be defended most
cogently.
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3. Think philosophically

Writing a philosophy paper is rather different from writing in other disciplines. Begin by reading the
handout, ‘Writing With Philosophical Attitude’. To help you write philosophically, a structure
is provided. Your paper must follow the structure specified in the ‘Paper Schema’.
Carefully read the handouts, ‘Paper Schema’, ‘Guidelines for Paper Schema’ and ‘Rule
One’ before beginning work and refer to them as needed as you write your paper. These resources
are included in the introductory sections of the course packet.

4. Fill in the schema

Your first task is to carefully and clearly explain the strongest argument you can for the thesis you
are defending. This will be part 1 of your paper. Note that the conclusion of this argument
should be precisely your chosen thesis — you should not restate or alter it.

You should clearly state the premises and show how they support the final conclusion. If the
argument involves sub-arguments, your explanation should reflect this structure and identify the
various sub-conclusions. If necessary, you should then briefly explain and/or briefly defend the
premises. (You don’t need to do this for all the premises — just those that your reader might
otherwise find unclear and/or implausible.) Be sensible. If necessary, it is fine to clarify the premises
which need it, indicate which premises need further defence, and then explain that you are going to
focus on a defence of premise X. In that case, premise X should be the premise your reader is most
likely to question.

You may wish to appeal to one of the ethical approaches discussed in the course. If so, your
explanation should include an explanation of why the ethical approach you appeal to is a good one.
For example, ‘As Singer says. . . This seems plausible because. . . ’ is much better than ‘As Singer
says. . . ’. Giving reasons for a claim always requires more than merely appealing to authority. This is
true no matter how illustrious the authority.

Continue to fill in the paper schema until you have completed parts 1–3 and, optionally, 4–5. Edit,
review and revise until you are happy with what you’ve written. Finally, write part 0 and add the
transition sentences to provide your reader with ‘sign-posting’.

Recall the advice from ‘Writing With Philosophical Attitude’:

Could the bright 14 year old
understand your paper?
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Validity Workshop

“Deductively valid” and “deductively invalid” are technical philosophical terms and it is important
that you come to understand them. They are used to describe arguments, so first we need an answer
to the question, “What is an argument?”.

An argument is a set (or group) of sentences. One of the sentences is the conclusion of
the argument and the other sentences are premises. The premises are supposed to support the
conclusion. The conclusion is the claim the argument is trying to convince you of.

An argument is deductively valid if, and only if, if the premises are all true then the
conclusion must be true as well. In other words, an argument is deductively valid if, and only
if, the conclusion follows from the premises and it is not possible for the premises to all be true and
the conclusion false. An argument is deductively invalid if, and only if, it is not deductively valid.

Two methods for showing an argument is deductively invalid:

1. Describe a possible situation in which the premises of the argument are true, but
the conclusion is false. If you can do this, the argument is deductively invalid.

2. Find another argument with the same form where the premises are true, in the
actual world, and the conclusion is false, in the actual world. If you can do this, the
argument is deductively invalid.

Although this worksheet is about deductive validity, it helps to introduce a contrasting term.
An argument is deductively sound if, and only if, it is deductively valid and all its
premises are true. A deductively valid argument, as we’ll see, can still be rubbish. This is because
it may start from false, even ridiculous assumptions. To be good a (deductive) argument must be
deductively sound.

It follows that there are two ways in which an argument can be deductively unsound (ie bad).
That is, deductive argument can go wrong in two different ways and it’s important, when you raise
an objection to an argument, to be clear which kind of problem you are raising. Here are the two
ways:

1. The argument is deductively unsound because it is deductively invalid. That is,
there’s something wrong with the logic — the conclusion doesn’t ‘follow’.

2. The argument is deductively unsound because one (or more) of the premises is
false.

If you can show either that a (deductive) argument is deductively invalid or that one of its
premises are false, you’ve shown it’s bad — you’ve shown this argument gives you no reason, by
itself, to accept its conclusion.
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Exercise 1

Decide whether each of the following arguments is deductively valid or deductively invalid:

(1) 1. Some Republicans are conservative.
2. Some conservatives dislike Bill Clinton.

3. Some Republicans dislike Bill Clinton.

(Be careful. Don’t conclude that the argument is deductively valid just because the premises and
the conclusion all happen to be true in the actual world. Use the definition and procedures above.)

(2) 1. Some dogs are animals.
2. Some animals have hooves.

3. Some dogs have hooves.

(Note that this argument has the same form as (1). What does this mean?)

(3) 1. If you’re in Chapel Hill, then you’re in North Carolina.
2. You’re in Chapel Hill.

3. You’re in North Carolina.

(For the purposes of these exercises, assume that ‘Chapel Hill’ refers to exactly one place and that
that place is in North Carolina.)

(4) 1. If you’re in Chapel Hill, then you’re in North Carolina.
2. You’re in North Carolina.

3. You’re in Chapel Hill.

(Question: what is the difference in structure between (3) and (4). Why does it matter?)

(5) 1. Pornography causes sexual violence.
2. This material caused sexual violence.

3. This material is pornography.

(6) 1. Gunshots to the brain cause death.
2. This event caused death.

3. This event was a gunshot to the brain.
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Exercise 2

Go back and, for each argument considered in the previous exercise, decide whether it is deductively
sound or deductively unsound.

Exercise 3

Supply a premise or premises to make the following arguments deductively valid. Don’t worry about
whether the premises you add are true, or even plausible. Just make each argument deductively
valid.

(1) 1. Abortion is the killing of a human being.
2. ????

3. Abortion is murder.

(2) 1. A woman has a right to control her own body.
2. ????

3. A woman has the right to an abortion.

(3) 1. Abortion is immoral.
2. ????

3. Abortion should be illegal.

(4) 1. People have a right to disagree about the morality of abortion.
2. ????

3. There should be no laws prohibiting abortion.

Exercise 4

Go back and, for each argument completed in the previous exercise, decide whether it is deductively
sound or deductively unsound.
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Exercise 5

Give an example of an argument of each of the following types:

(1) Deductively invalid, all true premises, true conclusion.

1.

(2) Deductively invalid, one or more false premises, true conclusion.

1.

(3) Deductively valid, all false premises, false conclusion.

1.

Exercise 6

Go back and, for each argument constructed in the previous exercise, decide whether it is deductively
sound or deductively unsound.
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§2.1 Contractarianism

Both Thomas Hobbes and John Locke based their theories of political authority, state legitimacy
and social justice on the idea of a social contract. The basis of this idea is a simple one: justice
requires people to keep their agreements. If I sign a contract agreeing to teach so many classes on
social and political philosophy in exchange for payment by the university, then I act wrongly if I
decide not to teach the classes just because doing so turns out to interfere with my gardening plans.
Likewise, provided I keep the terms of my contract, the university cannot later refuse to pay me on
the grounds that it would now prefer to spend the money on ice-cream. The terms of the contract
are binding on both parties.

Hobbes and Locke argued that we can think of society itself as based on a social contract.
Whereas an employment contract is made within the legal framework provided by an existing society,
the social contract is the basis of society itself. They therefore ask us to imagine what life was, or
would have been, like before any society at all. They then argue that people would be rationally
required to agree to the terms of a social contract. People are then bound by the terms of that
contract and this justifies the use of state power to enforce its terms e.g. by punishing those who
break society’s laws.

Before society, people are said to be in the state of nature. Hobbes’s and Locke’s pictures of
the state of nature differ in several ways. These differences have implications for their conclusions
about the nature of the social contract and the form society should take.



What would the ‘state of nature’ be like?



Prompt 1: Contractarianism
Dr. Clea F. Rees

Briefly explain one difference between the state of nature as Hobbes describes it and the state of
nature as Locke describes it. How does this difference affect their conclusions about the nature of the
social contract and/or the society which it brings into existence?
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Before beginning work, you MUST read the sections of the Centre’s Student Handbook dealing
with plagiarism and how to avoid it. Copies of the handbook are available from Reception and
online at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/learn/student_information/index.php. I would be happy to
answer any further questions you might have.

The Handbook also explains the basics of formatting citations and references and includes
a pointer to the university’s guides at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/insrv/educationandtraining/
guides/citingreferences/index.html.

You do not need to seek outside sources when completing this assignment and I recommend
not doing so unless you wish to draw on them for an original example. Any sources you do use
should be properly cited. Whether you use additional sources or not, your list of references
should include full references for all sources, including assigned materials distributed in
class. The introductory section of the course packet includes bibliographical details for all readings.
Citations in the text should include specific page numbers where appropriate.
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Leviathan

Thomas Hobbes

Edition Notes

Hobbes’s Leviathan consists of four parts, of which excerpts from the first
are reproduced here. These excerpts are from Jonathan Bennett’s digitised and
edited version of Hobbes’s text1.

— Clea F. Rees

Chapter 13

The natural condition of mankind as concerning their
happiness and misery

Nature has made men so equal in their physical and mental capacities that, 1
although sometimes we may find one man who is obviously stronger in body or
quicker of mind than another, yet taking all in all the difference between one and
another is not so great that one man can claim to have any advantage ·of strength
or skill or the like· that can’t just as well be claimed by some others. As for
•strength of body: the weakest man is strong enough to kill the strongest, either
by a secret plot or by an alliance with others who are in the same danger that he
is in.

As for •the faculties of the mind: I find that men are even more equal in these 2
than they are in bodily strength. (In this discussion I set aside skills based on
words, and especially the skill—known as ‘science’—of being guided by general and
infallible rules. Very few people have this, and even they don’t have it with respect

1Thomas Hobbes. ‘Man’. Leviathan. Ed. by Jonathan Bennett. Early Modern Texts,
2010/2015, 1–76.

1



2 Thomas Hobbes

to many things. I am setting it aside because it isn’t a natural faculty that we are
born with, nor is it something that we acquire—as we acquire prudence—while
looking for something else.) Prudence is simply experience; and men will get an
equal amount of that in an equal period of time spent on things that they equally
apply themselves to. What may make such equality incredible is really just one’s
vain sense of one’s own wisdom, which •most men think they have more of than
the common herd—that is, more than anyone else except for a few others whom
they value because of their fame or because their agreement with •them. It’s just a
fact about human nature that however much a man may acknowledge many others
to be more •witty, or more •eloquent, or more •learned than he is, he won’t
easily believe that many men are as •wise as he is; for he sees his own wisdom
close up, and other men’s at a distance. This, however, shows the equality of men
rather than their inequality. For ordinarily there is no greater sign that something
is equally distributed than that every man is contented with his share!

·Competition·: This equality of ability produces equality of hope for the3
attaining of our goals. So if any two men want a single thing which they can’t both
enjoy, they become enemies; and each of them on the way to his goal (which is
principally his own survival, though sometimes merely his delight) tries to destroy
or subdue the other. And so it comes about that when someone has through
farming and building come to possess a pleasant estate, if an invader would have
nothing to fear but that one man’s individual power, there will probably be an
invader—someone who comes with united forces to deprive him not only of the
fruit of his labour but also of his life or liberty. And the ·successful· invader will
then be in similar danger from someone else.

·Distrust·: Because of this distrust amongst men, the most reasonable way4
for any man to make himself safe is to strike first, that is, by force or cunning
subdue other men—as many of them as he can, until he sees no other power great
enough to endanger him. This is no more than what he needs for his own survival,
and is generally allowed. ·And it goes further than you might think·. Some
people take pleasure in contemplating their own power in the acts of conquest,
pursuing them further than their security requires, ·and this increases the security
needs of others·. People who would otherwise be glad to be at ease within modest
bounds have to increase their power by further invasions, because without that, in
a purely defensive posture, they wouldn’t be able to survive for long. This increase
in a man’s power over others ought to be allowed to him, as it is necessary to his
survival.

·Glory·: Every man wants his associates to value him as highly as he values5
himself; and any sign that he is disregarded or undervalued naturally leads a man
to try, as far as he dares, to raise his value in the eyes of others. For those who
have disregarded him, he does this by violence; for others, by example. I say ‘as
far as he dares’; but when there is no common power to keep them at peace, ‘as
far as he dares’ is far enough to make them destroy each other. That is why men
don’t get pleasure (and indeed do get much grief) from being in the company of
other men without there being a power that can over-awe them all.

So that in the nature of man, we find three principal causes of discord. First6
•competition, secondly •distrust, thirdly •glory.

The first makes men invade for •gain; the second for •safety; and the third7
for •reputation. The first use violence to make themselves masters of other men’s
persons, wives, children, and cattle; the second use it to defend them·selves and
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their families and property·; the third use it for trifles—a word, a smile, a different
opinion, and any other sign of a low regard for them personally, if not directly then
obliquely through a disrespectful attitude to their family, their friends, their nation,
their profession, or their name.

This makes it obvious that for as long as men live without a common power 8
to keep them all in awe, they are in the condition known as ‘war’; and it is a war
of every man against every man. For WAR doesn’t consist just in •battle or the
act of fighting, but in •a period of time during which it is well enough known
that people are willing to join in battle. So the temporal element in the notion
of ‘when there is war’ is like the temporal element in ‘when there is bad weather’.
What constitutes bad weather is not a rain-shower or two but an inclination to rain
through many days together; similarly, what constitutes war is not actual fighting
but a known disposition to fight during a time when there is no assurance to the
contrary. All other time is PEACE.

Therefore, whatever results from •a time of war, when every man is enemy to 9
every man, also results from •a time when men live with no other security but
what their own strength and ingenuity provides them with. In such conditions
there is

no place for hard work, because there is no assurance that it will yield results;
and consequently no cultivation of the earth, no navigation or use of materials
that can be imported by sea, no construction of large buildings, no machines for
moving things that require much force, no knowledge of the face of the earth,
no account of time, no practical skills, no literature or scholarship, no society;
and—worst of all—continual fear and danger of violent death, and the life of man
solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.

It may seem strange to you, if you haven’t thought hard about these things, that
nature should thus separate men from one another and make them apt to invade
and destroy one another. So perhaps you won’t trust my derivation of this account
from the nature of the passions, and will want to have the account confirmed by
experience. Well, then, think about how you behave: when going on a journey, you
arm yourself, and try not to go alone; when going to sleep, you lock your doors;
even inside your own house you lock your chests; and you do all this when you
know that there are laws, and armed public officers of the law, to revenge any
harms that are done to you. Ask yourself: what opinion do you have of your fellow
subjects when you ride armed? Of your fellow citizens when you lock your doors?
Of your children and servants when you lock your chests? In all this, don’t you
accuse mankind as much by your actions as I do by my words? Actually, neither of
us is criticising man’s nature. The desires and other passions of men aren’t sinful
in themselves. Nor are actions that come from those passions, until those who act
know a law that forbids them; they can’t know this until laws are made; and they
can’t be made until men agree on the person who is to make them. But why try to
demonstrate to learned men something that is known even to dogs who bark at
visitors—sometimes indeed only at strangers but in the night at everyone?

It may be thought that there has never been such a time, such a condition of 10
war as this; and I believe it was never generally like this all over the world. Still,
there are many places where people live like that even now. For the savage people
in many parts of America have no government at all except for the government of
small families, whose harmony depends on natural lust. Those savages live right
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now in the brutish manner I have described. Anyway, we can see what way of life
there would be if there were no common power to fear, from the degenerate way
of life into which civil war has led men who had formerly lived under a peaceful
government.

Even if there had never been any time at which •individual men were in a11
state of war one against another, this is how •kings, and persons of sovereign
authority relate to one another at all times. Because of their independence from
one another, they are in continual mutual jealousies. Like gladiators, with their
•weapons pointing and their •eyes fixed on one another, sovereigns have •forts,
garrisons, and guns on the frontiers of their kingdoms, and permanent •spies on
their neighbours—this is a posture of war, as much as the gladiators’ is. But
because in this the sovereigns uphold the economy of their nations, their state
of war doesn’t lead to the sort of misery that occurs when individual men are at
liberty ·from laws and government·.

In this war of every man against every man nothing can be unjust. The notions12
of right and wrong, justice and injustice have no place there. Where there is no
common power, there is no law; and where there is no law, there is no injustice. In
war the two chief virtues are force and fraud. Justice and injustice are not among
the faculties [here = ‘natural capacities’] of the body or of the mind. If they were,
they could be in a man who was alone in the world, as his senses and passions can.
They are qualities that relate to men in society, not in solitude. A further fact
about the state of war of every man against every man: in it there is no such thing
as ownership, no legal control, no distinction between mine and thine. Rather,
anything that a man can get is his for as long as he can keep it.

So much for the poor condition that man is actually placed in by mere •nature;13
but ·as I now go on to explain·, he can extricate himself from it, partly through
his •passions, partly through his •reason.

The passions that incline men to peace are •fear of death, •desire for things14
that are necessary for comfortable living, and a •hope to obtain these by hard
work. And reason suggests convenient items in a peace treaty that men may be got
to agree on. These items are the ones that in other contexts are called the Laws of
Nature. I shall have more to say about them in the two following chapters.

Chapter 14

The first and second natural laws, and contracts

The RIGHT OF NATURE, which writers commonly call jus naturale, is the1
liberty that each man has to make his own decisions about how to use his own
power for the preservation of his own nature—i.e. his own life—and consequently
·the liberty· of doing anything that he thinks is the aptest means to that end.
[The Latin phrase jus naturale standardly meant ‘natural law’; but jus could mean ‘right’, and
Hobbes is clearly taking the phrase to mean ‘natural right’.]

The proper meaning of LIBER TY is the absence of external obstacles. Such2
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obstacles can often take away part of a man’s power to do what he wants, but they
can’t get in the way of his using his remaining power in obedience to his judgment
and reason.

A LAW OF NATURE (lex naturalis) is a command or general rule, discovered 3
by reason, which forbids a man to •do anything that is destructive of his life or
takes away his means for preserving his life, and forbids him to •omit anything by
which he thinks his life can best be preserved. For although those who speak of
this subject commonly run together right and law (jus and lex), they ought to be
distinguished. RIGHT consists in the liberty to do or not do ·as one chooses·,
whereas LAW picks on one of them—either doing or not doing—and commands it.
So law differs from right as much as obligation differs from liberty—which ·are so
different that· it would be inconsistent to suppose that a person had both liberty
and an obligation in respect of the same action.

As I said in chapter 13, the condition of man is a condition of war of everyone 4
against everyone, so that everyone is governed by his own reason and can make use
of anything he likes that might help him to preserve his life against his enemies.
From this it follows that in such a condition every man has a right to everything—
even to someone else’s body. As long as this continues, therefore—that is, as long
as every man continues to have this natural right to everything—no man, however
strong or clever he may be, can be sure of living out the time that nature ordinarily
allows men to live. And consequently it is a command or general rule of reason that
•every man ought to seek peace, as far as he has any hope of obtaining it; and
that •when he can’t obtain it he may seek and use all helps and advantages of war.
•The first branch of this rule contains the first law of nature—the fundamental
one—which is this:

First law of nature: Seek peace and follow it.

The second branch contains in summary form the right of nature, which is the right
to defend ourselves by any means we can.

From this fundamental law of nature, by which men are commanded to seek 5
peace, is derived this second law:

Second law of nature: When a man thinks that peace and self-defence re-
quire it, he should be willing (when others are too) to lay down his right to
everything, and should be contented with as much liberty against other men as he
would allow other men against himself.

For as long as every man maintains his right to do anything he likes, all men are in
the condition of war. But if other men won’t also lay down their right, there is no
reason for him to divest himself of his; for ·if he alone gave up his rights· that
would be to expose himself to predators (which no man is obliged to do) rather
than to dispose himself to peace. This is the law of the Gospel:

Whatever you require others to do to you, do it to them.

And this law of all men:

Quod tibi fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris—·Don’t do to others what you don’t
want done to you·.
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[In the interests of clarity, the next paragraph is written in terms of ‘I’ and ‘you’, replacing6
Hobbes’s ‘a man’ and ‘another’.] For me to lay down my right to something is for me to
deprive myself of the liberty of blocking you (for instance) from getting the benefit
of your right to the same thing. In renouncing or giving up my right I don’t give
anyone else a right that he didn’t previously have, because every man has a right
by nature to everything. All I do ·in renouncing my own right· is to stand out of
your way, so that you can enjoy your own original right without interference from
me; but you may still be impeded by some third person. Thus, the effect on you of
my lacking a certain right is just a lessening of hindrances to your exercise of your
original right.

A man can lay aside a right either by simply renouncing it or by transferring it7
to someone else. He RENOUNCES it when he doesn’t care who gets the benefit.
He TRANSFERS it when he intends the benefit to go to some particular person
or persons. And when a man has deprived himself of a right in either of those
ways—abandoning it or giving it away—he is said to be OBLIGED or BOUND
not to hinder those to whom such right is given or abandoned from having the
benefit of it; and ·it is said· that he ought, and that it is his DUTY, not to
deprive that voluntary act of his of its effectiveness; and ·if he does so·, that
hindrance is ·what we call· INJUSTICE and INJURY. [The word ‘injury’ comes from
‘in-’ as a negater and jure which is Latin for ‘right’. Hobbes gives this explanation in compact
form.] So that •injury or injustice in the controversies of the world is a little like
•absurdity in the disputations of scholars. For as scholars call it ‘absurdity’ to
contradict what one maintained at the outset, so in the world it is called ‘injustice’
and ‘injury’ voluntarily to undo something that one had voluntarily done at the
outset. How a man either renounces or transfers a right is by a declaration or
indication—using some voluntary and sufficient sign or signs—that he does or did
renounce or transfer the right to the person who accepts it. And these signs are
either words only, or actions only, or (as most often happens) both words and
actions. Those ·words and/or actions· are the BONDS by which men are bound
and obliged: bonds whose strength comes not from their own nature (for nothing
is more easily broken than a man’s word) but from fear of some bad consequence
of their being broken.

Whenever a man transfers or renounces a right, he does so either in consideration8
of some right reciprocally transferred to himself or for some other good he hopes to
get from what he is doing. For it is a voluntary act, and the goal of the voluntary
acts of every man is some good to himself. It follows that there are some rights
that no man can be taken to have abandoned or transferred, no matter what words
or other signs he uses . First and foremost: a man cannot lay down the right
of resisting those who bring force against him to take away his life, because he
couldn’t be understood to be doing that with the aim of getting some good for
himself. The same may be said of wounds, and chains, and imprisonment; both
because •there is no benefit to be got from putting up with such things, as there is
·or may be· to be got from allowing someone else to be wounded or imprisoned;
and also because •when a man sees others coming against him by violence, he can’t
tell whether they intend his death or not. ·There is also a third reason·. Lastly,
the point of the procedure of renouncing and transferring rights—the motive and
purpose for which it exists—is simply to preserve a man’s security in his person, in
his life, and in his means for preserving his life in a manner that won’t make him
weary of it. So •if a man by words or other signs seems to deprive himself of the
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very thing for which those signs were intended, he should not be understood to
have meant it; rather, we should take it that he was ignorant of how such words
and actions ought to be interpreted.

The mutual transferring of a right is what men call a CONTRACT. 9
Transferring a right to a thing is different from transferring or delivering the 10

thing itself. ·The two can happen together·. For a thing may be delivered along
with the transfer of the right to it, as in buying and selling with cash, or exchanging
goods or lands. ·But they can be separated·, and the thing may be delivered
some time after ·the right to it has been transferred·.

·Something else that can happen is this·. One of the contractors [= ‘parties to 11
the contract’] may do his part by delivering the thing contracted, leaving it to the
other ·contractor· to do his part at some specified later time, trusting him in the
meantime. In such a case, the contract on the latter person’s side is called a PACT
or COVENANT. Or it can happen that both parties contract now to do something
later. In such a case, when someone who has been trusted to perform at a later
time does perform, this is called ‘keeping a promise’ or ‘keeping faith’; and if he
fails to perform, and his failure is voluntary, it is called ‘violation of faith’.

When the transferring of a right is not two-sided, but one of the parties transfers 12
a right in the hope that this will •bring him friendship or service from someone
else, or will •get him a reputation for charity or magnanimity, or will •bring
him a reward in heaven, or when he does it so as free his mind from the pain of
compassion (·e.g. giving money to a beggar so as to relieve one’s oppressive feeling
of pity for him·), this is not a contract but a GIFT, FREE - GIFT, GRACE—all
of which mean the same thing.

Contracts are expressed either •explicitly or •by inference. •Explicitly when 13
words are spoken with understanding of what they mean, and they speak of either
the present or the past (‘I give’, ‘I grant’, ‘I have given’, ‘I have granted’, ‘I will
that this be yours’) or the future (‘I will give’, ‘I will grant’)—the words concerning
the future are called PROMISE.

. . .
What if a covenant is made in which the parties do not perform now, but trust 18

one another ·to perform at an appropriate time in the future·? •If this happens
in the condition of mere nature (which is war of every man against every man),
the contract is void if one of the parties has a reasonable suspicion ·that the other
is not going to perform·. For the one who performs first has no assurance that
the other will perform later, because the bonds of words are too weak to rein in
men’s ambition, greed, anger, and other passions—unless there is something to be
feared from some coercive power; and in the condition of mere nature, where all
men are equal and are judges of the reasonableness of their own fears, there can’t
possibly be such a power. So he who performs first merely betrays himself to his
enemy, which is contrary to his right (which he can never abandon) to defend his
life and his means of living.

On the other hand, •if there is a common power set over both parties to the 19
contract, with right and force sufficient to compel performance, the contract is not
made void ·by the suspicions of either party to it·. When there is a power set up
to constrain those who would otherwise violate their faith, that fear—·namely,
the suspicion that the other party will not perform·—is no longer reasonable; so
he who has covenanted to perform first is obliged to do so.

For someone’s fear ·or suspicion· to make such a covenant invalid, it must 20
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arise from something that happened after the covenant was made—perhaps some
new act or other sign of the other party’s planning not to perform. Otherwise
it can’t make the covenant void; for something that didn’t hinder a man from
promising oughtn’t to count as a hindrance to his performing.

Chapter 15

Other laws of nature

From the ·second· law of nature, which obliges us to transfer to someone else1
any rights of ours the retention of which would hinder the peace of mankind, there
follows a third:

Third law of nature: Men should perform the covenants they make.

Without this, covenants are useless, are mere empty words, and all men retain the
right to all things so that we are still in the condition of war.

This ·third· law of nature is the source of JUSTICE. When no covenant has2
been made, no right has been transferred, so every man has a right to everything,
so no action can be unjust. But when a covenant is made, to break it is unjust;
and the definition of INJUSTICE is simply the non-performance of a covenant.
And whatever is not unjust is just.

As I said in chapter 14, covenants of mutual trust are invalid when one part3
fears that the other party will not perform. Although the origin of justice is the
making of covenants, there can’t be any actual injustice until the reason for such
fear be taken away, which can’t be done while men are in the natural condition of
war. So the labels ‘just’ and ‘unjust’ can have application only when

there is some coercive power to •compel all men equally to perform their covenants,
through the terror of some punishment greater than the benefit they expect from
breaking their covenant, and ·thereby· to •ensure that men get the benefits
they contract for, this being their compensation for giving up some of their rights.

There is no such power before the commonwealth is created.
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Chapter 1

An Essay Concerning the True Original, Extent and End
of Civil Government

Sect. 3. POLITICAL POWER, then, I take to be a RIGHT of making laws
with penalties of death, and consequently all less penalties, for the regulating
and preserving of property, and of employing the force of the community, in the
execution of such laws, and in the defence of the common-wealth from foreign
injury; and all this only for the public good.

1John Locke. Second Treatise of Government. Fairbanks, Arkansas and Salt Lake City, Utah:
Project Gutenberg, 1st Jan. 2005. Project Gutenberg ebook: 7370. Repr.
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Chapter 2

Of the State of Nature

Sect. 4. TO understand political power right, and derive it from its original,
we must consider, what state all men are naturally in, and that is, a state of perfect
freedom to order their actions, and dispose of their possessions and persons, as
they think fit, within the bounds of the law of nature, without asking leave, or
depending upon the will of any other man.

A state also of equality, wherein all the power and jurisdiction is reciprocal, no
one having more than another; there being nothing more evident, than that creatures
of the same species and rank, promiscuously born to all the same advantages of
nature, and the use of the same faculties, should also be equal one amongst another
without subordination or subjection, unless the lord and master of them all should,
by any manifest declaration of his will, set one above another, and confer on him, by
an evident and clear appointment, an undoubted right to dominion and sovereignty.

Sect. 5. This equality of men by nature, the judicious Hooker looks upon as so
evident in itself, and beyond all question, that he makes it the foundation of that
obligation to mutual love amongst men, on which he builds the duties they owe
one another, and from whence he derives the great maxims of justice and charity.
His words are,

The like natural inducement hath brought men to know that it is no less their
duty, to love others than themselves; for seeing those things which are equal, must
needs all have one measure; if I cannot but wish to receive good, even as much
at every man’s hands, as any man can wish unto his own soul, how should I look
to have any part of my desire herein satisfied, unless myself be careful to satisfy
the like desire, which is undoubtedly in other men, being of one and the same
nature? To have any thing offered them repugnant to this desire, must needs in all
respects grieve them as much as me; so that if I do harm, I must look to suffer,
there being no reason that others should shew greater measure of love to me, than
they have by me shewed unto them: my desire therefore to be loved of my equals in
nature as much as possible may be, imposeth upon me a natural duty of bearing to
them-ward fully the like affection; from which relation of equality between ourselves
and them that are as ourselves, what several rules and canons natural reason hath
drawn, for direction of life, no man is ignorant, Eccl. Pol. Lib. 1.

Sect. 6. But though this be a state of liberty, yet it is not a state of licence:
though man in that state have an uncontroulable liberty to dispose of his person or
possessions, yet he has not liberty to destroy himself, or so much as any creature
in his possession, but where some nobler use than its bare preservation calls for it.
The state of nature has a law of nature to govern it, which obliges every one: and
reason, which is that law, teaches all mankind, who will but consult it, that being
all equal and independent, no one ought to harm another in his life, health, liberty,
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or possessions: for men being all the workmanship of one omnipotent, and infinitely
wise maker; all the servants of one sovereign master, sent into the world by his
order, and about his business; they are his property, whose workmanship they are,
made to last during his, not one another’s pleasure: and being furnished with like
faculties, sharing all in one community of nature, there cannot be supposed any
such subordination among us, that may authorize us to destroy one another, as
if we were made for one another’s uses, as the inferior ranks of creatures are for
our’s. Every one, as he is bound to preserve himself, and not to quit his station
wilfully, so by the like reason, when his own preservation comes not in competition,
ought he, as much as he can, to preserve the rest of mankind, and may not, unless
it be to do justice on an offender, take away, or impair the life, or what tends to
the preservation of the life, the liberty, health, limb, or goods of another.

Sect. 7. And that all men may be restrained from invading others rights, and
from doing hurt to one another, and the law of nature be observed, which willeth
the peace and preservation of all mankind, the execution of the law of nature is, in
that state, put into every man’s hands, whereby every one has a right to punish
the transgressors of that law to such a degree, as may hinder its violation: for the
law of nature would, as all other laws that concern men in this world ’be in vain, if
there were no body that in the state of nature had a power to execute that law,
and thereby preserve the innocent and restrain offenders. And if any one in the
state of nature may punish another for any evil he has done, every one may do
so: for in that state of perfect equality, where naturally there is no superiority or
jurisdiction of one over another, what any may do in prosecution of that law, every
one must needs have a right to do.

Sect. 8. And thus, in the state of nature, one man comes by a power over
another; but yet no absolute or arbitrary power, to use a criminal, when he has got
him in his hands, according to the passionate heats, or boundless extravagancy of
his own will; but only to retribute to him, so far as calm reason and conscience
dictate, what is proportionate to his transgression, which is so much as may serve
for reparation and restraint: for these two are the only reasons, why one man may
lawfully do harm to another, which is that we call punishment. In transgressing
the law of nature, the offender declares himself to live by another rule than that of
reason and common equity, which is that measure God has set to the actions of
men, for their mutual security; and so he becomes dangerous to mankind, the tye,
which is to secure them from injury and violence, being slighted and broken by him.
Which being a trespass against the whole species, and the peace and safety of it,
provided for by the law of nature, every man upon this score, by the right he hath to
preserve mankind in general, may restrain, or where it is necessary, destroy things
noxious to them, and so may bring such evil on any one, who hath transgressed
that law, as may make him repent the doing of it, and thereby deter him, and by
his example others, from doing the like mischief. And in the case, and upon this
ground, EVERY MAN HATH A RIGHT TO PUNISH THE OFFENDER, AND
BE EXECUTIONER OF THE LAW OF NATURE.



Chapter 4

Of Slavery

Sect. 22. THE natural liberty of man is to be free from any superior power
on earth, and not to be under the will or legislative authority of man, but to have
only the law of nature for his rule. The liberty of man, in society, is to be under no
other legislative power, but that established, by consent, in the commonwealth; nor
under the dominion of any will, or restraint of any law, but what that legislative
shall enact, according to the trust put in it. Freedom then is not what Sir Robert
Filmer tells us, Observations, A. 55. a liberty for every one to do what he lists,
to live as he pleases, and not to be tied by any laws: but freedom of men under
government is, to have a standing rule to live by, common to every one of that
society, and made by the legislative power erected in it; a liberty to follow my
own will in all things, where the rule prescribes not; and not to be subject to
the inconstant, uncertain, unknown, arbitrary will of another man: as freedom of
nature is, to be under no other restraint but the law of nature.

Sect. 23. This freedom from absolute, arbitrary power, is so necessary to, and
closely joined with a man’s preservation, that he cannot part with it, but by what
forfeits his preservation and life together: for a man, not having the power of his
own life, cannot, by compact, or his own consent, enslave himself to any one, nor
put himself under the absolute, arbitrary power of another, to take away his life,
when he pleases. No body can give more power than he has himself; and he that
cannot take away his own life, cannot give another power over it. Indeed, having
by his fault forfeited his own life, by some act that deserves death; he, to whom he
has forfeited it, may (when he has him in his power) delay to take it, and make
use of him to his own service, and he does him no injury by it: for, whenever he
finds the hardship of his slavery outweigh the value of his life, it is in his power, by
resisting the will of his master, to draw on himself the death he desires.
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Chapter 5

Of Property

Sect. 25. Whether we consider natural reason, which tells us, that men, being
once born, have a right to their preservation, and consequently to meat and drink,
and such other things as nature affords for their subsistence: or revelation, which
gives us an account of those grants God made of the world to Adam, and to Noah,
and his sons, it is very clear, that God, as king David says, Psal. cxv. 16. has
given the earth to the children of men; given it to mankind in common. But this
being supposed, it seems to some a very great difficulty, how any one should ever
come to have a property in any thing: I will not content myself to answer, that if
it be difficult to make out property, upon a supposition that God gave the world
to Adam, and his posterity in common, it is impossible that any man, but one
universal monarch, should have any property upon a supposition, that God gave
the world to Adam, and his heirs in succession, exclusive of all the rest of his
posterity. But I shall endeavour to shew, how men might come to have a property
in several parts of that which God gave to mankind in common, and that without
any express compact of all the commoners.

Sect. 26. God, who hath given the world to men in common, hath also given
them reason to make use of it to the best advantage of life, and convenience. The
earth, and all that is therein, is given to men for the support and comfort of their
being. And tho’ all the fruits it naturally produces, and beasts it feeds, belong to
mankind in common, as they are produced by the spontaneous hand of nature; and
no body has originally a private dominion, exclusive of the rest of mankind, in any
of them, as they are thus in their natural state: yet being given for the use of men,
there must of necessity be a means to appropriate them some way or other, before
they can be of any use, or at all beneficial to any particular man. The fruit, or
venison, which nourishes the wild Indian, who knows no enclosure, and is still a
tenant in common, must be his, and so his, i.e. a part of him, that another can no
longer have any right to it, before it can do him any good for the support of his life.

Sect. 27. Though the earth, and all inferior creatures, be common to all men,
yet every man has a property in his own person: this no body has any right to but
himself. The labour of his body, and the work of his hands, we may say, are properly
his. Whatsoever then he removes out of the state that nature hath provided, and
left it in, he hath mixed his labour with, and joined to it something that is his own,
and thereby makes it his property. It being by him removed from the common
state nature hath placed it in, it hath by this labour something annexed to it, that
excludes the common right of other men: for this labour being the unquestionable
property of the labourer, no man but he can have a right to what that is once
joined to, at least where there is enough, and as good, left in common for others.
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Sect. 28. He that is nourished by the acorns he picked up under an oak, or the
apples he gathered from the trees in the wood, has certainly appropriated them to
himself. No body can deny but the nourishment is his. I ask then, when did they
begin to be his? when he digested? or when he eat? or when he boiled? or when
he brought them home? or when he picked them up? and it is plain, if the first
gathering made them not his, nothing else could. That labour put a distinction
between them and common: that added something to them more than nature,
the common mother of all, had done; and so they became his private right. And
will any one say, he had no right to those acorns or apples, he thus appropriated,
because he had not the consent of all mankind to make them his? Was it a robbery
thus to assume to himself what belonged to all in common? If such a consent as
that was necessary, man had starved, notwithstanding the plenty God had given
him. We see in commons, which remain so by compact, that it is the taking any
part of what is common, and removing it out of the state nature leaves it in, which
begins the property; without which the common is of no use. And the taking of
this or that part, does not depend on the express consent of all the commoners.
Thus the grass my horse has bit; the turfs my servant has cut; and the ore I have
digged in any place, where I have a right to them in common with others, become
my property, without the assignation or consent of any body. The labour that
was mine, removing them out of that common state they were in, hath fixed my
property in them.

Sect. 29. By making an explicit consent of every commoner, necessary to any
one’s appropriating to himself any part of what is given in common, children or
servants could not cut the meat, which their father or master had provided for
them in common, without assigning to every one his peculiar part. Though the
water running in the fountain be every one’s, yet who can doubt, but that in the
pitcher is his only who drew it out? His labour hath taken it out of the hands of
nature, where it was common, and belonged equally to all her children, and hath
thereby appropriated it to himself.

Sect. 30. Thus this law of reason makes the deer that Indian’s who hath killed
it; it is allowed to be his goods, who hath bestowed his labour upon it, though
before it was the common right of every one. And amongst those who are counted
the civilized part of mankind, who have made and multiplied positive laws to
determine property, this original law of nature, for the beginning of property, in
what was before common, still takes place; and by virtue thereof, what fish any
one catches in the ocean, that great and still remaining common of mankind; or
what ambergrise any one takes up here, is by the labour that removes it out of that
common state nature left it in, made his property, who takes that pains about it.
And even amongst us, the hare that any one is hunting, is thought his who pursues
her during the chase: for being a beast that is still looked upon as common, and
no man’s private possession; whoever has employed so much labour about any of
that kind, as to find and pursue her, has thereby removed her from the state of
nature, wherein she was common, and hath begun a property.

Sect. 31. It will perhaps be objected to this, that if gathering the acorns, or
other fruits of the earth, &c. makes a right to them, then any one may ingross as
much as he will. To which I answer, Not so. The same law of nature, that does by
this means give us property, does also bound that property too. God has given us
all things richly, 1 Tim. vi. 12. is the voice of reason confirmed by inspiration. But
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how far has he given it us? To enjoy. As much as any one can make use of to any
advantage of life before it spoils, so much he may by his Labour fix a property in:
whatever is beyond this, is more than his share, and belongs to others. Nothing
was made by God for man to spoil or destroy. And thus, considering the plenty of
natural provisions there was a long time in the world, and the few spenders; and to
how small a part of that provision the industry of one man could extend itself, and
ingross it to the prejudice of others; especially keeping within the bounds, set by
reason, of what might serve for his use; there could be then little room for quarrels
or contentions about property so established.

Sect. 32. But the chief matter of property being now not the fruits of the
earth, and the beasts that subsist on it, but the earth itself; as that which takes
in and carries with it all the rest; I think it is plain, that property in that too is
acquired as the former. As much land as a man tills, plants, improves, cultivates,
and can use the product of, so much is his property. He by his labour does, as
it were, inclose it from the common. Nor will it invalidate his right, to say every
body else has an equal title to it; and therefore he cannot appropriate, he cannot
inclose, without the consent of all his fellow-commoners, all mankind. God, when
he gave the world in common to all mankind, commanded man also to labour, and
the penury of his condition required it of him. God and his reason commanded
him to subdue the earth, i.e. improve it for the benefit of life, and therein lay
out something upon it that was his own, his labour. He that in obedience to this
command of God, subdued, tilled and sowed any part of it, thereby annexed to it
something that was his property, which another had no title to, nor could without
injury take from him.

Sect. 33. Nor was this appropriation of any parcel of land, by improving it,
any prejudice to any other man, since there was still enough, and as good left; and
more than the yet unprovided could use. So that, in effect, there was never the less
left for others because of his enclosure for himself: for he that leaves as much as
another can make use of, does as good as take nothing at all. No body could think
himself injured by the drinking of another man, though he took a good draught,
who had a whole river of the same water left him to quench his thirst: and the case
of land and water, where there is enough of both, is perfectly the same.

Sect. 34. God gave the world to men in common; but since he gave it them
for their benefit, and the greatest conveniencies of life they were capable to draw
from it, it cannot be supposed he meant it should always remain common and
uncultivated. He gave it to the use of the industrious and rational, (and labour
was to be his title to it;) not to the fancy or covetousness of the quarrelsome and
contentious. He that had as good left for his improvement, as was already taken
up, needed not complain, ought not to meddle with what was already improved
by another’s labour: if he did, it is plain he desired the benefit of another’s pains,
which he had no right to, and not the ground which God had given him in common
with others to labour on, and whereof there was as good left, as that already
possessed, and more than he knew what to do with, or his industry could reach to.

Sect. 35. It is true, in land that is common in England, or any other country,
where there is plenty of people under government, who have money and commerce,
no one can inclose or appropriate any part, without the consent of all his fellow-
commoners; because this is left common by compact, i.e. by the law of the land,
which is not to be violated. And though it be common, in respect of some men, it
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is not so to all mankind; but is the joint property of this country, or this parish.
Besides, the remainder, after such enclosure, would not be as good to the rest
of the commoners, as the whole was when they could all make use of the whole;
whereas in the beginning and first peopling of the great common of the world, it
was quite otherwise. The law man was under, was rather for appropriating. God
commanded, and his wants forced him to labour. That was his property which
could not be taken from him where-ever he had fixed it. And hence subduing or
cultivating the earth, and having dominion, we see are joined together. The one
gave title to the other. So that God, by commanding to subdue, gave authority
so far to appropriate: and the condition of human life, which requires labour and
materials to work on, necessarily introduces private possessions.

Sect. 36. The measure of property nature has well set by the extent of men’s
labour and the conveniencies of life: no man’s labour could subdue, or appropriate
all; nor could his enjoyment consume more than a small part; so that it was
impossible for any man, this way, to intrench upon the right of another, or acquire
to himself a property, to the prejudice of his neighbour, who would still have room
for as good, and as large a possession (after the other had taken out his) as before
it was appropriated. This measure did confine every man’s possession to a very
moderate proportion, and such as he might appropriate to himself, without injury
to any body, in the first ages of the world, when men were more in danger to be
lost, by wandering from their company, in the then vast wilderness of the earth,
than to be straitened for want of room to plant in. And the same measure may
be allowed still without prejudice to any body, as full as the world seems: for
supposing a man, or family, in the state they were at first peopling of the world
by the children of Adam, or Noah; let him plant in some inland, vacant places
of America, we shall find that the possessions he could make himself, upon the
measures we have given, would not be very large, nor, even to this day, prejudice
the rest of mankind, or give them reason to complain, or think themselves injured
by this man’s incroachment, though the race of men have now spread themselves
to all the corners of the world, and do infinitely exceed the small number was at
the beginning. Nay, the extent of ground is of so little value, without labour, that
I have heard it affirmed, that in Spain itself a man may be permitted to plough,
sow and reap, without being disturbed, upon land he has no other title to, but
only his making use of it. But, on the contrary, the inhabitants think themselves
beholden to him, who, by his industry on neglected, and consequently waste land,
has increased the stock of corn, which they wanted. But be this as it will, which I
lay no stress on; this I dare boldly affirm, that the same rule of propriety, (viz.)
that every man should have as much as he could make use of, would hold still in
the world, without straitening any body; since there is land enough in the world
to suffice double the inhabitants, had not the invention of money, and the tacit
agreement of men to put a value on it, introduced (by consent) larger possessions,
and a right to them; which, how it has done, I shall by and by shew more at large.

Sect. 37. This is certain, that in the beginning, before the desire of having
more than man needed had altered the intrinsic value of things, which depends
only on their usefulness to the life of man; or had agreed, that a little piece of
yellow metal, which would keep without wasting or decay, should be worth a great
piece of flesh, or a whole heap of corn; though men had a right to appropriate, by
their labour, each one of himself, as much of the things of nature, as he could use:
yet this could not be much, nor to the prejudice of others, where the same plenty
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was still left to those who would use the same industry. To which let me add, that
he who appropriates land to himself by his labour, does not lessen, but increase the
common stock of mankind: for the provisions serving to the support of human life,
produced by one acre of inclosed and cultivated land, are (to speak much within
compass) ten times more than those which are yielded by an acre of land of an
equal richness lying waste in common. And therefore he that incloses land, and has
a greater plenty of the conveniencies of life from ten acres, than he could have from
an hundred left to nature, may truly be said to give ninety acres to mankind: for
his labour now supplies him with provisions out of ten acres, which were but the
product of an hundred lying in common. I have here rated the improved land very
low, in making its product but as ten to one, when it is much nearer an hundred to
one: for I ask, whether in the wild woods and uncultivated waste of America, left
to nature, without any improvement, tillage or husbandry, a thousand acres yield
the needy and wretched inhabitants as many conveniencies of life, as ten acres of
equally fertile land do in Devonshire, where they are well cultivated?

Before the appropriation of land, he who gathered as much of the wild fruit,
killed, caught, or tamed, as many of the beasts, as he could; he that so imployed his
pains about any of the spontaneous products of nature, as any way to alter them
from the state which nature put them in, by placing any of his labour on them, did
thereby acquire a propriety in them: but if they perished, in his possession, without
their due use; if the fruits rotted, or the venison putrified, before he could spend it,
he offended against the common law of nature, and was liable to be punished; he
invaded his neighbour’s share, for he had no right, farther than his use called for
any of them, and they might serve to afford him conveniencies of life.

Sect. 38. The same measures governed the possession of land too: whatsoever
he tilled and reaped, laid up and made use of, before it spoiled, that was his peculiar
right; whatsoever he enclosed, and could feed, and make use of, the cattle and
product was also his. But if either the grass of his enclosure rotted on the ground,
or the fruit of his planting perished without gathering, and laying up, this part of
the earth, notwithstanding his enclosure, was still to be looked on as waste, and
might be the possession of any other. Thus, at the beginning, Cain might take as
much ground as he could till, and make it his own land, and yet leave enough to
Abel’s sheep to feed on; a few acres would serve for both their possessions. But as
families increased, and industry inlarged their stocks, their possessions inlarged
with the need of them; but yet it was commonly without any fixed property in the
ground they made use of, till they incorporated, settled themselves together, and
built cities; and then, by consent, they came in time, to set out the bounds of their
distinct territories, and agree on limits between them and their neighbours; and by
laws within themselves, settled the properties of those of the same society: for we
see, that in that part of the world which was first inhabited, and therefore like to
be best peopled, even as low down as Abraham’s time, they wandered with their
flocks, and their herds, which was their substance, freely up and down; and this
Abraham did, in a country where he was a stranger. Whence it is plain, that at
least a great part of the land lay in common; that the inhabitants valued it not,
nor claimed property in any more than they made use of. But when there was not
room enough in the same place, for their herds to feed together, they by consent,
as Abraham and Lot did, Gen. xiii. 5. separated and inlarged their pasture, where
it best liked them. And for the same reason Esau went from his father, and his
brother, and planted in mount Seir, Gen. xxxvi. 6.
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Sect. 39. And thus, without supposing any private dominion, and property in
Adam, over all the world, exclusive of all other men, which can no way be proved,
nor any one’s property be made out from it; but supposing the world given, as it
was, to the children of men in common, we see how labour could make men distinct
titles to several parcels of it, for their private uses; wherein there could be no doubt
of right, no room for quarrel.

Sect. 40. Nor is it so strange, as perhaps before consideration it may appear,
that the property of labour should be able to over-balance the community of land:
for it is labour indeed that puts the difference of value on every thing; and let any
one consider what the difference is between an acre of land planted with tobacco or
sugar, sown with wheat or barley, and an acre of the same land lying in common,
without any husbandry upon it, and he will find, that the improvement of labour
makes the far greater part of the value. I think it will be but a very modest
computation to say, that of the products of the earth useful to the life of man
nine tenths are the effects of labour: nay, if we will rightly estimate things as they
come to our use, and cast up the several expences about them, what in them is
purely owing to nature, and what to labour, we shall find, that in most of them
ninety-nine hundredths are wholly to be put on the account of labour.

Sect. 41. There cannot be a clearer demonstration of any thing, than several
nations of the Americans are of this, who are rich in land, and poor in all the
comforts of life; whom nature having furnished as liberally as any other people,
with the materials of plenty, i.e. a fruitful soil, apt to produce in abundance, what
might serve for food, raiment, and delight; yet for want of improving it by labour,
have not one hundredth part of the conveniencies we enjoy: and a king of a large
and fruitful territory there, feeds, lodges, and is clad worse than a day-labourer in
England.

Sect. 42. To make this a little clearer, let us but trace some of the ordinary
provisions of life, through their several progresses, before they come to our use,
and see how much they receive of their value from human industry. Bread, wine
and cloth, are things of daily use, and great plenty; yet notwithstanding, acorns,
water and leaves, or skins, must be our bread, drink and cloathing, did not labour
furnish us with these more useful commodities: for whatever bread is more worth
than acorns, wine than water, and cloth or silk, than leaves, skins or moss, that is
wholly owing to labour and industry; the one of these being the food and raiment
which unassisted nature furnishes us with; the other, provisions which our industry
and pains prepare for us, which how much they exceed the other in value, when
any one hath computed, he will then see how much labour makes the far greatest
part of the value of things we enjoy in this world: and the ground which produces
the materials, is scarce to be reckoned in, as any, or at most, but a very small part
of it; so little, that even amongst us, land that is left wholly to nature, that hath
no improvement of pasturage, tillage, or planting, is called, as indeed it is, waste;
and we shall find the benefit of it amount to little more than nothing.

This shews how much numbers of men are to be preferred to largeness of
dominions; and that the increase of lands, and the right employing of them, is the
great art of government: and that prince, who shall be so wise and godlike, as by
established laws of liberty to secure protection and encouragement to the honest
industry of mankind, against the oppression of power and narrowness of party, will
quickly be too hard for his neighbours: but this by the by.
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To return to the argument in hand.

Sect. 43. An acre of land, that bears here twenty bushels of wheat, and another
in America, which, with the same husbandry, would do the like, are, without doubt,
of the same natural intrinsic value: but yet the benefit mankind receives from the
one in a year, is worth 5l. and from the other possibly not worth a penny, if all
the profit an Indian received from it were to be valued, and sold here; at least,
I may truly say, not one thousandth. It is labour then which puts the greatest
part of value upon land, without which it would scarcely be worth any thing: it is
to that we owe the greatest part of all its useful products; for all that the straw,
bran, bread, of that acre of wheat, is more worth than the product of an acre of
as good land, which lies waste, is all the effect of labour: for it is not barely the
plough-man’s pains, the reaper’s and thresher’s toil, and the baker’s sweat, is to be
counted into the bread we eat; the labour of those who broke the oxen, who digged
and wrought the iron and stones, who felled and framed the timber employed about
the plough, mill, oven, or any other utensils, which are a vast number, requisite
to this corn, from its being feed to be sown to its being made bread, must all be
charged on the account of labour, and received as an effect of that: nature and the
earth furnished only the almost worthless materials, as in themselves. It would be
a strange catalogue of things, that industry provided and made use of, about every
loaf of bread, before it came to our use, if we could trace them; iron, wood, leather,
bark, timber, stone, bricks, coals, lime, cloth, dying drugs, pitch, tar, masts, ropes,
and all the materials made use of in the ship, that brought any of the commodities
made use of by any of the workmen, to any part of the work; all which it would be
almost impossible, at least too long, to reckon up.

Sect. 44. From all which it is evident, that though the things of nature are
given in common, yet man, by being master of himself, and proprietor of his own
person, and the actions or labour of it, had still in himself the great foundation of
property; and that, which made up the great part of what he applied to the support
or comfort of his being, when invention and arts had improved the conveniencies of
life, was perfectly his own, and did not belong in common to others.

Sect. 45. Thus labour, in the beginning, gave a right of property, wherever
any one was pleased to employ it upon what was common, which remained a long
while the far greater part, and is yet more than mankind makes use of. Men, at
first, for the most part, contented themselves with what unassisted nature offered
to their necessities: and though afterwards, in some parts of the world, (where
the increase of people and stock, with the use of money, had made land scarce,
and so of some value) the several communities settled the bounds of their distinct
territories, and by laws within themselves regulated the properties of the private
men of their society, and so, by compact and agreement, settled the property which
labour and industry began; and the leagues that have been made between several
states and kingdoms, either expresly or tacitly disowning all claim and right to the
land in the others possession, have, by common consent, given up their pretences
to their natural common right, which originally they had to those countries, and
so have, by positive agreement, settled a property amongst themselves, in distinct
parts and parcels of the earth; yet there are still great tracts of ground to be found,
which (the inhabitants thereof not having joined with the rest of mankind, in the
consent of the use of their common money) lie waste, and are more than the people
who dwell on it do, or can make use of, and so still lie in common; tho’ this can
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scarce happen amongst that part of mankind that have consented to the use of
money.

Sect. 46. The greatest part of things really useful to the life of man, and such
as the necessity of subsisting made the first commoners of the world look after,
as it cloth the Americans now, are generally things of short duration; such as, if
they are not consumed by use, will decay and perish of themselves: gold, silver and
diamonds, are things that fancy or agreement hath put the value on, more than
real use, and the necessary support of life. Now of those good things which nature
hath provided in common, every one had a right (as hath been said) to as much
as he could use, and property in all that he could effect with his labour; all that
his industry could extend to, to alter from the state nature had put it in, was his.
He that gathered a hundred bushels of acorns or apples, had thereby a property
in them, they were his goods as soon as gathered. He was only to look, that he
used them before they spoiled, else he took more than his share, and robbed others.
And indeed it was a foolish thing, as well as dishonest, to hoard up more than he
could make use of. If he gave away a part to any body else, so that it perished not
uselesly in his possession, these he also made use of. And if he also bartered away
plums, that would have rotted in a week, for nuts that would last good for his
eating a whole year, he did no injury; he wasted not the common stock; destroyed
no part of the portion of goods that belonged to others, so long as nothing perished
uselesly in his hands. Again, if he would give his nuts for a piece of metal, pleased
with its colour; or exchange his sheep for shells, or wool for a sparkling pebble or
a diamond, and keep those by him all his life he invaded not the right of others,
he might heap up as much of these durable things as he pleased; the exceeding of
the bounds of his just property not lying in the largeness of his possession, but the
perishing of any thing uselesly in it.

Sect. 47. And thus came in the use of money, some lasting thing that men
might keep without spoiling, and that by mutual consent men would take in
exchange for the truly useful, but perishable supports of life.

Sect. 48. And as different degrees of industry were apt to give men possessions
in different proportions, so this invention of money gave them the opportunity
to continue and enlarge them: for supposing an island, separate from all possible
commerce with the rest of the world, wherein there were but an hundred families,
but there were sheep, horses and cows, with other useful animals, wholsome fruits,
and land enough for corn for a hundred thousand times as many, but nothing in
the island, either because of its commonness, or perishableness, fit to supply the
place of money; what reason could any one have there to enlarge his possessions
beyond the use of his family, and a plentiful supply to its consumption, either
in what their own industry produced, or they could barter for like perishable,
useful commodities, with others? Where there is not some thing, both lasting and
scarce, and so valuable to be hoarded up, there men will not be apt to enlarge
their possessions of land, were it never so rich, never so free for them to take: for
I ask, what would a man value ten thousand, or an hundred thousand acres of
excellent land, ready cultivated, and well stocked too with cattle, in the middle of
the inland parts of America, where he had no hopes of commerce with other parts
of the world, to draw money to him by the sale of the product? It would not be
worth the enclosing, and we should see him give up again to the wild common of
nature, whatever was more than would supply the conveniencies of life to be had
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there for him and his family.
Sect. 49. Thus in the beginning all the world was America, and more so than

that is now; for no such thing as money was any where known. Find out something
that hath the use and value of money amongst his neighbours, you shall see the
same man will begin presently to enlarge his possessions.

Sect. 50. But since gold and silver, being little useful to the life of man in
proportion to food, raiment, and carriage, has its value only from the consent of
men, whereof labour yet makes, in great part, the measure, it is plain, that men
have agreed to a disproportionate and unequal possession of the earth, they having,
by a tacit and voluntary consent, found out, a way how a man may fairly possess
more land than he himself can use the product of, by receiving in exchange for
the overplus gold and silver, which may be hoarded up without injury to any one;
these metals not spoiling or decaying in the hands of the possessor. This partage
of things in an inequality of private possessions, men have made practicable out
of the bounds of society, and without compact, only by putting a value on gold
and silver, and tacitly agreeing in the use of money: for in governments, the laws
regulate the right of property, and the possession of land is determined by positive
constitutions.

Sect. 51. And thus, I think, it is very easy to conceive, without any difficulty,
how labour could at first begin a title of property in the common things of nature,
and how the spending it upon our uses bounded it. So that there could then be no
reason of quarrelling about title, nor any doubt about the largeness of possession
it gave. Right and conveniency went together; for as a man had a right to all he
could employ his labour upon, so he had no temptation to labour for more than
he could make use of. This left no room for controversy about the title, nor for
encroachment on the right of others; what portion a man carved to himself, was
easily seen; and it was useless, as well as dishonest, to carve himself too much, or
take more than he needed.



Chapter 8

Of the Beginning of Political Societies

Sect. 95. MEN being, as has been said, by nature, all free, equal, and
independent, no one can be put out of this estate, and subjected to the political
power of another, without his own consent. The only way whereby any one divests
himself of his natural liberty, and puts on the bonds of civil society, is by agreeing
with other men to join and unite into a community for their comfortable, safe, and
peaceable living one amongst another, in a secure enjoyment of their properties,
and a greater security against any, that are not of it. This any number of men may
do, because it injures not the freedom of the rest; they are left as they were in the
liberty of the state of nature. When any number of men have so consented to make
one community or government, they are thereby presently incorporated, and make
one body politic, wherein the majority have a right to act and conclude the rest.

Sect. 96. For when any number of men have, by the consent of every individual,
made a community, they have thereby made that community one body, with a power
to act as one body, which is only by the will and determination of the majority:
for that which acts any community, being only the consent of the individuals of it,
and it being necessary to that which is one body to move one way; it is necessary
the body should move that way whither the greater force carries it, which is the
consent of the majority: or else it is impossible it should act or continue one body,
one community, which the consent of every individual that united into it, agreed
that it should; and so every one is bound by that consent to be concluded by the
majority. And therefore we see, that in assemblies, impowered to act by positive
laws, where no number is set by that positive law which impowers them, the act of
the majority passes for the act of the whole, and of course determines, as having,
by the law of nature and reason, the power of the whole.

Sect. 97. And thus every man, by consenting with others to make one body
politic under one government, puts himself under an obligation, to every one of
that society, to submit to the determination of the majority, and to be concluded
by it; or else this original compact, whereby he with others incorporates into one
society, would signify nothing, and be no compact, if he be left free, and under no
other ties than he was in before in the state of nature. For what appearance would
there be of any compact? what new engagement if he were no farther tied by any
decrees of the society, than he himself thought fit, and did actually consent to?
This would be still as great a liberty, as he himself had before his compact, or any
one else in the state of nature hath, who may submit himself, and consent to any
acts of it if he thinks fit.

Sect. 98. For if the consent of the majority shall not, in reason, be received as
the act of the whole, and conclude every individual; nothing but the consent of every

14
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individual can make any thing to be the act of the whole: but such a consent is next
to impossible ever to be had, if we consider the infirmities of health, and avocations
of business, which in a number, though much less than that of a common-wealth,
will necessarily keep many away from the public assembly. To which if we add the
variety of opinions, and contrariety of interests, which unavoidably happen in all
collections of men, the coming into society upon such terms would be only like
Cato’s coming into the theatre, only to go out again. Such a constitution as this
would make the mighty Leviathan of a shorter duration, than the feeblest creatures,
and not let it outlast the day it was born in: which cannot be supposed, till we
can think, that rational creatures should desire and constitute societies only to be
dissolved: for where the majority cannot conclude the rest, there they cannot act
as one body, and consequently will be immediately dissolved again.

Sect. 99. Whosoever therefore out of a state of nature unite into a community,
must be understood to give up all the power, necessary to the ends for which they
unite into society, to the majority of the community, unless they expresly agreed in
any number greater than the majority. And this is done by barely agreeing to unite
into one political society, which is all the compact that is, or needs be, between the
individuals, that enter into, or make up a commonwealth. And thus that, which
begins and actually constitutes any political society, is nothing but the consent of
any number of freemen capable of a majority to unite and incorporate into such a
society. And this is that, and that only, which did, or could give beginning to any
lawful government in the world.

Sect. 119. Every man being, as has been shewed, naturally free, and nothing
being able to put him into subjection to any earthly power, but only his own consent;
it is to be considered, what shall be understood to be a sufficient declaration of
a man’s consent, to make him subject to the laws of any government. There is
a common distinction of an express and a tacit consent, which will concern our
present case. No body doubts but an express consent, of any man entering into any
society, makes him a perfect member of that society, a subject of that government.
The difficulty is, what ought to be looked upon as a tacit consent, and how far
it binds, i.e. how far any one shall be looked on to have consented, and thereby
submitted to any government, where he has made no expressions of it at all. And
to this I say, that every man, that hath any possessions, or enjoyment, of any
part of the dominions of any government, doth thereby give his tacit consent, and
is as far forth obliged to obedience to the laws of that government, during such
enjoyment, as any one under it; whether this his possession be of land, to him and
his heirs for ever, or a lodging only for a week; or whether it be barely travelling
freely on the highway; and in effect, it reaches as far as the very being of any one
within the territories of that government.

Sect. 120. To understand this the better, it is fit to consider, that every man,
when he at first incorporates himself into any commonwealth, he, by his uniting
himself thereunto, annexed also, and submits to the community, those possessions,
which he has, or shall acquire, that do not already belong to any other government:
for it would be a direct contradiction, for any one to enter into society with others
for the securing and regulating of property; and yet to suppose his land, whose
property is to be regulated by the laws of the society, should be exempt from the
jurisdiction of that government, to which he himself, the proprietor of the land, is a
subject. By the same act therefore, whereby any one unites his person, which was
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before free, to any common-wealth, by the same he unites his possessions, which
were before free, to it also; and they become, both of them, person and possession,
subject to the government and dominion of that common-wealth, as long as it hath
a being. Whoever therefore, from thenceforth, by inheritance, purchase, permission,
or otherways, enjoys any part of the land, so annexed to, and under the government
of that common-wealth, must take it with the condition it is under; that is, of
submitting to the government of the common-wealth, under whose jurisdiction it
is, as far forth as any subject of it.

Sect. 121. But since the government has a direct jurisdiction only over the
land, and reaches the possessor of it, (before he has actually incorporated himself
in the society) only as he dwells upon, and enjoys that; the obligation any one
is under, by virtue of such enjoyment, to submit to the government, begins and
ends with the enjoyment; so that whenever the owner, who has given nothing but
such a tacit consent to the government, will, by donation, sale, or otherwise, quit
the said possession, he is at liberty to go and incorporate himself into any other
common-wealth; or to agree with others to begin a new one, in vacuis locis, in
any part of the world, they can find free and unpossessed: whereas he, that has
once, by actual agreement, and any express declaration, given his consent to be of
any common-wealth, is perpetually and indispensably obliged to be, and remain
unalterably a subject to it, and can never be again in the liberty of the state of
nature; unless, by any calamity, the government he was under comes to be dissolved;
or else by some public act cuts him off from being any longer a member of it.

Sect. 122. But submitting to the laws of any country, living quietly, and
enjoying privileges and protection under them, makes not a man a member of that
society: this is only a local protection and homage due to and from all those, who,
not being in a state of war, come within the territories belonging to any government,
to all parts whereof the force of its laws extends. But this no more makes a man
a member of that society, a perpetual subject of that common-wealth, than it
would make a man a subject to another, in whose family he found it convenient to
abide for some time; though, whilst he continued in it, he were obliged to comply
with the laws, and submit to the government he found there. And thus we see,
that foreigners, by living all their lives under another government, and enjoying
the privileges and protection of it, though they are bound, even in conscience, to
submit to its administration, as far forth as any denison; yet do not thereby come
to be subjects or members of that common-wealth. Nothing can make any man
so, but his actually entering into it by positive engagement, and express promise
and compact. This is that, which I think, concerning the beginning of political
societies, and that consent which makes any one a member of any common-wealth.
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One of the premises of Thomas Hobbes’s argument in Leviathan is psychological egoism. This
is the view that all human beings act so as to further what they perceive as their own,
individual best interests, insofar as they are able to do so.

Condition of human beings in the State of Nature

1. A human being will always do what she thinks is best for herself. [Psychological egoism]

2. Human beings are all strong and smart enough to fight each other. [Equality]

3. Human beings believe that preserving their own lives is in their best interests.

4. Human beings believe that satisfying their needs and desires is in their best interests.

5. Human beings who have less resources than they need or desire will be motivated to obtain
more. (From 1, 4)

6. In the State of Nature, there are not enough resources (food, shelter, water etc.) to satisfy the
needs and desires of all human beings. [Scarcity]

7. In the State of Nature, some human beings will be unable to obtain the resources that they
need or desire without taking them from others. [‘Competition’] (From 6)

8. These human beings will know that there are other human beings with the resources they
desire.

9. In the State of Nature, some human beings will fight others to obtain the resources they need
or desire. (From 2, 5, 7, 8)

10. Some human beings desire power over others. [‘Glory’]

11. Other things being equal, no human being believes it is in her best interests to be in the power
of another.

12. Some human beings will attack others in order to obtain power over them. (From 1, 2, 10, 11)

13. In the State of Nature, human beings who are attacked will fight back to defend themselves
and their resources. (From 1, 2, 3, 4, 6)

14. Often, human beings who may be attacked will think it in their best interests to attack first.
[‘Diffidence’]

15. In the State of Nature, human beings will fight each other. [War of all against all] (From 9, 12,
13, 14)

This covers the three motives Hobbes refers to as resulting in a state of continual war in the State of
Nature (Hobbes 2005, 13.6):
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1. ‘competition’: people will fight over the scarce resources available in the world to meet their
needs and satisfy their desires;

2. ‘diffidence’: people will fight each other because they cannot trust others not to attack them in
order to get any stuff they hold and/or to make use of them;

These first two motives arise from human beings’ pursuit of their own best interests together with
some plausible assumptions about the kinds of things people will believe to be in their best interests:
enough food and water; shelter from the cold, rain or sun; etc. Hobbes’s commitment to psychological
egoism means that all human beings will share these motives. The third motive Hobbes cites is a
little different because it seems to be making an additional psychological claim:

3. ‘glory’: people will fight those who do not show them sufficient respect both to exact revenge
for perceived slights and to teach others by making an example of the offenders.

Hobbes concludes that the State of Nature will involve a continual war of every person against every
other person. Nobody will be secure because nobody will be able to trust others not to attack her.
Nobody will spend time building things or gaining knowledge because the fruits of her labours would
be taken from her by others keen to reap the benefits without having put in the work. ‘Worst of all,’
there will be ‘continual fear, and danger of violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty,
brutish, and short.’ (Hobbes 2005, 13.9)

The Social Contract, commonwealth and Leviathan

If people are motivated by their own best interests, they will behave better if they understand
it is in their interests to do so. If, as Hobbes supposes, they are motivated only by their own best
interests, they will behave better only if they believe it is in their interests to do so. In the State of
Nature, only suckers are nice — that’s why the State of Nature is so miserable. How can people
escape this?

The Social Contract

Because things are bad for everybody in the State of Nature, everybody has a reason to agree to
a Social Contract provided that others do likewise. Remember that everyone is a psychological
egoist on Hobbes’s view. They will act in their own best interests. They are also rational and are
therefore capable of understanding, making and keeping agreements with each other. The Social
Contract involves each person agreeing to give up some of her freedom provided that others do the
same. The idea is that having secure rights to some things is better than having insecure rights to
everything. Consider food. In the State of Nature, you have a right to all the food in the world.
However, everybody else has the same right so you must fight to acquire or keep food for yourself.
If you spend hours gathering food and storing it for the winter, you are a fool because others will
simply come and take the food you’ve put by. It would be better, then, to give up the right to all
the food in the world if by doing so you could secure your right to some food — the food you’ve
grown, harvested or stored yourself, say. Others are in the same position. So everybody agrees to
keep to rules which ensure everybody some rights. So long as everybody obeys the rules, people
won’t have to fight for the rights the rules give them. You won’t have to defend your harvest or sit
awake all night guarding your grain store.
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Leviathan

Unfortunately, there’s a catch. Why should people keep the rules when they don’t want to?
If I think your grain looks good and I get together with some other people who think the same,
what is to stop us from overpowering or killing you and enjoying the fruits of your labour? Hobbes
says that ‘nothing is more easily broken than a man’s word’ (Hobbes 2005, 14.7). The only way to
stop psychological egoists from breaking the rules is to make sure it is not in their interests to do
so. This means that the Social Contract will only work if there is somebody to enforce a system
of punishments sufficiently harsh to deter people from breaking the rules. People therefore agree
to obey a sovereign — the Leviathan — who will rule the commonwealth and guarantee the
Social Contract.

With the Leviathan comes civil society, law and justice. In the State of Nature, there is no such
thing as justice or injustice, right or wrong. There is no property. Everybody is entitled to everything,
even to the bodies and lives of other people. People have no reason to keep their agreements or
promises. Indeed, agreements and promises are not valid in the State of Nature. Once the Leviathan
is in place to guarantee that those who break the law will be punished, justice and injustice, right
and wrong begin. Justice consists in obeying the law and keeping valid agreements. Injustice consists
in disobeying the law and breaking valid contracts.

Note that the sovereign is not party to the Social Contract. People agree with each other to
obey the sovereign but the contract does not involve the sovereign. The sovereign is the source and
enforcer of law, the arbiter of disputes and the defender of the commonwealth. The sovereign is, one
might say, above or beyond the law. People can violate the agreement they made but the sovereign is
not party to that agreement and so cannot violate it. This is one reason Hobbes thinks that neither
revolution nor rebellion is ever justified.

Commonwealth

The term ‘sovereign’ can be misleading. Theoretically, the commonwealth can take any form
provided it can serve the purpose for which it is intended i.e. protection of its members from both
each other and foreign aggressors. Hobbes identifies three possible forms: democracy, aristocracy
and monarchy. (It may be instructive to compare Locke who identifies more possibilities.) Hobbes
does, however, think that monarchy — by which he means absolute monarchy — is the best form of
government because he thinks it is the most stable and best able to defend against both internal and
external threats.
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Locke on Property
Dr. Clea F. Rees

We saw last week that different thinkers in the contractarian tradition conceive of the state of
nature in different ways and that this has implications for their arguments about the legitimacy of
state power and the relationship between individuals and the state. For example, Thomas Hobbes
takes it that any force sufficiently powerful to keep the peace and defend the state is legitimate
because it would be rational for everybody to agree to obey in such a case. The fact that somebody
has never actually consented to be governed by the state is irrelevant as is the fact that some people
— possibly all people — might have preferred to be governed by some other form of government. So
although revolution is never justified on Hobbes’s view because the sovereign power literally cannot
act unjustly, a government instituted following a successful revolution becomes legitimate provided
it can keep order within the state and deter or repel foreign attacks. The reason it would be rational
to agree to obey any power provided only that it is sufficiently strong to keep the peace and defend
the realm is based on Hobbes’s view of the state of nature as unremittingly nasty.

In contrast, John Locke, for example, argues that it is rational for people to agree to a government
which will protect their lives, liberty and property. If the government fails to do this — if, say, it
develops into a tyranny, exploiting and oppressing its own people — then rebellion may be justified.
The more qualified form of social contract which Locke considers reasonable is presumably at least
partly due to his more optimistic picture of life in the absence of a civil state. Locke’s state of nature
is not entirely secure but it is largely peaceful and productive. There is danger of war but nothing
like the state of perpetual war of “all against all” envisaged by Hobbes.

You can play “The States of Nature Experience”, an online game, to learn a little more about the
differences between the state of nature as envisaged by Hobbes, Locke and Jean Jacques Rousseau1.

Locke’s theory of private property rights

One of the most important aspects of Locke’s political thought is his theory of property rights,
specifically his theory of private property rights.

In reading Locke, it is important to be aware that he uses the term ‘property’ ambiguously. Often,
‘property’ means very much what we ordinarily mean when we use the term. This is basically stuff2 —
land, houses, cranberries, iPads, woolly hats etc. Sometimes, however, Locke uses ‘property’ to mean
life and liberty, as well as stuff. This complicates the interpretation of various aspects of Locke’s
view in important ways.

1http://sites.google.com/site/statesofnatureexperience/ or link directly from the course blog.
2I am ignoring more complex types of property such as intellectual property, complex financial instruments etc.
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The story of stuff: How are private property rights possible?

Initially, God gives the world and everything in it (bar other
humans) to human beings generally. At this point, the world
and its contents (non-human animals, plants, rocks, land,
water. . . ) is owned in common by all humans.

Individual humans own their own bodies, their labour and
the fruits of their labour.

Locke argues that by mixing their labour with part of the common
stock of resources, individual humans can come to own parts of
the common stock. That is, they can acquire private property
beyond their own bodies and labour. For example, Locke argues
that a Native American who hunts and kills a deer, say, comes to
own that deer.

Some right to exclusive use is essential to the idea of private
property. A pencil is not my private property if anybody and
everybody is as free to make use of it as I am. So by appropriating
resources as private property, humans remove them from the
common stock. That is, others no longer have a right to them.

Just as somebody can acquire private ownership
of some apples, say, by making the effort to gather
them, thus removing them from the common stock,
somebody can acquire private ownership of land
by cultivating it. This means that land which is
initially held in common can come to be privately
owned as people cultivate different parts of it.

Provisos

There are some limitations on the acquisition of private property. First, people only have a right
to what they can use or which others will use. So I only have a right to gather enough apples for
myself and any others I will provide them to. I might, for example, give them to friends and family
or trade them for some of your blackberries. This is all within my rights. What I have no right to do
is to take additional apples if these will rot before they are made use of. I may not waste common
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resources. To take more than I can use is to take more than my fair share.
Second, I must leave “enough and as good” for others. This is supposed not to be a problem

because God has provided abundance. Leaving “enough and as good” does not necessarily mean
that I must leave enough and as good of the same kind of thing, however. For example, if we are
surrounded by an abundance of fruit trees of all kinds, I need not necessarily leave the same quantity
and quality of precisely the same type of apple for each of you. I might take Braeburn and leave
Cox, for example, or take apples and leave pears.

When it comes to land, Locke thinks that my appropriation of land must not leave anybody
worse off than she was before. However, this does not necessarily mean I must leave you land. Locke
thinks that even a day labourer in England is better off than anybody could be in the state of nature
— even though no land remains for the labourer to appropriate. This is because the labourer can
work other people’s land in exchange for a share of the produce and cultivated land is so much more
productive than uncultivated land that even landless labourers end up better off. Somebody taking
land out of the common stock by cultivating it is really, according to Locke, increasing the common
stock by making the land many times more productive.

Third, I can only acquire property through my own labour. I may not help myself to a share
of the walnuts which you gathered using your labour but must instead either gather my own or
persuade you to exchange some of your walnuts for some of my blueberries. Similarly, I may not
appropriate some of the land you have carefully ploughed and prepared but must instead either find
an uncultivated (and so unclaimed) tract of land to plough and sow myself or reach an agreement
with you allowing me to use of part of your land in exchange for some benefit I can provide.

These limitations constrain the amount of property which an individual can have an exclusive
right to. It is not possible to accumulate wealth like this because nobody has a right to more than
she can use — more than she can cultivate, more than she and those she shares with can eat before
it spoils etc.

Money

People can, however, agree to exchange surplus goods not only for less perishable items (black-
berries exchanged for hazelnuts, say) but for non-perishable items such as shells, pieces of metal,
diamonds etc. These things do not spoil so there is no problem with my accumulating these. People
may therefore agree to recognise small pieces of gold, silver and copper, say, as having some exchange
value. In this way, individuals may produce a greater surplus provided they exchange that surplus
for these durable pieces of metal. People do no wrong in accumulating these. In agreeing on such a
monetary system, people agree to an unequal distribution of goods.

Just distributive inequalities

Locke thinks that this story explains how it is possible for an initial situation in which the world
is owned in common to give rise to justified distributive inequalities through a series of just exchanges
and agreements.
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The importance of Locke’s theory of stuff

One reason for the importance of Locke’s theory of private property rights is its role in his overall
view. Locke thinks that the rationality of the social contract — the rationality of agreeing to give
up some of the rights people have in the state of nature — depends on the purpose of the contract
which is to safeguard rights to life, liberty and property. The government may not, therefore, violate
these rights. If it does so sufficiently egregiously and sufficiently frequently, it is no longer legitimate
and may be justly overthrown. This means that Locke thinks the government may not generally
confiscate its citizens’ property.

A second reason Locke’s theory of property rights is important concerns its influence on the
development of political thought, including its impact on political movements, legislation and public
policy — the theory remains highly influential today. It follows from Locke’s theory, for example,
that indigenous peoples who subsisted primarily by hunting and gathering — as opposed to farming
— never owned the land they lived on. On Locke’s view, this land remained part of the resources
owned by humans in common and no wrong was done by those who colonised it even though this
involved excluding its original inhabitants.
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§2.2 Utilitarianism

The term utilitarianism refers to a number of ethical theories, all of which are forms of con-
sequentialism. Consequentialist theories claim that the moral value of actions depends only on their
consequences. Utilitarian theories hold that the right thing to do is always that action which will
result in the greatest happiness or utility — that is, the action which will maximise pleasure and
minimise pain. In calculating pleasures and pains, one includes all pleasures and pains — those of
oneself and one’s family count no more, and no less, than those of other members of one’s community
and strangers in distant countries. Utilitarianism is clearly and completely impartial.

The best known historical advocates of utilitarianism are probably Bentham, Mill and Sidgwick.
Mill wrote after Bentham and his theory can be seen as an attempt to refine Bentham’s view in the
light of critics’ objections. In particular, Mill argues that the quality — not just the quantity — of
pleasures (and pains) matters.

Both Bentham and Mill were strong advocates of political and social reform. Although both
developed utilitarianism as a theory of right action generally, they were particularly concerned with
utilitarianism as providing a criterion for good legislative and public policy decisions. Mill, for
example, argued that ordinary people would rarely, if ever, need to think about utilitarianism as
such at all. They could instead be guided by the accumulated knowledge of generations and their
developed moral instincts. These would guide them to do the right thing without their needing to
think in utilitarian terms or be motivated by utilitarian considerations. The people who really need
to think explicitly in utilitarian terms, according to Mill, are legislators, rulers and makers of public
policy. It is this aspect of utilitarian thought generally, and of Mill’s in particular, which we are
concerned with in this course.

Given the utilitarian concern with happiness, one might expect Mill to argue that people should
be given liberty only insofar as this is conducive to overall happiness. Of course, this might involve
giving people a considerable amount of freedom — people might be happier if free to choose from a
wide range of lifestyles, jobs and leisure activities, for example. But one might expect this freedom to
be limited by a concern with people’s own well-being, as well as that of others. Mill allows that some
restrictions on liberty are justified. If you wish to make fireworks in your garage, for example, and
this activity will endanger the lives and property of your neighbours, prohibiting you from doing so
is justified in order to safeguard your neighbours. If, on the other hand, you live alone on a remote
island, are always forewarned of visitors and create your explosive concoctions only when sure you
will not be disturbed, no restriction on your activity appears to be justified. So long as you only
endanger your own happiness, you should be free to do as you wish. This might seem surprising.
After all, if the risks are high — perhaps you are a really very incompetent and accident-prone
chemist with a penchant for increasingly spectacular effects — it may be quite likely that you will
end up fatally injured or, perhaps worse, permanently disabled, suffering from chronic pain and
unable to pursue even less foolhardy interests.
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Why does Mill think that only (risk of) harm to others justifies restrictions on liberty?
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Utilitarianism

John Stuart Mill

Edition Notes

Mill’s monograph consists of five chapters, of which the second is reproduced
here. These excerpts are from Project Gutenberg’s digitised version of Mill’s text1.
The full version is available from http://www.gutenberg.org as ebook number
11224. In typesetting these excerpts for inclusion in this reader, I have converted
hyper-linked chapter notes to regular footnotes.

— Clea F. Rees

Chapter 2

What Utilitarianism Is

A passing remark is all that needs be given to the ignorant blunder of suppos-
ing that those who stand up for utility as the test of right and wrong, use the
term in that restricted and merely colloquial sense in which utility is opposed to
pleasure. An apology is due to the philosophical opponents of utilitarianism, for
even the momentary appearance of confounding them with any one capable of so
absurd a misconception; which is the more extraordinary, inasmuch as the contrary
accusation, of referring everything to pleasure, and that too in its grossest form, is
another of the common charges against utilitarianism: and, as has been pointedly
remarked by an able writer, the same sort of persons, and often the very same
persons, denounce the theory ‘as impracticably dry when the word utility precedes

1John Stuart Mill. Utilitarianism. Fairbanks, Arkansas and Salt Lake City, Utah: Project
Gutenberg, 22nd Feb. 2004. Project Gutenberg ebook: 11224. Repr. of Utilitarianism. 7th ed.
London: Longmans, Green and Company, 1879. Repr.
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2 John Stuart Mill

the word pleasure, and as too practicably voluptuous when the word pleasure
precedes the word utility.’ Those who know anything about the matter are aware
that every writer, from Epicurus to Bentham, who maintained the theory of utility,
meant by it, not something to be contradistinguished from pleasure, but pleasure
itself, together with exemption from pain; and instead of opposing the useful to
the agreeable or the ornamental, have always declared that the useful means these,
among other things. Yet the common herd, including the herd of writers, not
only in newspapers and periodicals, but in books of weight and pretension, are
perpetually falling into this shallow mistake. Having caught up the word utilitarian,
while knowing nothing whatever about it but its sound, they habitually express
by it the rejection, or the neglect, of pleasure in some of its forms; of beauty, of
ornament, or of amusement. Nor is the term thus ignorantly misapplied solely in
disparagement, but occasionally in compliment; as though it implied superiority
to frivolity and the mere pleasures of the moment. And this perverted use is the
only one in which the word is popularly known, and the one from which the new
generation are acquiring their sole notion of its meaning. Those who introduced
the word, but who had for many years discontinued it as a distinctive appellation,
may well feel themselves called upon to resume it, if by doing so they can hope to
contribute anything towards rescuing it from this utter degradation.2

The creed which accepts as the foundation of morals, Utility, or the Greatest
Happiness Principle, holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to
promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness. By
happiness is intended pleasure, and the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain, and
the privation of pleasure. To give a clear view of the moral standard set up by
the theory, much more requires to be said; in particular, what things it includes in
the ideas of pain and pleasure; and to what extent this is left an open question.
But these supplementary explanations do not affect the theory of life on which
this theory of morality is grounded—namely, that pleasure, and freedom from pain,
are the only things desirable as ends; and that all desirable things (which are as
numerous in the utilitarian as in any other scheme) are desirable either for the
pleasure inherent in themselves, or as means to the promotion of pleasure and the
prevention of pain.

Now, such a theory of life excites in many minds, and among them in some
of the most estimable in feeling and purpose, inveterate dislike. To suppose that
life has (as they express it) no higher end than pleasure—no better and nobler
object of desire and pursuit—they designate as utterly mean and grovelling; as
a doctrine worthy only of swine, to whom the followers of Epicurus were, at a
very early period, contemptuously likened; and modern holders of the doctrine are
occasionally made the subject of equally polite comparisons by its German, French,
and English assailants.

When thus attacked, the Epicureans have always answered, that it is not they,
but their accusers, who represent human nature in a degrading light; since the

2The author of this essay has reason for believing himself to be the first person who brought
the word utilitarian into use. He did not invent it, but adopted it from a passing expression in
Mr. Galt’s Annals of the Parish. After using it as a designation for several years, he and others
abandoned it from a growing dislike to anything resembling a badge or watchword of sectarian
distinction. But as a name for one single opinion, not a set of opinions—to denote the recognition
of utility as a standard, not any particular way of applying it—the term supplies a want in the
language, and offers, in many cases, a convenient mode of avoiding tiresome circumlocution.
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accusation supposes human beings to be capable of no pleasures except those of
which swine are capable. If this supposition were true, the charge could not be
gainsaid, but would then be no longer an imputation; for if the sources of pleasure
were precisely the same to human beings and to swine, the rule of life which is
good enough for the one would be good enough for the other. The comparison
of the Epicurean life to that of beasts is felt as degrading, precisely because a
beast’s pleasures do not satisfy a human being’s conceptions of happiness. Human
beings have faculties more elevated than the animal appetites, and when once
made conscious of them, do not regard anything as happiness which does not
include their gratification. I do not, indeed, consider the Epicureans to have been
by any means faultless in drawing out their scheme of consequences from the
utilitarian principle. To do this in any sufficient manner, many Stoic, as well as
Christian elements require to be included. But there is no known Epicurean theory
of life which does not assign to the pleasures of the intellect; of the feelings and
imagination, and of the moral sentiments, a much higher value as pleasures than
to those of mere sensation. It must be admitted, however, that utilitarian writers
in general have placed the superiority of mental over bodily pleasures chiefly in
the greater permanency, safety, uncostliness, &c., of the former—that is, in their
circumstantial advantages rather than in their intrinsic nature. And on all these
points utilitarians have fully proved their case; but they might have taken the
other, and, as it may be called, higher ground, with entire consistency. It is quite
compatible with the principle of utility to recognise the fact, that some kinds of
pleasure are more desirable and more valuable than others. It would be absurd
that while, in estimating all other things, quality is considered as well as quantity,
the estimation of pleasures should be supposed to depend on quantity alone.

If I am asked, what I mean by difference of quality in pleasures, or what makes
one pleasure more valuable than another, merely as a pleasure, except its being
greater in amount, there is but one possible answer. Of two pleasures, if there be
one to which all or almost all who have experience of both give a decided preference,
irrespective of any feeling of moral obligation to prefer it, that is the more desirable
pleasure. If one of the two is, by those who are competently acquainted with both,
placed so far above the other that they prefer it, even though knowing it to be
attended with a greater amount of discontent, and would not resign it for any
quantity of the other pleasure which their nature is capable of, we are justified in
ascribing to the preferred enjoyment a superiority in quality, so far outweighing
quantity as to render it, in comparison, of small account.

Now it is an unquestionable fact that those who are equally acquainted with,
and equally capable of appreciating and enjoying, both, do give a most marked
preference to the manner of existence which employs their higher faculties. Few
human creatures would consent to be changed into any of the lower animals, for a
promise of the fullest allowance of a beast’s pleasures; no intelligent human being
would consent to be a fool, no instructed person would be an ignoramus, no person
of feeling and conscience would be selfish and base, even though they should be
persuaded that the fool, the dunce, or the rascal is better satisfied with his lot than
they are with theirs. They would not resign what they possess more than he, for
the most complete satisfaction of all the desires which they have in common with
him. If they ever fancy they would, it is only in cases of unhappiness so extreme,
that to escape from it they would exchange their lot for almost any other, however
undesirable in their own eyes. A being of higher faculties requires more to make
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him happy, is capable probably of more acute suffering, and is certainly accessible
to it at more points, than one of an inferior type; but in spite of these liabilities,
he can never really wish to sink into what he feels to be a lower grade of existence.
We may give what explanation we please of this unwillingness; we may attribute it
to pride, a name which is given indiscriminately to some of the most and to some
of the least estimable feelings of which mankind are capable; we may refer it to the
love of liberty and personal independence, an appeal to which was with the Stoics
one of the most effective means for the inculcation of it; to the love of power, or
to the love of excitement, both of which do really enter into and contribute to it:
but its most appropriate appellation is a sense of dignity, which all human beings
possess in one form or other, and in some, though by no means in exact, proportion
to their higher faculties, and which is so essential a part of the happiness of those
in whom it is strong, that nothing which conflicts with it could be, otherwise than
momentarily, an object of desire to them. Whoever supposes that this preference
takes place at a sacrifice of happiness-that the superior being, in anything like equal
circumstances, is not happier than the inferior-confounds the two very different
ideas, of happiness, and content. It is indisputable that the being whose capacities
of enjoyment are low, has the greatest chance of having them fully satisfied; and a
highly-endowed being will always feel that any happiness which he can look for, as
the world is constituted, is imperfect. But he can learn to bear its imperfections, if
they are at all bearable; and they will not make him envy the being who is indeed
unconscious of the imperfections, but only because he feels not at all the good
which those imperfections qualify. It is better to be a human being dissatisfied
than a pig satisfied; better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a fool satisfied. And if
the fool, or the pig, is of a different opinion, it is because they only know their own
side of the question. The other party to the comparison knows both sides.

It may be objected, that many who are capable of the higher pleasures, occa-
sionally, under the influence of temptation, postpone them to the lower. But this is
quite compatible with a full appreciation of the intrinsic superiority of the higher.
Men often, from infirmity of character, make their election for the nearer good,
though they know it to be the less valuable; and this no less when the choice is
between two bodily pleasures, than when it is between bodily and mental. They
pursue sensual indulgences to the injury of health, though perfectly aware that
health is the greater good. It may be further objected, that many who begin
with youthful enthusiasm for everything noble, as they advance in years sink into
indolence and selfishness. But I do not believe that those who undergo this very
common change, voluntarily choose the lower description of pleasures in preference
to the higher. I believe that before they devote themselves exclusively to the one,
they have already become incapable of the other. Capacity for the nobler feelings is
in most natures a very tender plant, easily killed, not only by hostile influences, but
by mere want of sustenance; and in the majority of young persons it speedily dies
away if the occupations to which their position in life has devoted them, and the
society into which it has thrown them, are not favourable to keeping that higher
capacity in exercise. Men lose their high aspirations as they lose their intellectual
tastes, because they have not time or opportunity for indulging them; and they
addict themselves to inferior pleasures, not because they deliberately prefer them,
but because they are either the only ones to which they have access, or the only
ones which they are any longer capable of enjoying. It may be questioned whether
any one who has remained equally susceptible to both classes of pleasures, ever
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knowingly and calmly preferred the lower; though many, in all ages, have broken
down in an ineffectual attempt to combine both.

From this verdict of the only competent judges, I apprehend there can be no
appeal. On a question which is the best worth having of two pleasures, or which of
two modes of existence is the most grateful to the feelings, apart from its moral
attributes and from its consequences, the judgment of those who are qualified by
knowledge of both, or, if they differ, that of the majority among them, must be
admitted as final. And there needs be the less hesitation to accept this judgment
respecting the quality of pleasures, since there is no other tribunal to be referred
to even on the question of quantity. What means are there of determining which is
the acutest of two pains, or the intensest of two pleasurable sensations, except the
general suffrage of those who are familiar with both? Neither pains nor pleasures
are homogeneous, and pain is always heterogeneous with pleasure. What is there to
decide whether a particular pleasure is worth purchasing at the cost of a particular
pain, except the feelings and judgment of the experienced? When, therefore, those
feelings and judgment declare the pleasures derived from the higher faculties to
be preferable in kind, apart from the question of intensity, to those of which the
animal nature, disjoined from the higher faculties, is susceptible, they are entitled
on this subject to the same regard.

I have dwelt on this point, as being a necessary part of a perfectly just conception
of Utility or Happiness, considered as the directive rule of human conduct. But
it is by no means an indispensable condition to the acceptance of the utilitarian
standard; for that standard is not the agent’s own greatest happiness, but the
greatest amount of happiness altogether; and if it may possibly be doubted whether
a noble character is always the happier for its nobleness, there can be no doubt
that it makes other people happier, and that the world in general is immensely
a gainer by it. Utilitarianism, therefore, could only attain its end by the general
cultivation of nobleness of character, even if each individual were only benefited by
the nobleness of others, and his own, so far as happiness is concerned, were a sheer
deduction from the benefit. But the bare enunciation of such an absurdity as this
last, renders refutation superfluous.

According to the Greatest Happiness Principle, as above explained, the ultimate
end, with reference to and for the sake of which all other things are desirable
(whether we are considering our own good or that of other people), is an existence
exempt as far as possible from pain, and as rich as possible in enjoyments, both
in point of quantity and quality; the test of quality, and the rule for measuring
it against quantity, being the preference felt by those who, in their opportunities
of experience, to which must be added their habits of self-consciousness and
self-observation, are best furnished with the means of comparison. This, being,
according to the utilitarian opinion, the end of human action, is necessarily also the
standard of morality; which may accordingly be defined, the rules and precepts for
human conduct, by the observance of which an existence such as has been described
might be, to the greatest extent possible, secured to all mankind; and not to them
only, but, so far as the nature of things admits, to the whole sentient creation.

Against this doctrine, however, arises another class of objectors, who say that
happiness, in any form, cannot be the rational purpose of human life and action;
because, in the first place, it is unattainable: and they contemptuously ask, What
right hast thou to be happy? a question which Mr. Carlyle clenches by the addition,
What right, a short time ago, hadst thou even to be? Next, they say, that men can
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do without happiness; that all noble human beings have felt this, and could not
have become noble but by learning the lesson of Entsagen, or renunciation; which
lesson, thoroughly learnt and submitted to, they affirm to be the beginning and
necessary condition of all virtue.

The first of these objections would go to the root of the matter were it well
founded; for if no happiness is to be had at all by human beings, the attainment
of it cannot be the end of morality, or of any rational conduct. Though, even
in that case, something might still be said for the utilitarian theory; since utility
includes not solely the pursuit of happiness, but the prevention or mitigation of
unhappiness; and if the former aim be chimerical, there will be all the greater scope
and more imperative need for the latter, so long at least as mankind think fit to
live, and do not take refuge in the simultaneous act of suicide recommended under
certain conditions by Novalis. When, however, it is thus positively asserted to be
impossible that human life should be happy, the assertion, if not something like a
verbal quibble, is at least an exaggeration. If by happiness be meant a continuity
of highly pleasurable excitement, it is evident enough that this is impossible. A
state of exalted pleasure lasts only moments, or in some cases, and with some
intermissions, hours or days, and is the occasional brilliant flash of enjoyment, not
its permanent and steady flame. Of this the philosophers who have taught that
happiness is the end of life were as fully aware as those who taunt them. The
happiness which they meant was not a life of rapture, but moments of such, in an
existence made up of few and transitory pains, many and various pleasures, with a
decided predominance of the active over the passive, and having as the foundation
of the whole, not to expect more from life than it is capable of bestowing. A life
thus composed, to those who have been fortunate enough to obtain it, has always
appeared worthy of the name of happiness. And such an existence is even now the
lot of many, during some considerable portion of their lives. The present wretched
education, and wretched social arrangements, are the only real hindrance to its
being attainable by almost all.

The objectors perhaps may doubt whether human beings, if taught to consider
happiness as the end of life, would be satisfied with such a moderate share of
it. But great numbers of mankind have been satisfied with much less. The
main constituents of a satisfied life appear to be two, either of which by itself is
often found sufficient for the purpose: tranquillity, and excitement. With much
tranquillity, many find that they can be content with very little pleasure: with
much excitement, many can reconcile themselves to a considerable quantity of pain.
There is assuredly no inherent impossibility in enabling even the mass of mankind
to unite both; since the two are so far from being incompatible that they are in
natural alliance, the prolongation of either being a preparation for, and exciting a
wish for, the other. It is only those in whom indolence amounts to a vice, that do
not desire excitement after an interval of repose; it is only those in whom the need
of excitement is a disease, that feel the tranquillity which follows excitement dull
and insipid, instead of pleasurable in direct proportion to the excitement which
preceded it. When people who are tolerably fortunate in their outward lot do not
find in life sufficient enjoyment to make it valuable to them, the cause generally is,
caring for nobody but themselves. To those who have neither public nor private
affections, the excitements of life are much curtailed, and in any case dwindle in
value as the time approaches when all selfish interests must be terminated by death:
while those who leave after them objects of personal affection, and especially those
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who have also cultivated a fellow-feeling with the collective interests of mankind,
retain as lively an interest in life on the eve of death as in the vigour of youth and
health. Next to selfishness, the principal cause which makes life unsatisfactory, is
want of mental cultivation. A cultivated mind—I do not mean that of a philosopher,
but any mind to which the fountains of knowledge have been opened, and which
has been taught, in any tolerable degree, to exercise its faculties—finds sources
of inexhaustible interest in all that surrounds it; in the objects of nature, the
achievements of art, the imaginations of poetry, the incidents of history, the ways
of mankind past and present, and their prospects in the future. It is possible,
indeed, to become indifferent to all this, and that too without having exhausted a
thousandth part of it; but only when one has had from the beginning no moral or
human interest in these things, and has sought in them only the gratification of
curiosity.

Now there is absolutely no reason in the nature of things why an amount of
mental culture sufficient to give an intelligent interest in these objects of contem-
plation, should not be the inheritance of every one born in a civilized country.
As little is there an inherent necessity that any human being should be a selfish
egotist, devoid of every feeling or care but those which centre in his own miserable
individuality. Something far superior to this is sufficiently common even now, to
give ample earnest of what the human species may be made. Genuine private
affections, and a sincere interest in the public good, are possible, though in unequal
degrees, to every rightly brought-up human being. In a world in which there is
so much to interest, so much to enjoy, and so much also to correct and improve,
every one who has this moderate amount of moral and intellectual requisites is
capable of an existence which may be called enviable; and unless such a person,
through bad laws, or subjection to the will of others, is denied the liberty to use
the sources of happiness within his reach, he will not fail to find this enviable
existence, if he escape the positive evils of life, the great sources of physical and
mental suffering—such as indigence, disease, and the unkindness, worthlessness, or
premature loss of objects of affection. The main stress of the problem lies, therefore,
in the contest with these calamities, from which it is a rare good fortune entirely
to escape; which, as things now are, cannot be obviated, and often cannot be in
any material degree mitigated. Yet no one whose opinion deserves a moment’s
consideration can doubt that most of the great positive evils of the world are in
themselves removable, and will, if human affairs continue to improve, be in the
end reduced within narrow limits. Poverty, in any sense implying suffering, may
be completely extinguished by the wisdom of society, combined with the good
sense and providence of individuals. Even that most intractable of enemies, disease,
may be indefinitely reduced in dimensions by good physical and moral education,
and proper control of noxious influences; while the progress of science holds out a
promise for the future of still more direct conquests over this detestable foe. And
every advance in that direction relieves us from some, not only of the chances
which cut short our own lives, but, what concerns us still more, which deprive us
of those in whom our happiness is wrapt up. As for vicissitudes of fortune, and
other disappointments connected with worldly circumstances, these are principally
the effect either of gross imprudence, of ill-regulated desires, or of bad or imperfect
social institutions. All the grand sources, in short, of human suffering are in a great
degree, many of them almost entirely, conquerable by human care and effort; and
though their removal is grievously slow—though a long succession of generations
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will perish in the breach before the conquest is completed, and this world becomes
all that, if will and knowledge were not wanting, it might easily be made—yet
every mind sufficiently intelligent and generous to bear a part, however small and
unconspicuous, in the endeavour, will draw a noble enjoyment from the contest
itself, which he would not for any bribe in the form of selfish indulgence consent to
be without.

And this leads to the true estimation of what is said by the objectors con-
cerning the possibility, and the obligation, of learning to do without happiness.
Unquestionably it is possible to do without happiness; it is done involuntarily by
nineteen-twentieths of mankind, even in those parts of our present world which
are least deep in barbarism; and it often has to be done voluntarily by the hero
or the martyr, for the sake of something which he prizes more than his individual
happiness. But this something, what is it, unless the happiness of others, or some
of the requisites of happiness? It is noble to be capable of resigning entirely one’s
own portion of happiness, or chances of it: but, after all, this self-sacrifice must be
for some end; it is not its own end; and if we are told that its end is not happiness,
but virtue, which is better than happiness, I ask, would the sacrifice be made if the
hero or martyr did not believe that it would earn for others immunity from similar
sacrifices? Would it be made, if he thought that his renunciation of happiness for
himself would produce no fruit for any of his fellow creatures, but to make their
lot like his, and place them also in the condition of persons who have renounced
happiness? All honour to those who can abnegate for themselves the personal
enjoyment of life, when by such renunciation they contribute worthily to increase
the amount of happiness in the world; but he who does it, or professes to do it, for
any other purpose, is no more deserving of admiration than the ascetic mounted
on his pillar. He may be an inspiriting proof of what men can do, but assuredly
not an example of what they should.

Though it is only in a very imperfect state of the world’s arrangements that
any one can best serve the happiness of others by the absolute sacrifice of his own,
yet so long as the world is in that imperfect state, I fully acknowledge that the
readiness to make such a sacrifice is the highest virtue which can be found in man.
I will add, that in this condition of the world, paradoxical as the assertion may be,
the conscious ability to do without happiness gives the best prospect of realizing
such happiness as is attainable. For nothing except that consciousness can raise a
person above the chances of life, by making him feel that, let fate and fortune do
their worst, they have not power to subdue him: which, once felt, frees him from
excess of anxiety concerning the evils of life, and enables him, like many a Stoic in
the worst times of the Roman Empire, to cultivate in tranquillity the sources of
satisfaction accessible to him, without concerning himself about the uncertainty of
their duration, any more than about their inevitable end.

Meanwhile, let utilitarians never cease to claim the morality of self-devotion as
a possession which belongs by as good a right to them, as either to the Stoic or to
the Transcendentalist. The utilitarian morality does recognise in human beings the
power of sacrificing their own greatest good for the good of others. It only refuses
to admit that the sacrifice is itself a good. A sacrifice which does not increase,
or tend to increase, the sum total of happiness, it considers as wasted. The only
self-renunciation which it applauds, is devotion to the happiness, or to some of
the means of happiness, of others; either of mankind collectively, or of individuals
within the limits imposed by the collective interests of mankind.
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I must again repeat, what the assailants of utilitarianism seldom have the justice
to acknowledge, that the happiness which forms the utilitarian standard of what is
right in conduct, is not the agent’s own happiness, but that of all concerned. As
between his own happiness and that of others, utilitarianism requires him to be as
strictly impartial as a disinterested and benevolent spectator. In the golden rule
of Jesus of Nazareth, we read the complete spirit of the ethics of utility. To do as
one would be done by, and to love one’s neighbour as oneself, constitute the ideal
perfection of utilitarian morality. As the means of making the nearest approach
to this ideal, utility would enjoin, first, that laws and social arrangements should
place the happiness, or (as speaking practically it may be called) the interest, of
every individual, as nearly as possible in harmony with the interest of the whole;
and secondly, that education and opinion, which have so vast a power over human
character, should so use that power as to establish in the mind of every individual
an indissoluble association between his own happiness and the good of the whole;
especially between his own happiness and the practice of such modes of conduct,
negative and positive, as regard for the universal happiness prescribes: so that
not only he may be unable to conceive the possibility of happiness to himself,
consistently with conduct opposed to the general good, but also that a direct
impulse to promote the general good may be in every individual one of the habitual
motives of action, and the sentiments connected therewith may fill a large and
prominent place in every human being’s sentient existence. If the impugners of the
utilitarian morality represented it to their own minds in this its true character, I
know not what recommendation possessed by any other morality they could possibly
affirm to be wanting to it: what more beautiful or more exalted developments of
human nature any other ethical system can be supposed to foster, or what springs
of action, not accessible to the utilitarian, such systems rely on for giving effect to
their mandates.

The objectors to utilitarianism cannot always be charged with representing it in
a discreditable light. On the contrary, those among them who entertain anything
like a just idea of its disinterested character, sometimes find fault with its standard
as being too high for humanity. They say it is exacting too much to require that
people shall always act from the inducement of promoting the general interests of
society. But this is to mistake the very meaning of a standard of morals, and to
confound the rule of action with the motive of it. It is the business of ethics to
tell us what are our duties, or by what test we may know them; but no system of
ethics requires that the sole motive of all we do shall be a feeling of duty; on the
contrary, ninety-nine hundredths of all our actions are done from other motives,
and rightly so done, if the rule of duty does not condemn them. It is the more
unjust to utilitarianism that this particular misapprehension should be made a
ground of objection to it, inasmuch as utilitarian moralists have gone beyond almost
all others in affirming that the motive has nothing to do with the morality of the
action, though much with the worth of the agent. He who saves a fellow creature
from drowning does what is morally right, whether his motive be duty, or the hope
of being paid for his trouble: he who betrays the friend that trusts him, is guilty of
a crime, even if his object be to serve another friend to whom he is under greater
obligations.3 But to speak only of actions done from the motive of duty, and in

3An opponent, whose intellectual and moral fairness it is a pleasure to acknowledge (the Rev.
J. Llewellyn Davis), has objected to this passage, saying, ‘Surely the rightness or wrongness of
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direct obedience to principle: it is a misapprehension of the utilitarian mode of
thought, to conceive it as implying that people should fix their minds upon so wide
a generality as the world, or society at large. The great majority of good actions
are intended, not for the benefit of the world, but for that of individuals, of which
the good of the world is made up; and the thoughts of the most virtuous man need
not on these occasions travel beyond the particular persons concerned, except so
far as is necessary to assure himself that in benefiting them he is not violating
the rights—that is, the legitimate and authorized expectations—of any one else.
The multiplication of happiness is, according to the utilitarian ethics, the object of
virtue: the occasions on which any person (except one in a thousand) has it in his
power to do this on an extended scale, in other words, to be a public benefactor,
are but exceptional; and on these occasions alone is he called on to consider public
utility; in every other case, private utility, the interest or happiness of some few
persons, is all he has to attend to. Those alone the influence of whose actions
extends to society in general, need concern themselves habitually about so large an
object. In the case of abstinences indeed—of things which people forbear to do,
from moral considerations, though the consequences in the particular case might
be beneficial—it would be unworthy of an intelligent agent not to be consciously
aware that the action is of a class which, if practised generally, would be generally
injurious, and that this is the ground of the obligation to abstain from it. The
amount of regard for the public interest implied in this recognition, is no greater
than is demanded by every system of morals; for they all enjoin to abstain from
whatever is manifestly pernicious to society.

The same considerations dispose of another reproach against the doctrine of
utility, founded on a still grosser misconception of the purpose of a standard of
morality, and of the very meaning of the words right and wrong. It is often affirmed
that utilitarianism renders men cold and unsympathizing; that it chills their moral
feelings towards individuals; that it makes them regard only the dry and hard
consideration of the consequences of actions, not taking into their moral estimate

saving a man from drowning does depend very much upon the motive with which it is done.
Suppose that a tyrant, when his enemy jumped into the sea to escape from him, saved him from
drowning simply in order that he might inflict upon him more exquisite tortures, would it tend
to clearness to speak of that rescue as “a morally right action?” Or suppose again, according to
one of the stock illustrations of ethical inquiries, that a man betrayed a trust received from a
friend, because the discharge of it would fatally injure that friend himself or some one belonging
to him, would utilitarianism compel one to call the betrayal “a crime” as much as if it had been
done from the meanest motive?’

I submit, that he who saves another from drowning in order to kill him by torture afterwards,
does not differ only in motive from him who does the same thing from duty or benevolence; the
act itself is different. The rescue of the man is, in the case supposed, only the necessary first
step of an act far more atrocious than leaving him to drown would have been. Had Mr. Davis
said, ‘The rightness or wrongness of saving a man from drowning does depend very much’—not
upon the motive, but— ‘upon the intention’ no utilitarian would have differed from him. Mr.
Davis, by an oversight too common not to be quite venial, has in this case confounded the very
different ideas of Motive and Intention. There is no point which utilitarian thinkers (and Bentham
pre-eminently) have taken more pains to illustrate than this. The morality of the action depends
entirely upon the intention—that is, upon what the agent wills to do. But the motive, that is,
the feeling which makes him will so to do, when it makes no difference in the act, makes none in
the morality: though it makes a great difference in our moral estimation of the agent, especially
if it indicates a good or a bad habitual disposition—a bent of character from which useful, or
from which hurtful actions are likely to arise.
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the qualities from which those actions emanate. If the assertion means that they
do not allow their judgment respecting the rightness or wrongness of an action to
be influenced by their opinion of the qualities of the person who does it, this is a
complaint not against utilitarianism, but against having any standard of morality
at all; for certainly no known ethical standard decides an action to be good or bad
because it is done by a good or a bad man, still less because done by an amiable, a
brave, or a benevolent man or the contrary. These considerations are relevant, not
to the estimation of actions, but of persons; and there is nothing in the utilitarian
theory inconsistent with the fact that there are other things which interest us in
persons besides the rightness and wrongness of their actions. The Stoics, indeed,
with the paradoxical misuse of language which was part of their system, and by
which they strove to raise themselves above all concern about anything but virtue,
were fond of saying that he who has that has everything; that he, and only he,
is rich, is beautiful, is a king. But no claim of this description is made for the
virtuous man by the utilitarian doctrine. Utilitarians are quite aware that there are
other desirable possessions and qualities besides virtue, and are perfectly willing
to allow to all of them their full worth. They are also aware that a right action
does not necessarily indicate a virtuous character, and that actions which are
blameable often proceed from qualities entitled to praise. When this is apparent
in any particular case, it modifies their estimation, not certainly of the act, but
of the agent. I grant that they are, notwithstanding, of opinion, that in the long
run the best proof of a good character is good actions; and resolutely refuse to
consider any mental disposition as good, of which the predominant tendency is to
produce bad conduct. This makes them unpopular with many people; but it is an
unpopularity which they must share with every one who regards the distinction
between right and wrong in a serious light; and the reproach is not one which a
conscientious utilitarian need be anxious to repel.

If no more be meant by the objection than that many utilitarians look on the
morality of actions, as measured by the utilitarian standard, with too exclusive a
regard, and do not lay sufficient stress upon the other beauties of character which
go towards making a human being loveable or admirable, this may be admitted.
Utilitarians who have cultivated their moral feelings, but not their sympathies nor
their artistic perceptions, do fall into this mistake; and so do all other moralists
under the same conditions. What can be said in excuse for other moralists is equally
available for them, namely, that if there is to be any error, it is better that it
should be on that side. As a matter of fact, we may affirm that among utilitarians
as among adherents of other systems, there is every imaginable degree of rigidity
and of laxity in the application of their standard: some are even puritanically
rigorous, while others are as indulgent as can possibly be desired by sinner or by
sentimentalist. But on the whole, a doctrine which brings prominently forward
the interest that mankind have in the repression and prevention of conduct which
violates the moral law, is likely to be inferior to no other in turning the sanctions
of opinion against such violations. It is true, the question, What does violate the
moral law? is one on which those who recognise different standards of morality are
likely now and then to differ. But difference of opinion on moral questions was not
first introduced into the world by utilitarianism, while that doctrine does supply, if
not always an easy, at all events a tangible and intelligible mode of deciding such
differences.

It may not be superfluous to notice a few more of the common misapprehensions
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of utilitarian ethics, even those which are so obvious and gross that it might appear
impossible for any person of candour and intelligence to fall into them: since
persons, even of considerable mental endowments, often give themselves so little
trouble to understand the bearings of any opinion against which they entertain a
prejudice, and men are in general so little conscious of this voluntary ignorance as
a defect, that the vulgarest misunderstandings of ethical doctrines are continually
met with in the deliberate writings of persons of the greatest pretensions both to
high principle and to philosophy. We not uncommonly hear the doctrine of utility
inveighed against as a godless doctrine. If it be necessary to say anything at all
against so mere an assumption, we may say that the question depends upon what
idea we have formed of the moral character of the Deity. If it be a true belief that
God desires, above all things, the happiness of his creatures, and that this was
his purpose in their creation, utility is not only not a godless doctrine, but more
profoundly religious than any other. If it be meant that utilitarianism does not
recognise the revealed will of God as the supreme law of morals, I answer, that an
utilitarian who believes in the perfect goodness and wisdom of God, necessarily
believes that whatever God has thought fit to reveal on the subject of morals,
must fulfil the requirements of utility in a supreme degree. But others besides
utilitarians have been of opinion that the Christian revelation was intended, and
is fitted, to inform the hearts and minds of mankind with a spirit which should
enable them to find for themselves what is right, and incline them to do it when
found, rather than to tell them, except in a very general way, what it is: and that
we need a doctrine of ethics, carefully followed out, to interpret to us the will of
God. Whether this opinion is correct or not, it is superfluous here to discuss; since
whatever aid religion, either natural or revealed, can afford to ethical investigation,
is as open to the utilitarian moralist as to any other. He can use it as the testimony
of God to the usefulness or hurtfulness of any given course of action, by as good
a right as others can use it for the indication of a transcendental law, having no
connexion with usefulness or with happiness.

Again, Utility is often summarily stigmatized as an immoral doctrine by giving
it the name of Expediency, and taking advantage of the popular use of that term to
contrast it with Principle. But the Expedient, in the sense in which it is opposed
to the Right, generally means that which is expedient for the particular interest of
the agent himself: as when a minister sacrifices the interest of his country to keep
himself in place. When it means anything better than this, it means that which is
expedient for some immediate object, some temporary purpose, but which violates
a rule whose observance is expedient in a much higher degree. The Expedient, in
this sense, instead of being the same thing with the useful, is a branch of the hurtful.
Thus, it would often be expedient, for the purpose of getting over some momentary
embarrassment, or attaining some object immediately useful to ourselves or others,
to tell a lie. But inasmuch as the cultivation in ourselves of a sensitive feeling on
the subject of veracity, is one of the most useful, and the enfeeblement of that
feeling one of the most hurtful, things to which our conduct can be instrumental;
and inasmuch as any, even unintentional, deviation from truth, does that much
towards weakening the trustworthiness of human assertion, which is not only the
principal support of all present social well-being, but the insufficiency of which
does more than any one thing that can be named to keep back civilisation, virtue,
everything on which human happiness on the largest scale depends; we feel that
the violation, for a present advantage, of a rule of such transcendent expediency, is
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not expedient, and that he who, for the sake of a convenience to himself or to some
other individual, does what depends on him to deprive mankind of the good, and
inflict upon them the evil, involved in the greater or less reliance which they can
place in each other’s word, acts the part of one of their worst enemies. Yet that
even this rule, sacred as it is, admits of possible exceptions, is acknowledged by all
moralists; the chief of which is when the withholding of some fact (as of information
from a male-factor, or of bad news from a person dangerously ill) would preserve
some one (especially a person other than oneself) from great and unmerited evil,
and when the withholding can only be effected by denial. But in order that the
exception may not extend itself beyond the need, and may have the least possible
effect in weakening reliance on veracity, it ought to be recognized, and, if possible,
its limits defined; and if the principle of utility is good for anything, it must be
good for weighing these conflicting utilities against one another, and marking out
the region within which one or the other preponderates.

Again, defenders of utility often find themselves called upon to reply to such
objections as this—that there is not time, previous to action, for calculating and
weighing the effects of any line of conduct on the general happiness. This is exactly
as if any one were to say that it is impossible to guide our conduct by Christianity,
because there is not time, on every occasion on which anything has to be done, to
read through the Old and New Testaments. The answer to the objection is, that
there has been ample time, namely, the whole past duration of the human species.
During all that time mankind have been learning by experience the tendencies of
actions; on which experience all the prudence, as well as all the morality of life, is
dependent. People talk as if the commencement of this course of experience had
hitherto been put off, and as if, at the moment when some man feels tempted to
meddle with the property or life of another, he had to begin considering for the
first time whether murder and theft are injurious to human happiness. Even then
I do not think that he would find the question very puzzling; but, at all events,
the matter is now done to his hand. It is truly a whimsical supposition, that if
mankind were agreed in considering utility to be the test of morality, they would
remain without any agreement as to what is useful, and would take no measures for
having their notions on the subject taught to the young, and enforced by law and
opinion. There is no difficulty in proving any ethical standard whatever to work
ill, if we suppose universal idiocy to be conjoined with it, but on any hypothesis
short of that, mankind must by this time have acquired positive beliefs as to the
effects of some actions on their happiness; and the beliefs which have thus come
down are the rules of morality for the multitude, and for the philosopher until
he has succeeded in finding better. That philosophers might easily do this, even
now, on many subjects; that the received code of ethics is by no means of divine
right; and that mankind have still much to learn as to the effects of actions on
the general happiness, I admit, or rather, earnestly maintain. The corollaries from
the principle of utility, like the precepts of every practical art, admit of indefinite
improvement, and, in a progressive state of the human mind, their improvement
is perpetually going on. But to consider the rules of morality as improvable, is
one thing; to pass over the intermediate generalizations entirely, and endeavour
to test each individual action directly by the first principle, is another. It is a
strange notion that the acknowledgment of a first principle is inconsistent with
the admission of secondary ones. To inform a traveller respecting the place of his
ultimate destination, is not to forbid the use of landmarks and direction-posts on
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the way. The proposition that happiness is the end and aim of morality, does not
mean that no road ought to be laid down to that goal, or that persons going thither
should not be advised to take one direction rather than another. Men really ought
to leave off talking a kind of nonsense on this subject, which they would neither
talk nor listen to on other matters of practical concernment. Nobody argues that
the art of navigation is not founded on astronomy, because sailors cannot wait to
calculate the Nautical Almanack. Being rational creatures, they go to sea with it
ready calculated; and all rational creatures go out upon the sea of life with their
minds made up on the common questions of right and wrong, as well as on many
of the far more difficult questions of wise and foolish. And this, as long as foresight
is a human quality, it is to be presumed they will continue to do. Whatever we
adopt as the fundamental principle of morality, we require subordinate principles to
apply it by: the impossibility of doing without them, being common to all systems,
can afford no argument against any one in particular: but gravely to argue as if
no such secondary principles could be had, and as if mankind had remained till
now, and always must remain, without drawing any general conclusions from the
experience of human life, is as high a pitch, I think, as absurdity has ever reached
in philosophical controversy.

The remainder of the stock arguments against utilitarianism mostly consist
in laying to its charge the common infirmities of human nature, and the general
difficulties which embarrass conscientious persons in shaping their course through
life. We are told that an utilitarian will be apt to make his own particular case
an exception to moral rules, and, when under temptation, will see an utility in
the breach of a rule, greater than he will see in its observance. But is utility the
only creed which is able to furnish us with excuses for evil doing, and means of
cheating our own conscience? They are afforded in abundance by all doctrines
which recognise as a fact in morals the existence of conflicting considerations; which
all doctrines do, that have been believed by sane persons. It is not the fault of
any creed, but of the complicated nature of human affairs, that rules of conduct
cannot be so framed as to require no exceptions, and that hardly any kind of
action can safely be laid down as either always obligatory or always condemnable.
There is no ethical creed which does not temper the rigidity of its laws, by giving a
certain latitude, under the moral responsibility of the agent, for accommodation to
peculiarities of circumstances; and under every creed, at the opening thus made,
self-deception and dishonest casuistry get in. There exists no moral system under
which there do not arise unequivocal cases of conflicting obligation. These are
the real difficulties, the knotty points both in the theory of ethics, and in the
conscientious guidance of personal conduct. They are overcome practically with
greater or with less success according to the intellect and virtue of the individual;
but it can hardly be pretended that any one will be the less qualified for dealing
with them, from possessing an ultimate standard to which conflicting rights and
duties can be referred. If utility is the ultimate source of moral obligations, utility
may be invoked to decide between them when their demands are incompatible.
Though the application of the standard may be difficult, it is better than none at
all: while in other systems, the moral laws all claiming independent authority, there
is no common umpire entitled to interfere between them; their claims to precedence
one over another rest on little better than sophistry, and unless determined, as they
generally are, by the unacknowledged influence of considerations of utility, afford a
free scope for the action of personal desires and partialities. We must remember
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that only in these cases of conflict between secondary principles is it requisite that
first principles should be appealed to. There is no case of moral obligation in which
some secondary principle is not involved; and if only one, there can seldom be any
real doubt which one it is, in the mind of any person by whom the principle itself
is recognized.
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Chapter 3

That the ideally best Form of Government is
Representative Government

It has long (perhaps throughout the entire duration of British freedom) been a
common form of speech, that if a good despot could be insured, despotic monarchy
would be the best form of government. I look upon this as a radical and most
pernicious misconception of what good government is, which, until it can be got
rid of, will fatally vitiate all our speculations on government.

The supposition is, that absolute power, in the hands of an eminent individual,
would insure a virtuous and intelligent performance of all the duties of government.
Good laws would be established and enforced, bad laws would be reformed; the
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best men would be placed in all situations of trust; justice would be as well
administered, the public burdens would be as light and as judiciously imposed,
every branch of administration would be as purely and as intelligently conducted as
the circumstances of the country and its degree of intellectual and moral cultivation
would admit. I am willing, for the sake of the argument, to concede all this,
but I must point out how great the concession is, how much more is needed to
produce even an approximation to these results than is conveyed in the simple
expression, a good despot. Their realization would in fact imply, not merely a good
monarch, but an all-seeing one. He must be at all times informed correctly, in
considerable detail, of the conduct and working of every branch of administration,
in every district of the country, and must be able, in the twenty-four hours per
day, which are all that is granted to a king as to the humblest laborer, to give
an effective share of attention and superintendence to all parts of this vast field;
or he must at least be capable of discerning and choosing out, from among the
mass of his subjects, not only a large abundance of honest and able men, fit to
conduct every branch of public administration under supervision and control, but
also the small number of men of eminent virtues and talents who can be trusted
not only to do without that supervision, but to exercise it themselves over others.
So extraordinary are the faculties and energies required for performing this task in
any supportable manner, that the good despot whom we are supposing can hardly
be imagined as consenting to undertake it unless as a refuge from intolerable evils,
and a transitional preparation for something beyond. But the argument can do
without even this immense item in the account. Suppose the difficulty vanquished.
What should we then have? One man of superhuman mental activity managing the
entire affairs of a mentally passive people. Their passivity is implied in the very
idea of absolute power. The nation as a whole, and every individual composing
it, are without any potential voice in their own destiny. They exercise no will in
respect to their collective interests. All is decided for them by a will not their own,
which it is legally a crime for them to disobey. What sort of human beings can be
formed under such a regimen? What development can either their thinking or their
active faculties attain under it? On matters of pure theory they might perhaps be
allowed to speculate, so long as their speculations either did not approach politics,
or had not the remotest connection with its practice. On practical affairs they
could at most be only suffered to suggest; and even under the most moderate of
despots, none but persons of already admitted or reputed superiority could hope
that their suggestions would be known to, much less regarded by, those who had
the management of affairs. A person must have a very unusual taste for intellectual
exercise in and for itself who will put himself to the trouble of thought when it is
to have no outward effect, or qualify himself for functions which he has no chance
of being allowed to exercise. The only sufficient incitement to mental exertion,
in any but a few minds in a generation, is the prospect of some practical use to
be made of its results. It does not follow that the nation will be wholly destitute
of intellectual power. The common business of life, which must necessarily be
performed by each individual or family for themselves, will call forth some amount
of intelligence and practical ability, within a certain narrow range of ideas. There
may be a select class of savants who cultivate science with a view to its physical
uses or for the pleasure of the pursuit. There will be a bureaucracy, and persons in
training for the bureaucracy, who will be taught at least some empirical maxims
of government and public administration. There may be, and often has been, a
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systematic organization of the best mental power in the country in some special
direction (commonly military) to promote the grandeur of the despot. But the
public at large remain without information and without interest on all greater
matters of practice; or, if they have any knowledge of them, it is but a dilettante
knowledge, like that which people have of the mechanical arts who have never
handled a tool. Nor is it only in their intelligence that they suffer. Their moral
capacities are equally stunted. Wherever the sphere of action of human beings
is artificially circumscribed, their sentiments are narrowed and dwarfed in the
same proportion. The food of feeling is action; even domestic affection lives upon
voluntary good offices. Let a person have nothing to do for his country, and he will
not care for it. It has been said of old that in a despotism there is at most but
one patriot, the despot himself; and the saying rests on a just appreciation of the
effects of absolute subjection even to a good and wise master. Religion remains;
and here, at least, it may be thought, is an agency that may be relied on for lifting
men’s eyes and minds above the dust at their feet. But religion, even supposing it
to escape perversion for the purposes of despotism, ceases in these circumstances
to be a social concern, and narrows into a personal affair between an individual
and his Maker, in which the issue at stake is but his private salvation. Religion
in this shape is quite consistent with the most selfish and contracted egoism, and
identifies the votary as little in feeling with the rest of his kind as sensuality itself.

A good despotism means a government in which, so far as depends on the
despot, there is no positive oppression by officers of state, but in which all the
collective interests of the people are managed for them, all the thinking that has
relation to collective interests done for them, and in which their minds are formed
by, and consenting to, this abdication of their own energies. Leaving things to the
government, like leaving them to Providence, is synonymous with caring nothing
about them, and accepting their results, when disagreeable, as visitations of Nature.
With the exception, therefore, of a few studious men who take an intellectual
interest in speculation for its own sake, the intelligence and sentiments of the whole
people are given up to the material interests, and when these are provided for, to
the amusement and ornamentation of private life. But to say this is to say, if the
whole testimony of history is worth any thing, that the era of national decline has
arrived; that is, if the nation had ever attained any thing to decline from. If it has
never risen above the condition of an Oriental people, in that condition it continues
to stagnate; but if, like Greece or Rome, it had realized any thing higher, through
the energy, patriotism, and enlargement of mind, which, as national qualities, are
the fruits solely of freedom, it relapses in a few generations into the Oriental state.
And that state does not mean stupid tranquillity, with security against change
for the worse; it often means being overrun, conquered, and reduced to domestic
slavery either by a stronger despot, or by the nearest barbarous people who retain
along with their savage rudeness the energies of freedom.

Such are not merely the natural tendencies, but the inherent necessities of
despotic government; from which there is no outlet, unless in so far as the despotism
consents not to be despotism; in so far as the supposed good despot abstains from
exercising his power, and, though holding it in reserve, allows the general business
of government to go on as if the people really governed themselves. However
little probable it may be, we may imagine a despot observing many of the rules
and restraints of constitutional government. He might allow such freedom of the
press and of discussion as would enable a public opinion to form and express itself
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on national affairs. He might suffer local interests to be managed, without the
interference of authority, by the people themselves. He might even surround himself
with a council or councils of government, freely chosen by the whole or some portion
of the nation, retaining in his own hands the power of taxation, and the supreme
legislative as well as executive authority. Were he to act thus, and so far abdicate
as a despot, he would do away with a considerable part of the evils characteristic
of despotism. Political activity and capacity for public affairs would no longer
be prevented from growing up in the body of the nation, and a public opinion
would form itself, not the mere echo of the government. But such improvement
would be the beginning of new difficulties. This public opinion, independent of
the monarch’s dictation, must be either with him or against him; if not the one, it
will be the other. All governments must displease many persons, and these having
now regular organs, and being able to express their sentiments, opinions adverse
to the measures of government would often be expressed. What is the monarch
to do when these unfavorable opinions happen to be in the majority? Is he to
alter his course? Is he to defer to the nation? If so, he is no longer a despot, but
a constitutional king; an organ or first minister of the people, distinguished only
by being irremovable. If not, he must either put down opposition by his despotic
power, or there will arise a permanent antagonism between the people and one man,
which can have but one possible ending. Not even a religious principle of passive
obedience and ‘right divine’ would long ward off the natural consequences of such
a position. The monarch would have to succumb, and conform to the conditions
of constitutional royalty, or give place to some one who would. The despotism,
being thus chiefly nominal, would possess few of the advantages supposed to belong
to absolute monarchy, while it would realize in a very imperfect degree those of
a free government, since, however great an amount of liberty the citizens might
practically enjoy, they could never forget that they held it on sufferance, and by a
concession which, under the existing constitution of the state might at any moment
be resumed; that they were legally slaves, though of a prudent or indulgent master.

It is not much to be wondered at if impatient or disappointed reformers, groaning
under the impediments opposed to the most salutary public improvements by the
ignorance, the indifference, the untractableness, the perverse obstinacy of a people,
and the corrupt combinations of selfish private interests, armed with the powerful
weapons afforded by free institutions, should at times sigh for a strong hand to bear
down all these obstacles, and compel a recalcitrant people to be better governed.
But (setting aside the fact that for one despot who now and then reforms an
abuse, there are ninety-nine who do nothing but create them) those who look in
any such direction for the realization of their hopes leave out of the idea of good
government its principal element, the improvement of the people themselves. One
of the benefits of freedom is that under it the ruler can not pass by the people’s
minds, and amend their affairs for them without amending them. If it were possible
for the people to be well governed in spite of themselves, their good government
would last no longer than the freedom of a people usually lasts who have been
liberated by foreign arms without their own co-operation. It is true, a despot may
educate the people, and to do so really would be the best apology for his despotism.
But any education which aims at making human beings other than machines, in the
long run makes them claim to have the control of their own actions. The leaders
of French philosophy in the eighteenth century had been educated by the Jesuits.
Even Jesuit education, it seems, was sufficiently real to call forth the appetite for
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freedom. Whatever invigorates the faculties, in however small a measure, creates
an increased desire for their more unimpeded exercise; and a popular education
is a failure if it educates the people for any state but that which it will certainly
induce them to desire, and most probably to demand.

I am far from condemning, in cases of extreme exigency, the assumption of
absolute power in the form of a temporary dictatorship. Free nations have, in
times of old, conferred such power by their own choice, as a necessary medicine for
diseases of the body politic which could not be got rid of by less violent means.
But its acceptance, even for a time strictly limited, can only be excused, if, like
Solon or Pittacus, the dictator employs the whole power he assumes in removing
the obstacles which debar the nation from the enjoyment of freedom. A good
despotism is an altogether false ideal, which practically (except as a means to some
temporary purpose) becomes the most senseless and dangerous of chimeras. Evil for
evil, a good despotism, in a country at all advanced in civilization, is more noxious
than a bad one, for it is far more relaxing and enervating to the thoughts, feelings,
and energies of the people. The despotism of Augustus prepared the Romans for
Tiberius. If the whole tone of their character had not first been prostrated by
nearly two generations of that mild slavery, they would probably have had spirit
enough left to rebel against the more odious one.

There is no difficulty in showing that the ideally best form of government is
that in which the sovereignty, or supreme controlling power in the last resort, is
vested in the entire aggregate of the community, every citizen not only having a
voice in the exercise of that ultimate sovereignty, but being, at least occasionally,
called on to take an actual part in the government by the personal discharge of
some public function, local or general.

To test this proposition, it has to be examined in reference to the two branches
into which, as pointed out in the last chapter, the inquiry into the goodness of
a government conveniently divides itself, namely, how far it promotes the good
management of the affairs of society by means of the existing faculties, moral,
intellectual, and active, of its various members, and what is its effect in improving
or deteriorating those faculties.

The ideally best form of government, it is scarcely necessary to say, does not
mean one which is practicable or eligible in all states of civilization, but the one
which, in the circumstances in which it is practicable and eligible, is attended with
the greatest amount of beneficial consequences, immediate and prospective. A
completely popular government is the only polity which can make out any claim
to this character. It is pre-eminent in both the departments between which the
excellence of a political Constitution is divided. It is both more favorable to present
good government, and promotes a better and higher form of national character
than any other polity whatsoever.

Its superiority in reference to present well-being rests upon two principles, of
as universal truth and applicability as any general propositions which can be laid
down respecting human affairs. The first is, that the rights and interests of every
or any person are only secure from being disregarded when the person interested is
himself able, and habitually disposed to stand up for them. The second is, that
the general prosperity attains a greater height, and is more widely diffused, in
proportion to the amount and variety of the personal energies enlisted in promoting
it.

Putting these two propositions into a shape more special to their present
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application–human beings are only secure from evil at the hands of others in
proportion as they have the power of being, and are, self-protecting; and they only
achieve a high degree of success in their struggle with Nature in proportion as they
are self-dependent, relying on what they themselves can do, either separately or in
concert, rather than on what others do for them.

The former proposition–that each is the only safe guardian of his own rights
and interests–is one of those elementary maxims of prudence which every person
capable of conducting his own affairs implicitly acts upon wherever he himself is
interested. Many, indeed, have a great dislike to it as a political doctrine, and
are fond of holding it up to obloquy as a doctrine of universal selfishness. To
which we may answer, that whenever it ceases to be true that mankind, as a
rule, prefer themselves to others, and those nearest to them to those more remote,
from that moment Communism is not only practicable, but the only defensible
form of society, and will, when that time arrives, be assuredly carried into effect.
For my own part, not believing in universal selfishness, I have no difficulty in
admitting that Communism would even now be practicable among the élite of
mankind, and may become so among the rest. But as this opinion is any thing
but popular with those defenders of existing institutions who find fault with the
doctrine of the general predominance of self-interest, I am inclined to think they
do in reality believe that most men consider themselves before other people. It is
not, however, necessary to affirm even thus much in order to support the claim of
all to participate in the sovereign power. We need not suppose that when power
resides in an exclusive class, that class will knowingly and deliberately sacrifice the
other classes to themselves: it suffices that, in the absence of its natural defenders,
the interest of the excluded is always in danger of being overlooked; and, when
looked at, is seen with very different eyes from those of the persons whom it directly
concerns. In this country, for example, what are called the working-classes may
be considered as excluded from all direct participation in the government. I do
not believe that the classes who do participate in it have in general any intention
of sacrificing the working classes to themselves. They once had that intention;
witness the persevering attempts so long made to keep down wages by law. But
in the present day, their ordinary disposition is the very opposite: they willingly
make considerable sacrifices, especially of their pecuniary interest, for the benefit of
the working classes, and err rather by too lavish and indiscriminating beneficence;
nor do I believe that any rulers in history have been actuated by a more sincere
desire to do their duty towards the poorer portion of their countrymen. Yet does
Parliament, or almost any of the members composing it, ever for an instant look at
any question with the eyes of a working man? When a subject arises in which the
laborers as such have an interest, is it regarded from any point of view but that of
the employers of labor? I do not say that the working men’s view of these questions
is in general nearer to the truth than the other, but it is sometimes quite as near;
and in any case it ought to be respectfully listened to, instead of being, as it is, not
merely turned away from, but ignored. On the question of strikes, for instance, it
is doubtful if there is so much as one among the leading members of either House
who is not firmly convinced that the reason of the matter is unqualifiedly on the
side of the masters, and that the men’s view of it is simply absurd. Those who
have studied the question know well how far this is from being the case, and in how
different, and how infinitely less superficial a manner the point would have to be
argued, if the classes who strike were able to make themselves heard in Parliament.
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It is an adherent condition of human affairs that no intention, however sincere,
of protecting the interests of others can make it safe or salutary to tie up their own
hands. Still more obviously true is it that by their own hands only can any positive
and durable improvement of their circumstances in life be worked out. Through the
joint influence of these two principles, all free communities have both been more
exempt from social injustice and crime, and have attained more brilliant prosperity
than any others, or than they themselves after they lost their freedom. Contrast
the free states of the world, while their freedom lasted, with the cotemporary
subjects of monarchical or oligarchical despotism: the Greek cities with the Persian
satrapies; the Italian republics and the free towns of Flanders and Germany, with
the feudal monarchies of Europe; Switzerland, Holland, and England, with Austria
or ante-revolutionary France. Their superior prosperity was too obvious ever to
have been gainsayed; while their superiority in good government and social relations
is proved by the prosperity, and is manifest besides in every page of history. If we
compare, not one age with another, but the different governments which coexisted
in the same age, no amount of disorder which exaggeration itself can pretend to
have existed amidst the publicity of the free states can be compared for a moment
with the contemptuous trampling upon the mass of the people which pervaded the
whole life of the monarchical countries, or the disgusting individual tyranny which
was of more than daily occurrence under the systems of plunder which they called
fiscal arrangements, and in the secrecy of their frightful courts of justice.

It must be acknowledged that the benefits of freedom, so far as they have hitherto
been enjoyed, were obtained by the extension of its privileges to a part only of
the community; and that a government in which they are extended impartially
to all is a desideratum still unrealized. But, though every approach to this has
an independent value, and in many cases more than an approach could not, in
the existing state of general improvement, be made, the participation of all in
these benefits is the ideally perfect conception of free government. In proportion
as any, no matter who, are excluded from it, the interests of the excluded are left
without the guaranty accorded to the rest, and they themselves have less scope and
encouragement than they might otherwise have to that exertion of their energies
for the good of themselves and of the community, to which the general prosperity
is always proportioned.

Thus stands the case as regards present well-being–the good management of
the affairs of the existing generation. If we now pass to the influence of the form of
government upon character, we shall find the superiority of popular government
over every other to be, if possible, still more decided and indisputable.

This question really depends upon a still more fundamental one, viz., which
of two common types of character, for the general good of humanity, it is most
desirable should predominate–the active or the passive type; that which struggles
against evils, or that which endures them; that which bends to circumstances, or
that which endeavours to make circumstances bend to itself.

The commonplaces of moralists and the general sympathies of mankind are in
favor of the passive type. Energetic characters may be admired, but the acquiescent
and submissive are those which most men personally prefer. The passiveness of our
neighbors increases our sense of security, and plays into the hands of our wilfulness.
Passive characters, if we do not happen to need their activity, seem an obstruction
the less in our own path. A contented character is not a dangerous rival. Yet
nothing is more certain than that improvement in human affairs is wholly the work
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of the uncontented characters; and, moreover, that it is much easier for an active
mind to acquire the virtues of patience, than for a passive one to assume those of
energy.

Of the three varieties of mental excellence, intellectual, practical, and moral,
there never could be any doubt in regard to the first two, which side had the
advantage. All intellectual superiority is the fruit of active effort. Enterprise, the
desire to keep moving, to be trying and accomplishing new things for our own
benefit or that of others, is the parent even of speculative, and much more of
practical, talent. The intellectual culture compatible with the other type is of that
feeble and vague description which belongs to a mind that stops at amusement or
at simple contemplation. The test of real and vigorous thinking, the thinking which
ascertains truths instead of dreaming dreams, is successful application to practice.
Where that purpose does not exist, to give definiteness, precision, and an intelligible
meaning to thought, it generates nothing better than the mystical metaphysics of
the Pythagoreans or the Veds. With respect to practical improvement, the case is
still more evident. The character which improves human life is that which struggles
with natural powers and tendencies, not that which gives way to them. The
self-benefiting qualities are all on the side of the active and energetic character, and
the habits and conduct which promote the advantage of each individual member of
the community must be at least a part of those which conduce most in the end to
the advancement of the community as a whole.

But on the point of moral preferability, there seems at first sight to be room for
doubt. I am not referring to the religious feeling which has so generally existed
in favor of the inactive character, as being more in harmony with the submission
due to the divine will. Christianity, as well as other religions, has fostered this
sentiment; but it is the prerogative of Christianity, as regards this and many
other perversions, that it is able to throw them off. Abstractedly from religious
considerations, a passive character, which yields to obstacles instead of striving to
overcome them, may not indeed be very useful to others, no more than to itself,
but it might be expected to be at least inoffensive. Contentment is always counted
among the moral virtues. But it is a complete error to suppose that contentment
is necessarily or naturally attendant on passivity of character; and useless it is, the
moral consequences are mischievous. Where there exists a desire for advantages
not possessed, the mind which does not potentially possess them by means of its
own energies is apt to look with hatred and malice on those who do. The person
bestirring himself with hopeful prospects to improve his circumstances is the one
who feels good-will towards others engaged in, or who have succeeded in the same
pursuit. And where the majority are so engaged, those who do not attain the object
have had the tone given to their feelings by the general habit of the country, and
ascribe their failure to want of effort or opportunity, or to their personal ill luck.
But those who, while desiring what others possess, put no energy into striving for
it, are either incessantly grumbling that fortune does not do for them what they
do not attempt to do for themselves, or overflowing with envy and ill-will towards
those who possess what they would like to have.

In proportion as success in life is seen or believed to be the fruit of fatality
or accident and not of exertion in that same ratio does envy develop itself as a
point of national character. The most envious of all mankind are the Orientals. In
Oriental moralists, in Oriental tales, the envious man is remarkably prominent. In
real life, he is the terror of all who possess any thing desirable, be it a palace, a
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handsome child, or even good health and spirits: the supposed effect of his mere
look constitutes the all-pervading superstition of the evil eye. Next to Orientals in
envy, as in activity, are some of the Southern Europeans. The Spaniards pursued all
their great men with it, embittered their lives, and generally succeeded in putting
an early stop to their successes. [1] With the French, who are essentially a Southern
people, the double education of despotism and Catholicism has, in spite of their
impulsive temperament, made submission and endurance the common character
of the people, and their most received notion of wisdom and excellence; and if
envy of one another, and of all superiority, is not more rife among them than it is,
the circumstance must be ascribed to the many valuable counteracting elements
in the French character, and most of all to the great individual energy which,
though less persistent and more intermittent than in the self-helping and struggling
Anglo-Saxons, has nevertheless manifested itself among the French in nearly every
direction in which the operation of their institutions has been favorable to it.

There are, no doubt, in all countries, really contented characters, who not
merely do not seek, but do not desire, what they do not already possess, and these
naturally bear no ill-will towards such as have apparently a more favored lot. But
the great mass of seeming contentment is real discontent, combined with indolence
or self-indulgence, which, while taking no legitimate means of raising itself, delights
in bringing others down to its own level. And if we look narrowly even at the cases
of innocent contentment, we perceive that they only win our admiration when
the indifference is solely to improvement in outward circumstances, and there is a
striving for perpetual advancement in spiritual worth, or at least a disinterested
zeal to benefit others. The contented man, or the contented family, who have no
ambition to make any one else happier, to promote the good of their country or
their neighborhood, or to improve themselves in moral excellence, excite in us
neither admiration nor approval. We rightly ascribe this sort of contentment to
mere unmanliness and want of spirit. The content which we approve is an ability to
do cheerfully without what can not be had, a just appreciation of the comparative
value of different objects of desire, and a willing renunciation of the less when
incompatible with the greater. These, however, are excellences more natural to
the character, in proportion as it is actively engaged in the attempt to improve
its own or some other lot. He who is continually measuring his energy against
difficulties, learns what are the difficulties insuperable to him, and what are those
which, though he might overcome, the success is not worth the cost. He whose
thoughts and activities are all needed for, and habitually employed in, practicable
and useful enterprises, is the person of all others least likely to let his mind dwell
with brooding discontent upon things either not worth attaining, or which are not
so to him. Thus the active, self-helping character is not only intrinsically the best,
but is the likeliest to acquire all that is really excellent or desirable in the opposite
type.

The striving, go-ahead character of England and the United States is only a
fit subject of disapproving criticism on account of the very secondary objects on
which it commonly expends its strength. In itself it is the foundation of the best
hopes for the general improvement of mankind. It has been acutely remarked that
whenever any thing goes amiss, the habitual impulse of French people is to say,
‘Il faut de la patience;’ and of English people, ‘What a shame!’ The people who
think it a shame when any thing goes wrong–who rush to the conclusion that the
evil could and ought to have been prevented, are those who, in the long run, do
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most to make the world better. If the desires are low placed, if they extend to
little beyond physical comfort, and the show of riches, the immediate results of
the energy will not be much more than the continual extension of man’s power
over material objects; but even this makes room, and prepares the mechanical
appliances for the greatest intellectual and social achievements; and while the
energy is there, some persons will apply it, and it will be applied more and
more, to the perfecting, not of outward circumstances alone, but of man’s inward
nature. Inactivity, unaspiringness, absence of desire, are a more fatal hindrance
to improvement than any misdirection of energy, and is that through which alone,
when existing in the mass, any very formidable misdirection by an energetic few
becomes possible. It is this, mainly, which retains in a savage or semi-savage state
the great majority of the human race.

Now there can be no kind of doubt that the passive type of character is favored
by the government of one or a few, and the active self-helping type by that of the
many. Irresponsible rulers need the quiescence of the ruled more than they need
any activity but that which they can compel. Submissiveness to the prescriptions
of men as necessities of nature is the lesson inculcated by all governments upon
those who are wholly without participation in them. The will of superiors, and the
law as the will of superiors, must be passively yielded to. But no men are mere
instruments or materials in the hands of their rulers who have will, or spirit, or a
spring of internal activity in the rest of their proceedings, and any manifestation of
these qualities, instead of receiving encouragement from despots, has to get itself
forgiven by them. Even when irresponsible rulers are not sufficiently conscious of
danger from the mental activity of their subjects to be desirous of repressing it,
the position itself is a repression. Endeavour is even more effectually restrained
by the certainty of its impotence than by any positive discouragement. Between
subjection to the will of others and the virtues of self-help and self-government
there is a natural incompatibility. This is more or less complete according as the
bondage is strained or relaxed. Rulers differ very much in the length to which they
carry the control of the free agency of their subjects, or the supersession of it by
managing their business for them. But the difference is in degree, not in principle;
and the best despots often go the greatest lengths in chaining up the free agency
of their subjects. A bad despot, when his own personal indulgences have been
provided for, may sometimes be willing to let the people alone; but a good despot
insists on doing them good by making them do their own business in a better way
than they themselves know of. The regulations which restricted to fixed processes
all the leading branches of French manufactures were the work of the great Colbert.

Very different is the state of the human faculties where a human being feels
himself under no other external restraint than the necessities of nature, or mandates
of society which he has his share in imposing, and which it is open to him, if he
thinks them wrong, publicly to dissent from, and exert himself actively to get
altered. No doubt, under a government partially popular, this freedom may be
exercised even by those who are not partakers in the full privileges of citizenship;
but it is a great additional stimulus to any one’s self-help and self-reliance when
he starts from even ground, and has not to feel that his success depends on the
impression he can make upon the sentiments and dispositions of a body of whom
he is not one. It is a great discouragement to an individual, and a still greater
one to a class, to be left out of the constitution; to be reduced to plead from
outside the door to the arbiters of their destiny, not taken into consultation within.
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The maximum of the invigorating effect of freedom upon the character is only
obtained when the person acted on either is, or is looking forward to becoming, a
citizen as fully privileged as any other. What is still more important than even
this matter of feeling is the practical discipline which the character obtains from
the occasional demand made upon the citizens to exercise, for a time and in their
turn, some social function. It is not sufficiently considered how little there is in
most men’s ordinary life to give any largeness either to their conceptions or to
their sentiments. Their work is a routine; not a labor of love, but of self-interest in
the most elementary form, the satisfaction of daily wants; neither the thing done,
nor the process of doing it, introduces the mind to thoughts or feelings extending
beyond individuals; if instructive books are within their reach, there is no stimulus
to read them; and, in most cases, the individual has no access to any person of
cultivation much superior to his own. Giving him something to do for the public
supplies, in a measure, all these deficiencies. If circumstances allow the amount
of public duty assigned him to be considerable, it makes him an educated man.
Notwithstanding the defects of the social system and moral ideas of antiquity, the
practice of the dicastery and the ecclesia raised the intellectual standard of an
average Athenian citizen far beyond any thing of which there is yet an example in
any other mass of men, ancient or modern. The proofs of this are apparent in every
page of our great historian of Greece; but we need scarcely look further than to the
high quality of the addresses which their great orators deemed best calculated to
act with effect on their understanding and will. A benefit of the same kind, though
far less in degree, is produced on Englishmen of the lower middle class by their
liability to be placed on juries and to serve parish offices, which, though it does not
occur to so many, nor is so continuous, nor introduces them to so great a variety of
elevated considerations as to admit of comparison with the public education which
every citizen of Athens obtained from her democratic institutions, makes them
nevertheless very different beings, in range of ideas and development of faculties,
from those who have done nothing in their lives but drive a quill, or sell goods
over a counter. Still more salutary is the moral part of the instruction afforded
by the participation of the private citizen, if even rarely, in public functions. He
is called upon, while so engaged, to weigh interests not his own; to be guided, in
case of conflicting claims, by another rule than his private partialities; to apply,
at every turn, principles and maxims which have for their reason of existence the
general good; and he usually finds associated with him in the same work minds
more familiarized than his own with these ideas and operations, whose study it will
be to supply reasons to his understanding, and stimulation to his feeling for the
general interest. He is made to feel himself one of the public, and whatever is their
interest to be his interest. Where this school of public spirit does not exist, scarcely
any sense is entertained that private persons, in no eminent social situation, owe
any duties to society except to obey the laws and submit to the government. There
is no unselfish sentiment of identification with the public. Every thought or feeling,
either of interest or of duty, is absorbed in the individual and in the family. The
man never thinks of any collective interest, of any objects to be pursued jointly
with others, but only in competition with them, and in some measure at their
expense. A neighbor, not being an ally or an associate, since he is never engaged
in any common undertaking for joint benefit, is therefore only a rival. Thus even
private morality suffers, while public is actually extinct. Were this the universal
and only possible state of things, the utmost aspirations of the lawgiver or the
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moralist could only stretch to make the bulk of the community a flock of sheep
innocently nibbling the grass side by side.

From these accumulated considerations, it is evident that the only government
which can fully satisfy all the exigencies of the social state is one in which the whole
people participate; that any participation, even in the smallest public function,
is useful; that the participation should every where be as great as the general
degree of improvement of the community will allow; and that nothing less can be
ultimately desirable than the admission of all to a share in the sovereign power
of the state. But since all can not, in a community exceeding a single small town,
participate personally in any but some very minor portions of the public business,
it follows that the ideal type of a perfect government must be representative.
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Chapter 4

Of the Limits to the Authority of Society Over the
Individual

What, then, is the rightful limit to the sovereignty of the individual over himself?
Where does the authority of society begin? How much of human life should be
assigned to individuality, and how much to society?

Each will receive its proper share, if each has that which more particularly
concerns it. To individuality should belong the part of life in which it is chiefly the
individual that is interested; to society, the part which chiefly interests society.
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Though society is not founded on a contract, and though no good purpose
is answered by inventing a contract in order to deduce social obligations from it,
every one who receives the protection of society owes a return for the benefit, and
the fact of living in society renders it indispensable that each should be bound to [Pg 141]
observe a certain line of conduct towards the rest. This conduct consists, first, in
not injuring the interests of one another; or rather certain interests which, either by
express legal provision or by tacit understanding, ought to be considered as rights;
and secondly, in each person’s bearing his share (to be fixed on some equitable
principle) of the labours and sacrifices incurred for defending the society or its
members from injury and molestation. These conditions society is justified in
enforcing, at all costs to those who endeavour to withhold fulfilment. Nor is this all
that society may do. The acts of an individual may be hurtful to others, or wanting
in due consideration for their welfare, without going the length of violating any
of their constituted rights. The offender may then be justly punished by opinion
though not by law. As soon as any part of a person’s conduct affects prejudicially
the interests of others, society has jurisdiction over it, and the question whether
the general welfare will or will not be promoted by interfering with it, becomes
open to discussion. But there is no room for entertaining any such question when
a person’s conduct affects the interests of no persons besides himself, or needs
not affect them unless they like (all the persons concerned being of full age, and [Pg 142]
the ordinary amount of understanding). In all such cases there should be perfect
freedom, legal and social, to do the action and stand the consequences.

It would be a great misunderstanding of this doctrine, to suppose that it is one
of selfish indifference, which pretends that human beings have no business with
each other’s conduct in life, and that they should not concern themselves about
the well-doing or well-being of one another, unless their own interest is involved.
Instead of any diminution, there is need of a great increase of disinterested exertion
to promote the good of others. But disinterested benevolence can find other
instruments to persuade people to their good, than whips and scourges, either
of the literal or the metaphorical sort. I am the last person to undervalue the
self-regarding virtues; they are only second in importance, if even second, to the
social. It is equally the business of education to cultivate both. But even education
works by conviction and persuasion as well as by compulsion, and it is by the
former only that, when the period of education is past, the self-regarding virtues
should be inculcated. Human beings owe to each other help to distinguish the
better from the worse, and encouragement to choose the former and avoid the latter. [Pg 143]
They should be for ever stimulating each other to increased exercise of their higher
faculties, and increased direction of their feelings and aims towards wise instead of
foolish, elevating instead of degrading, objects and contemplations. But neither
one person, nor any number of persons, is warranted in saying to another human
creature of ripe years, that he shall not do with his life for his own benefit what he
chooses to do with it. He is the person most interested in his own well-being: the
interest which any other person, except in cases of strong personal attachment, can
have in it, is trifling, compared with that which he himself has; the interest which
society has in him individually (except as to his conduct to others) is fractional,
and altogether indirect: while, with respect to his own feelings and circumstances,
the most ordinary man or woman has means of knowledge immeasurably surpassing
those that can be possessed by any one else. The interference of society to overrule
his judgment and purposes in what only regards himself, must be grounded on
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general presumptions; which may be altogether wrong, and even if right, are as
likely as not to be misapplied to individual cases, by persons no better acquainted
with the circumstances of such cases than those are who look at them merely from[Pg 144]
without. In this department, therefore, of human affairs, Individuality has its
proper field of action. In the conduct of human beings towards one another, it is
necessary that general rules should for the most part be observed, in order that
people may know what they have to expect; but in each person’s own concerns,
his individual spontaneity is entitled to free exercise. Considerations to aid his
judgment, exhortations to strengthen his will, may be offered to him, even obtruded
on him, by others; but he himself is the final judge. All errors which he is likely
to commit against advice and warning, are far outweighed by the evil of allowing
others to constrain him to what they deem his good.

I do not mean that the feelings with which a person is regarded by others, ought
not to be in any way affected by his self-regarding qualities or deficiencies. This
is neither possible nor desirable. If he is eminent in any of the qualities which
conduce to his own good, he is, so far, a proper object of admiration. He is so
much the nearer to the ideal perfection of human nature. If he is grossly deficient
in those qualities, a sentiment the opposite of admiration will follow. There is
a degree of folly, and a degree of what may be called (though the phrase is not[Pg 145]
unobjectionable) lowness or depravation of taste, which, though it cannot justify
doing harm to the person who manifests it, renders him necessarily and properly a
subject of distaste, or, in extreme cases, even of contempt: a person could not have
the opposite qualities in due strength without entertaining these feelings. Though
doing no wrong to any one, a person may so act as to compel us to judge him, and
feel to him, as a fool, or as a being of an inferior order: and since this judgment
and feeling are a fact which he would prefer to avoid, it is doing him a service
to warn him of it beforehand, as of any other disagreeable consequence to which
he exposes himself. It would be well, indeed, if this good office were much more
freely rendered than the common notions of politeness at present permit, and if
one person could honestly point out to another that he thinks him in fault, without
being considered unmannerly or presuming. We have a right, also, in various ways,
to act upon our unfavourable opinion of any one, not to the oppression of his
individuality, but in the exercise of ours. We are not bound, for example, to seek
his society; we have a right to avoid it (though not to parade the avoidance), for
we have a right to choose the society most acceptable to us. We have a right,[Pg 146]
and it may be our duty, to caution others against him, if we think his example or
conversation likely to have a pernicious effect on those with whom he associates.
We may give others a preference over him in optional good offices, except those
which tend to his improvement. In these various modes a person may suffer very
severe penalties at the hands of others, for faults which directly concern only
himself; but he suffers these penalties only in so far as they are the natural, and, as
it were, the spontaneous consequences of the faults themselves, not because they
are purposely inflicted on him for the sake of punishment. A person who shows
rashness, obstinacy, self-conceit—who cannot live within moderate means—who
cannot restrain himself from hurtful indulgences—who pursues animal pleasures
at the expense of those of feeling and intellect—must expect to be lowered in the
opinion of others, and to have a less share of their favourable sentiments; but of
this he has no right to complain, unless he has merited their favour by special
excellence in his social relations, and has thus established a title to their good
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offices, which is not affected by his demerits towards himself.
What I contend for is, that the inconveniences which are strictly inseparable from

the unfavourable judgment of others, are the only ones to which a person should [Pg 147]
ever be subjected for that portion of his conduct and character which concerns his
own good, but which does not affect the interests of others in their relations with
him. Acts injurious to others require a totally different treatment. Encroachment on
their rights; infliction on them of any loss or damage not justified by his own rights;
falsehood or duplicity in dealing with them; unfair or ungenerous use of advantages
over them; even selfish abstinence from defending them against injury—these are
fit objects of moral reprobation, and, in grave cases, of moral retribution and
punishment. And not only these acts, but the dispositions which lead to them, are
properly immoral, and fit subjects of disapprobation which may rise to abhorrence.
Cruelty of disposition; malice and ill-nature; that most anti-social and odious of
all passions, envy; dissimulation and insincerity; irascibility on insufficient cause,
and resentment disproportioned to the provocation; the love of domineering over
others; the desire to engross more than one’s share of advantages (the πλεονεξἱα
[Greek: pleonexia] of the Greeks); the pride which derives gratification from the
abasement of others; the egotism which thinks self and its concerns more important
than everything else, and decides all doubtful questions in its own favour;—these [Pg 148]
are moral vices, and constitute a bad and odious moral character: unlike the
self-regarding faults previously mentioned, which are not properly immoralities,
and to whatever pitch they may be carried, do not constitute wickedness. They
may be proofs of any amount of folly, or want of personal dignity and self-respect;
but they are only a subject of moral reprobation when they involve a breach of
duty to others, for whose sake the individual is bound to have care for himself.
What are called duties to ourselves are not socially obligatory, unless circumstances
render them at the same time duties to others. The term duty to oneself, when it
means anything more than prudence, means self-respect or self-development; and
for none of these is any one accountable to his fellow-creatures, because for none of
them is it for the good of mankind that he be held accountable to them.

The distinction between the loss of consideration which a person may rightly
incur by defect of prudence or of personal dignity, and the reprobation which is
due to him for an offence against the rights of others, is not a merely nominal
distinction. It makes a vast difference both in our feelings and in our conduct
towards him, whether he displeases us in things in which we think we have a right [Pg 149]
to control him, or in things in which we know that we have not. If he displeases us,
we may express our distaste, and we may stand aloof from a person as well as from
a thing that displeases us; but we shall not therefore feel called on to make his
life uncomfortable. We shall reflect that he already bears, or will bear, the whole
penalty of his error; if he spoils his life by mismanagement, we shall not, for that
reason, desire to spoil it still further: instead of wishing to punish him, we shall
rather endeavour to alleviate his punishment, by showing him how he may avoid or
cure the evils his conduct tends to bring upon him. He may be to us an object of
pity, perhaps of dislike, but not of anger or resentment; we shall not treat him like
an enemy of society: the worst we shall think ourselves justified in doing is leaving
him to himself, if we do not interfere benevolently by showing interest or concern
for him. It is far otherwise if he has infringed the rules necessary for the protection
of his fellow-creatures, individually or collectively. The evil consequences of his
acts do not then fall on himself, but on others; and society, as the protector of
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all its members, must retaliate on him; must inflict pain on him for the express
purpose of punishment, and must take care that it be sufficiently severe. In the one[Pg 150]
case, he is an offender at our bar, and we are called on not only to sit in judgment
on him, but, in one shape or another, to execute our own sentence: in the other
case, it is not our part to inflict any suffering on him, except what may incidentally
follow from our using the same liberty in the regulation of our own affairs, which
we allow to him in his.

The distinction here pointed out between the part of a person’s life which
concerns only himself, and that which concerns others, many persons will refuse to
admit. How (it may be asked) can any part of the conduct of a member of society
be a matter of indifference to the other members? No person is an entirely isolated
being; it is impossible for a person to do anything seriously or permanently hurtful
to himself, without mischief reaching at least to his near connections, and often
far beyond them. If he injures his property, he does harm to those who directly
or indirectly derived support from it, and usually diminishes, by a greater or less
amount, the general resources of the community. If he deteriorates his bodily or
mental faculties, he not only brings evil upon all who depended on him for any
portion of their happiness, but disqualifies himself for rendering the services which[Pg 151]
he owes to his fellow-creatures generally; perhaps becomes a burthen on their
affection or benevolence; and if such conduct were very frequent, hardly any offence
that is committed would detract more from the general sum of good. Finally, if
by his vices or follies a person does no direct harm to others, he is nevertheless
(it may be said) injurious by his example; and ought to be compelled to control
himself, for the sake of those whom the sight or knowledge of his conduct might
corrupt or mislead.

And even (it will be added) if the consequences of misconduct could be confined
to the vicious or thoughtless individual, ought society to abandon to their own
guidance those who are manifestly unfit for it? If protection against themselves is
confessedly due to children and persons under age, is not society equally bound to
afford it to persons of mature years who are equally incapable of self-government?
If gambling, or drunkenness, or incontinence, or idleness, or uncleanliness, are as
injurious to happiness, and as great a hindrance to improvement, as many or most
of the acts prohibited by law, why (it may be asked) should not law, so far as is
consistent with practicability and social convenience, endeavour to repress these[Pg 152]
also? And as a supplement to the unavoidable imperfections of law, ought not
opinion at least to organise a powerful police against these vices, and visit rigidly
with social penalties those who are known to practise them? There is no question
here (it may be said) about restricting individuality, or impeding the trial of new
and original experiments in living. The only things it is sought to prevent are
things which have been tried and condemned from the beginning of the world until
now; things which experience has shown not to be useful or suitable to any person’s
individuality. There must be some length of time and amount of experience, after
which a moral or prudential truth may be regarded as established: and it is merely
desired to prevent generation after generation from falling over the same precipice
which has been fatal to their predecessors.

I fully admit that the mischief which a person does to himself, may seriously
affect, both through their sympathies and their interests, those nearly connected
with him, and in a minor degree, society at large. When, by conduct of this sort, a
person is led to violate a distinct and assignable obligation to any other person or
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persons, the case is taken out of the self-regarding class, and becomes amenable
to moral disapprobation in the proper sense of the term. If, for example, a man, [Pg 153]
through intemperance or extravagance, becomes unable to pay his debts, or, having
undertaken the moral responsibility of a family, becomes from the same cause
incapable of supporting or educating them, he is deservedly reprobated, and might
be justly punished; but it is for the breach of duty to his family or creditors, not for
the extravagance. If the resources which ought to have been devoted to them, had
been diverted from them for the most prudent investment, the moral culpability
would have been the same. George Barnwell murdered his uncle to get money for his
mistress, but if he had done it to set himself up in business, he would equally have
been hanged. Again, in the frequent case of a man who causes grief to his family
by addiction to bad habits, he deserves reproach for his unkindness or ingratitude;
but so he may for cultivating habits not in themselves vicious, if they are painful
to those with whom he passes his life, or who from personal ties are dependent
on him for their comfort. Whoever fails in the consideration generally due to the
interests and feelings of others, not being compelled by some more imperative
duty, or justified by allowable self-preference, is a subject of moral disapprobation [Pg 154]
for that failure, but not for the cause of it, nor for the errors, merely personal
to himself, which may have remotely led to it. In like manner, when a person
disables himself, by conduct purely self-regarding, from the performance of some
definite duty incumbent on him to the public, he is guilty of a social offence. No
person ought to be punished simply for being drunk; but a soldier or a policeman
should be punished for being drunk on duty. Whenever, in short, there is a definite
damage, or a definite risk of damage, either to an individual or to the public, the
case is taken out of the province of liberty, and placed in that of morality or law.

But with regard to the merely contingent, or, as it may be called, constructive
injury which a person causes to society, by conduct which neither violates any spe-
cific duty to the public, nor occasions perceptible hurt to any assignable individual
except himself; the inconvenience is one which society can afford to bear, for the
sake of the greater good of human freedom. If grown persons are to be punished
for not taking proper care of themselves, I would rather it were for their own sake,
than under pretence of preventing them from impairing their capacity of rendering
to society benefits which society does not pretend it has a right to exact. But I [Pg 155]
cannot consent to argue the point as if society had no means of bringing its weaker
members up to its ordinary standard of rational conduct, except waiting till they
do something irrational, and then punishing them, legally or morally, for it. Society
has had absolute power over them during all the early portion of their existence:
it has had the whole period of childhood and nonage in which to try whether
it could make them capable of rational conduct in life. The existing generation
is master both of the training and the entire circumstances of the generation to
come; it cannot indeed make them perfectly wise and good, because it is itself so
lamentably deficient in goodness and wisdom; and its best efforts are not always, in
individual cases, its most successful ones; but it is perfectly well able to make the
rising generation, as a whole, as good as, and a little better than, itself. If society
lets any considerable number of its members grow up mere children, incapable of
being acted on by rational consideration of distant motives, society has itself to
blame for the consequences. Armed not only with all the powers of education, but
with the ascendency which the authority of a received opinion always exercises
over the minds who are least fitted to judge for themselves; and aided by the [Pg 156]
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natural penalties which cannot be prevented from falling on those who incur the
distaste or the contempt of those who know them; let not society pretend that it
needs, besides all this, the power to issue commands and enforce obedience in the
personal concerns of individuals, in which, on all principles of justice and policy,
the decision ought to rest with those who are to abide the consequences. Nor is
there anything which tends more to discredit and frustrate the better means of
influencing conduct, than a resort to the worse. If there be among those whom it
is attempted to coerce into prudence or temperance, any of the material of which
vigorous and independent characters are made, they will infallibly rebel against
the yoke. No such person will ever feel that others have a right to control him in
his concerns, such as they have to prevent him from injuring them in theirs; and it
easily comes to be considered a mark of spirit and courage to fly in the face of such
usurped authority, and do with ostentation the exact opposite of what it enjoins;
as in the fashion of grossness which succeeded, in the time of Charles II., to the
fanatical moral intolerance of the Puritans. With respect to what is said of the
necessity of protecting society from the bad example set to others by the vicious[Pg 157]
or the self-indulgent; it is true that bad example may have a pernicious effect,
especially the example of doing wrong to others with impunity to the wrong-doer.
But we are now speaking of conduct which, while it does no wrong to others, is
supposed to do great harm to the agent himself: and I do not see how those who
believe this, can think otherwise than that the example, on the whole, must be
more salutary than hurtful, since, if it displays the misconduct, it displays also the
painful or degrading consequences which, if the conduct is justly censured, must
be supposed to be in all or most cases attendant on it.

But the strongest of all the arguments against the interference of the public
with purely personal conduct, is that when it does interfere, the odds are that it
interferes wrongly, and in the wrong place. On questions of social morality, of duty
to others, the opinion of the public, that is, of an overruling majority, though often
wrong, is likely to be still oftener right; because on such questions they are only
required to judge of their own interests; of the manner in which some mode of
conduct, if allowed to be practised, would affect themselves. But the opinion of a
similar majority, imposed as a law on the minority, on questions of self-regarding[Pg 158]
conduct, is quite as likely to be wrong as right; for in these cases public opinion
means, at the best, some people’s opinion of what is good or bad for other people;
while very often it does not even mean that; the public, with the most perfect
indifference, passing over the pleasure or convenience of those whose conduct they
censure, and considering only their own preference. There are many who consider
as an injury to themselves any conduct which they have a distaste for, and resent it
as an outrage to their feelings; as a religious bigot, when charged with disregarding
the religious feelings of others, has been known to retort that they disregard his
feelings, by persisting in their abominable worship or creed. But there is no parity
between the feeling of a person for his own opinion, and the feeling of another who
is offended at his holding it; no more than between the desire of a thief to take
a purse, and the desire of the right owner to keep it. And a person’s taste is as
much his own peculiar concern as his opinion or his purse. It is easy for any one to
imagine an ideal public, which leaves the freedom and choice of individuals in all
uncertain matters undisturbed, and only requires them to abstain from modes of
conduct which universal experience has condemned. But where has there been seen[Pg 159]
a public which set any such limit to its censorship? or when does the public trouble
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itself about universal experience? In its interferences with personal conduct it is
seldom thinking of anything but the enormity of acting or feeling differently from
itself; and this standard of judgment, thinly disguised, is held up to mankind as the
dictate of religion and philosophy, by nine-tenths of all moralists and speculative
writers. These teach that things are right because they are right; because we feel
them to be so. They tell us to search in our own minds and hearts for laws of
conduct binding on ourselves and on all others. What can the poor public do but
apply these instructions, and make their own personal feelings of good and evil, if
they are tolerably unanimous in them, obligatory on all the world?

The evil here pointed out is not one which exists only in theory; and it may
perhaps be expected that I should specify the instances in which the public of
this age and country improperly invests its own preferences with the character
of moral laws. I am not writing an essay on the aberrations of existing moral
feeling. That is too weighty a subject to be discussed parenthetically, and by way
of illustration. Yet examples are necessary, to show that the principle I maintain is [Pg 160]
of serious and practical moment, and that I am not endeavouring to erect a barrier
against imaginary evils. And it is not difficult to show, by abundant instances,
that to extend the bounds of what may be called moral police, until it encroaches
on the most unquestionably legitimate liberty of the individual, is one of the most
universal of all human propensities.

As a first instance, consider the antipathies which men cherish on no better
grounds than that persons whose religious opinions are different from theirs, do not
practise their religious observances, especially their religious abstinences. To cite a
rather trivial example, nothing in the creed or practice of Christians does more to
envenom the hatred of Mahomedans against them, than the fact of their eating pork.
There are few acts which Christians and Europeans regard with more unaffected
disgust, than Mussulmans regard this particular mode of satisfying hunger. It is, in
the first place, an offence against their religion; but this circumstance by no means
explains either the degree or the kind of their repugnance; for wine also is forbidden
by their religion, and to partake of it is by all Mussulmans accounted wrong, but
not disgusting. Their aversion to the flesh of the ‘unclean beast’ is, on the contrary, [Pg 161]
of that peculiar character, resembling an instinctive antipathy, which the idea of
uncleanness, when once it thoroughly sinks into the feelings, seems always to excite
even in those whose personal habits are anything but scrupulously cleanly, and of
which the sentiment of religious impurity, so intense in the Hindoos, is a remarkable
example. Suppose now that in a people, of whom the majority were Mussulmans,
that majority should insist upon not permitting pork to be eaten within the limits
of the country. This would be nothing new in Mahomedan countries.6 Would it
be a legitimate exercise of the moral authority of public opinion? and if not, why
not? The practice is really revolting to such a public. They also sincerely think [Pg 162]

6The case of the Bombay Parsees is a curious instance in point. When this industrious and
enterprising tribe, the descendants of the Persian fire-worshippers, flying from their native country
before the Caliphs, arrived in Western India, they were admitted to toleration by the Hindoo
sovereigns, on condition of not eating beef. When those regions afterwards fell under the dominion
of Mahomedan conquerors, the Parsees obtained from them a continuance of indulgence, on
condition of refraining from pork. What was at first obedience to authority became a second
nature, and the Parsees to this day abstain both from beef and pork. Though not required by
their religion, the double abstinence has had time to grow into a custom of their tribe; and
custom, in the East, is a religion.
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that it is forbidden and abhorred by the Deity. Neither could the prohibition be
censured as religious persecution. It might be religious in its origin, but it would
not be persecution for religion, since nobody’s religion makes it a duty to eat pork.
The only tenable ground of condemnation would be, that with the personal tastes
and self-regarding concerns of individuals the public has no business to interfere.

To come somewhat nearer home: the majority of Spaniards consider it a gross
impiety, offensive in the highest degree to the Supreme Being, to worship him
in any other manner than the Roman Catholic; and no other public worship is
lawful on Spanish soil. The people of all Southern Europe look upon a married
clergy as not only irreligious, but unchaste, indecent, gross, disgusting. What do
Protestants think of these perfectly sincere feelings, and of the attempt to enforce
them against non-Catholics? Yet, if mankind are justified in interfering with each
other’s liberty in things which do not concern the interests of others, on what
principle is it possible consistently to exclude these cases? or who can blame people
for desiring to suppress what they regard as a scandal in the sight of God and
man? No stronger case can be shown for prohibiting anything which is regarded[Pg 163]
as a personal immorality, than is made out for suppressing these practices in the
eyes of those who regard them as impieties; and unless we are willing to adopt the
logic of persecutors, and to say that we may persecute others because we are right,
and that they must not persecute us because they are wrong, we must beware of
admitting a principle of which we should resent as a gross injustice the application
to ourselves.

The preceding instances may be objected to, although unreasonably, as drawn
from contingencies impossible among us: opinion, in this country, not being likely
to enforce abstinence from meats, or to interfere with people for worshipping, and
for either marrying or not marrying, according to their creed or inclination. The
next example, however, shall be taken from an interference with liberty which
we have by no means passed all danger of. Wherever the Puritans have been
sufficiently powerful, as in New England, and in Great Britain at the time of the
Commonwealth, they have endeavoured, with considerable success, to put down all
public, and nearly all private, amusements: especially music, dancing, public games,
or other assemblages for purposes of diversion, and the theatre. There are still in[Pg 164]
this country large bodies of persons by whose notions of morality and religion these
recreations are condemned; and those persons belonging chiefly to the middle class,
who are the ascendant power in the present social and political condition of the
kingdom, it is by no means impossible that persons of these sentiments may at
some time or other command a majority in Parliament. How will the remaining
portion of the community like to have the amusements that shall be permitted
to them regulated by the religious and moral sentiments of the stricter Calvinists
and Methodists? Would they not, with considerable peremptoriness, desire these
intrusively pious members of society to mind their own business? This is precisely
what should be said to every government and every public, who have the pretension
that no person shall enjoy any pleasure which they think wrong. But if the principle
of the pretension be admitted, no one can reasonably object to its being acted on
in the sense of the majority, or other preponderating power in the country; and all
persons must be ready to conform to the idea of a Christian commonwealth, as
understood by the early settlers in New England, if a religious profession similar to
theirs should ever succeed in regaining its lost ground, as religions supposed to be[Pg 165]
declining have so often been known to do.
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To imagine another contingency, perhaps more likely to be realised than the
one last mentioned. There is confessedly a strong tendency in the modern world
towards a democratic constitution of society, accompanied or not by popular
political institutions. It is affirmed that in the country where this tendency is most
completely realised—where both society and the government are most democratic—
the United States—the feeling of the majority, to whom any appearance of a more
showy or costly style of living than they can hope to rival is disagreeable, operates
as a tolerably effectual sumptuary law, and that in many parts of the Union it is
really difficult for a person possessing a very large income, to find any mode of
spending it, which will not incur popular disapprobation. Though such statements
as these are doubtless much exaggerated as a representation of existing facts, the
state of things they describe is not only a conceivable and possible, but a probable
result of democratic feeling, combined with the notion that the public has a right
to a veto on the manner in which individuals shall spend their incomes. We have
only further to suppose a considerable diffusion of Socialist opinions, and it may [Pg 166]
become infamous in the eyes of the majority to possess more property than some
very small amount, or any income not earned by manual labour. Opinions similar
in principle to these, already prevail widely among the artisan class, and weigh
oppressively on those who are amenable to the opinion chiefly of that class, namely,
its own members. It is known that the bad workmen who form the majority of
the operatives in many branches of industry, are decidedly of opinion that bad
workmen ought to receive the same wages as good, and that no one ought to be
allowed, through piecework or otherwise, to earn by superior skill or industry more
than others can without it. And they employ a moral police, which occasionally
becomes a physical one, to deter skilful workmen from receiving, and employers
from giving, a larger remuneration for a more useful service. If the public have
any jurisdiction over private concerns, I cannot see that these people are in fault,
or that any individual’s particular public can be blamed for asserting the same
authority over his individual conduct, which the general public asserts over people
in general.

But, without dwelling upon supposititious cases, there are, in our own day, gross
usurpations upon the liberty of private life actually practised, and still greater ones [Pg 167]
threatened with some expectation of success, and opinions proposed which assert
an unlimited right in the public not only to prohibit by law everything which it
thinks wrong, but in order to get at what it thinks wrong, to prohibit any number
of things which it admits to be innocent.

Under the name of preventing intemperance, the people of one English colony,
and of nearly half the United States, have been interdicted by law from making
any use whatever of fermented drinks, except for medical purposes: for prohibition
of their sale is in fact, as it is intended to be, prohibition of their use. And though
the impracticability of executing the law has caused its repeal in several of the
States which had adopted it, including the one from which it derives its name, an
attempt has notwithstanding been commenced, and is prosecuted with considerable
zeal by many of the professed philanthropists, to agitate for a similar law in this
country. The association, or ‘Alliance’ as it terms itself, which has been formed
for this purpose, has acquired some notoriety through the publicity given to a
correspondence between its Secretary and one of the very few English public men
who hold that a politician’s opinions ought to be founded on principles. Lord [Pg 168]
Stanley’s share in this correspondence is calculated to strengthen the hopes already
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built on him, by those who know how rare such qualities as are manifested in
some of his public appearances, unhappily are among those who figure in political
life. The organ of the Alliance, who would ‘deeply deplore the recognition of any
principle which could be wrested to justify bigotry and persecution,’ undertakes to
point out the ‘broad and impassable barrier’ which divides such principles from
those of the association. ‘All matters relating to thought, opinion, conscience,
appear to me,’ he says, ‘to be without the sphere of legislation; all pertaining to
social act, habit, relation, subject only to a discretionary power vested in the State
itself, and not in the individual, to be within it.’ No mention is made of a third
class, different from either of these, viz. acts and habits which are not social, but
individual; although it is to this class, surely, that the act of drinking fermented
liquors belongs. Selling fermented liquors, however, is trading, and trading is a
social act. But the infringement complained of is not on the liberty of the seller,
but on that of the buyer and consumer; since the State might just as well forbid
him to drink wine, as purposely make it impossible for him to obtain it. The[Pg 169]
Secretary, however, says, ‘I claim, as a citizen, a right to legislate whenever my
social rights are invaded by the social act of another.’ And now for the definition
of these ‘social rights.’ ‘If anything invades my social rights, certainly the traffic in
strong drink does. It destroys my primary right of security, by constantly creating
and stimulating social disorder. It invades my right of equality, by deriving a profit
from the creation of a misery, I am taxed to support. It impedes my right to free
moral and intellectual development, by surrounding my path with dangers, and
by weakening and demoralising society, from which I have a right to claim mutual
aid and intercourse.’ A theory of ‘social rights,’ the like of which probably never
before found its way into distinct language—being nothing short of this—that it is
the absolute social right of every individual, that every other individual shall act
in every respect exactly as he ought; that whosoever fails thereof in the smallest
particular, violates my social right, and entitles me to demand from the legislature
the removal of the grievance. So monstrous a principle is far more dangerous than
any single interference with liberty; there is no violation of liberty which it would[Pg 170]
not justify; it acknowledges no right to any freedom whatever, except perhaps to
that of holding opinions in secret, without ever disclosing them: for the moment
an opinion which I consider noxious, passes any one’s lips, it invades all the ‘social
rights’ attributed to me by the Alliance. The doctrine ascribes to all mankind a
vested interest in each other’s moral, intellectual, and even physical perfection, to
be defined by each claimant according to his own standard.

Another important example of illegitimate interference with the rightful liberty
of the individual, not simply threatened, but long since carried into triumphant
effect, is Sabbatarian legislation. Without doubt, abstinence on one day in the
week, so far as the exigencies of life permit, from the usual daily occupation, though
in no respect religiously binding on any except Jews, is a highly beneficial custom.
And inasmuch as this custom cannot be observed without a general consent to
that effect among the industrious classes, therefore, in so far as some persons by
working may impose the same necessity on others, it may be allowable and right
that the law should guarantee to each, the observance by others of the custom,
by suspending the greater operations of industry on a particular day. But this
justification, grounded on the direct interest which others have in each individual’s[Pg 171]
observance of the practice, does not apply to the self-chosen occupations in which
a person may think fit to employ his leisure; nor does it hold good, in the smallest
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degree, for legal restrictions on amusements. It is true that the amusement of some
is the day’s work of others; but the pleasure, not to say the useful recreation, of
many, is worth the labour of a few, provided the occupation is freely chosen, and
can be freely resigned. The operatives are perfectly right in thinking that if all
worked on Sunday, seven days’ work would have to be given for six days’ wages:
but so long as the great mass of employments are suspended, the small number
who for the enjoyment of others must still work, obtain a proportional increase of
earnings; and they are not obliged to follow those occupations, if they prefer leisure
to emolument. If a further remedy is sought, it might be found in the establishment
by custom of a holiday on some other day of the week for those particular classes of
persons. The only ground, therefore, on which restrictions on Sunday amusements
can be defended, must be that they are religiously wrong; a motive of legislation
which never can be too earnestly protested against. ‘Deorum injuriæ Diis curæ.’ It
remains to be proved that society or any of its officers holds a commission from on [Pg 172]
high to avenge any supposed offence to Omnipotence, which is not also a wrong to
our fellow-creatures. The notion that it is one man’s duty that another should be
religious, was the foundation of all the religious persecutions ever perpetrated, and
if admitted, would fully justify them. Though the feeling which breaks out in the
repeated attempts to stop railway travelling on Sunday, in the resistance to the
opening of Museums, and the like, has not the cruelty of the old persecutors, the
state of mind indicated by it is fundamentally the same. It is a determination not
to tolerate others in doing what is permitted by their religion, because it is not
permitted by the persecutor’s religion. It is a belief that God not only abominates
the act of the misbeliever, but will not hold us guiltless if we leave him unmolested.

I cannot refrain from adding to these examples of the little account commonly
made of human liberty, the language of downright persecution which breaks out
from the press of this country, whenever it feels called on to notice the remarkable
phenomenon of Mormonism. Much might be said on the unexpected and instructive
fact, that an alleged new revelation, and a religion founded on it, the product of [Pg 173]
palpable imposture, not even supported by the prestige of extraordinary qualities in
its founder, is believed by hundreds of thousands, and has been made the foundation
of a society, in the age of newspapers, railways, and the electric telegraph. What
here concerns us is, that this religion, like other and better religions, has its martyrs;
that its prophet and founder was, for his teaching, put to death by a mob; that
others of its adherents lost their lives by the same lawless violence; that they
were forcibly expelled, in a body, from the country in which they first grew up;
while, now that they have been chased into a solitary recess in the midst of a
desert, many in this country openly declare that it would be right (only that
it is not convenient) to send an expedition against them, and compel them by
force to conform to the opinions of other people. The article of the Mormonite
doctrine which is the chief provocative to the antipathy which thus breaks through
the ordinary restraints of religious tolerance, is its sanction of polygamy; which,
though permitted to Mahomedans, and Hindoos, and Chinese, seems to excite
unquenchable animosity when practised by persons who speak English, and profess
to be a kind of Christians. No one has a deeper disapprobation than I have of [Pg 174]
this Mormon institution; both for other reasons, and because, far from being in
any way countenanced by the principle of liberty, it is a direct infraction of that
principle, being a mere riveting of the chains of one half of the community, and
an emancipation of the other from reciprocity of obligation towards them. Still,
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it must be remembered that this relation is as much voluntary on the part of the
women concerned in it, and who may be deemed the sufferers by it, as is the case
with any other form of the marriage institution; and however surprising this fact
may appear, it has its explanation in the common ideas and customs of the world,
which teaching women to think marriage the one thing needful, make it intelligible
that many a woman should prefer being one of several wives, to not being a wife at
all. Other countries are not asked to recognise such unions, or release any portion
of their inhabitants from their own laws on the score of Mormonite opinions. But
when the dissentients have conceded to the hostile sentiments of others, far more
than could justly be demanded; when they have left the countries to which their
doctrines were unacceptable, and established themselves in a remote corner of the
earth, which they have been the first to render habitable to human beings; it is[Pg 175]
difficult to see on what principles but those of tyranny they can be prevented from
living there under what laws they please, provided they commit no aggression on
other nations, and allow perfect freedom of departure to those who are dissatisfied
with their ways. A recent writer, in some respects of considerable merit, proposes
(to use his own words), not a crusade, but a civilizade, against this polygamous
community, to put an end to what seems to him a retrograde step in civilisation.
It also appears so to me, but I am not aware that any community has a right
to force another to be civilised. So long as the sufferers by the bad law do not
invoke assistance from other communities, I cannot admit that persons entirely
unconnected with them ought to step in and require that a condition of things with
which all who are directly interested appear to be satisfied, should be put an end
to because it is a scandal to persons some thousands of miles distant, who have no
part or concern in it. Let them send missionaries, if they please, to preach against
it; and let them, by any fair means (of which silencing the teachers is not one),
oppose the progress of similar doctrines among their own people. If civilisation
has got the better of barbarism when barbarism had the world to itself, it is too[Pg 176]
much to profess to be afraid lest barbarism, after having been fairly got under,
should revive and conquer civilisation. A civilisation that can thus succumb to its
vanquished enemy, must first have become so degenerate, that neither its appointed
priests and teachers, nor anybody else, has the capacity, or will take the trouble, to
stand up for it. If this be so, the sooner such a civilisation receives notice to quit,
the better. It can only go on from bad to worse, until destroyed and regenerated
(like the Western Empire) by energetic barbarians.
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§3.1 Liberal Egalitarianism

John Rawls is a key figure — arguably the key figure — in twentieth century Western political
philosophy. His work reinvigorated a relatively stagnant field of enquiry and those writing later
could modify, refine or reject his view, but they could not ignore it.

Rawls revives contractarianism although his contractarianism is quite unlike that of Hobbes,
Locke, Rousseau and Kant. The type of contract Rawls is interested in is not one to which actual
people would necessarily agree in the real world. It is, rather, one which suitably abstracted persons
would agree to in a suitably abstracted situation. Rawls takes himself to be presenting a conception
of justice and the contractarian move is part of the particular conception of justice which he wishes
to defend.

‘Justice as Fairness’ is a very early statement of Rawls’s view (1958). The full version of the
theory is presented in A Theory of Justice (1999). We will also see some of the changes Rawls made
in response to his critics later in the course.

We can think of Rawls’s view as having two main parts:
A. Criteria for determining whether a set of principles governing the basic structures of society

are just. The basic structure is concerned with the rights and responsibilities people have and
the way that the benefits and burdens of the society are to be shared. The rights and benefits
are the primary social goods.

e.g. ‘Principles are just if, and only if, all actual persons agree to them’; ‘they are just if, and only
if, a majority of those in every generation agree to them’; ‘they are just if perfectly virtuous
people would prefer them to all other candidates’; and so on.

B. A defence of a particular conception of justice consisting of two principles.
1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with

everybody else having the same.
This principle is concerned with basic political and social rights and liberties e.g. freedom
of expression and association, suffrage etc.

2. Inequalities in the distribution of other primary goods are justified if, and only if:
i. Everyone has a fair chance to compete for positions which confer greater benefits.

e.g. Anybody can run for mayor and has a genuinely fair opportunity to do so.
ii. The inequalities are to everyone’s advantage.

This essentially means that the worst off do better in absolute terms if the inequalities
are permitted than they would do if the inequalities were disallowed.

This principle is concerned primarily with the distribution of material goods — wealth
and income.

We will consider Rawls’s criteria for just principles in detail next week. For now, the key idea
is that principles are just if, and only if, they would be preferred to other alternatives by persons
deciding on the principles in ignorance of both the particulars of their society and their individual
attributes and circumstances1. So people choose without knowing, for example, whether their society

1I also recommend Jonathan Wolff’s Football Association analogy for help in understanding Rawls’s use of the ‘veil
of ignorance’ (1996).



Liberal Egalitarianism

is a rich or poor one; whether the iPad has been invented yet, or the printing press, or the spinning
wheel; what they personally believe makes for a good human life; their races, sexes, talents, sexual
orientations, socio-economic statuses, classes/castes, creeds etc. They do know that they want as
much of the primary goods — basic rights and liberties, wealth and income — as possible because
any rational person would want these ‘all-purpose’ means regardless of her particular ends. For the
purposes of selecting principles of justice, persons are assumed to be rational, self-interested and
without envy. They will therefore wish to maximise their absolute share of the primary goods.

This sketches the hypothetical situation known as the ‘original position’. This is the basis for
Rawls’s theory of justice, and is the focus of this week’s prompt.

References

Rawls, John (1958). ‘Justice as Fairness’. Philosophical Review 67.2, 164–194. JSTOR:
2182612.

— (1999). A Theory of Justice. Revised. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press/Belknap Press.
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Rawls’s theory appeals to what persons in the ‘original position’ would choose — that is, to what
persons with the specified characteristics would agree to if situated behind the ‘veil of ignorance’. In
particular, Rawls argues that they would agree to inequalities in the distribution of wealth and income
only if they improve the situation of the worst off. Is he right? Why or why not?
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Rawls I

A Theory of Justice

Dr. Clea F. Rees

As explained in the introduction distributed with the article, ‘Justice as Fairness’ is an early
statement of John Rawls’s view. It is helpful, in fact, to think of it as an early statement of his early
view, with the final statement of this laid out in A Theory of Justice (Rawls 1958, 1999).

I also mentioned that Rawls’s view can be thought of as having two major parts. First, a procedure
for deciding on the principles of justice governing the ‘basic structure’ of society. Recall that Rawls is
concerned with the way that society’s benefits and burdens are shared between its different members.
The procedure tells us how to figure out which principles count as justice. It is then a further
question which principles would be decided upon if the procedure was followed1.

Some possibilities

Jumping ahead a little, let’s start by considering some possible principles of justice. We’ll consider
some of those which Rawls himself considers but we won’t look at the whole list2.

A: One principle:

1. All primary social goods are to be distributed so that overall utility is maximised. The
overall utility is just the sum of all the goods all members of the society will get. Some
people may get much more than others although the law of diminishing returns will limit
this to some extent. (Micro-loans given to some of the poorest people in the world may
benefit them a great deal; loaning the same amount to an already wealthy person will
typically produce little or no increase in utility.)

B: One principle:

1. All primary social goods are to be distributed so that average utility is maximised. The
average utility is just the average (mean) bundle of goods an individual in the society will
get. Some may get more; some may get less. Similarly, few people earn the average wage
and nobody (one hopes) has the average number of children since this is unlikely to be a
whole number!

Note: This differs from the idea of maximising overall utility because it is possible to increase
overall utility by increasing the population provided doing so doesn’t make things
very much worse. For example, suppose that we have 50 people in our (small!) society
and the amount of utility is currently 500 utils. Then the average utility is 10 utils.
Suppose we double our population. So now we have 100 people. This makes our
tiny island a bit more crowded and there are more arguments over the best spots for

1This means that somebody might disagree with Rawls’s conception of justice not because she thought his procedural
criterion was mistaken (though she might also think that) but because she thought that Rawls was mistaken regarding
the principles which the procedure would actually yield. That is, she might think the method a good one but believe
that Rawls had misunderstood its true implications.

2For the full list see §21 (Rawls 1999).
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building huts, a bit less food to go around etc. Still, each person still has 9 utils. So
the average utility has decreased. However, the overall utility is now 9x100=900 utils.
So the overall utility has increased.

C: Two principles:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with
everybody else having the same.

2. Other primary social goods — wealth, income etc. — are to be distributed so that average
utility is maximised.

D: Two principles:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with
everybody else having the same.

2. Other primary social goods — wealth, income etc. — are to be distributed so that average
utility is maximised provided that:
a. Everybody receives a ‘social minimum’. That is, everybody is guaranteed a certain

minimum bundle of goods. (The size of this bundle might be determined in various
ways.) One way to think of this is as a guaranteed minimum income — anybody who
has less than the minimum will receive a boost to bring them up to the minimum
level.

E: Two principles:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with
everybody else having the same.

2. Other primary social goods — wealth, income etc. — are to be distributed so that average
utility is maximised provided that:
a. The difference between the bundle of goods enjoyed by the best off and that enjoyed

by the worst off does not exceed a certain threshold. For example, the best off cannot
have a bundle of goods greater than 10 times that had by the worst off.

F: Two principles:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with
everybody else having the same.

2. Other primary social goods — wealth, income etc. — are to be distributed so that average
utility is maximised provided that:
a. If greater benefits attach to some positions than to others, everybody has a genuinely

fair chance to compete for these positions.
b. Everybody receives a ‘social minimum’.

G: Two principles:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with
everybody else having the same.

2. Other primary social goods — wealth, income etc. — are to be distributed so that average
utility is maximised provided that:
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a. If greater benefits attach to some positions than to others, everybody has a genuinely
fair chance to compete for these positions.

b. The difference between the bundle of goods enjoyed by the best off and that enjoyed
by the worst off does not exceed a certain threshold.

H: Two principles:

1. Everyone is to have as many and as much of the basic liberties as is consistent with
everybody else having the same.

2. Other primary social goods — wealth, income etc. — are to be distributed so that:
a. If greater benefits attach to some positions than to others, everybody has a genuinely

fair chance to compete for these positions.
b. Inequalities in the distribution of goods work to the advantage of the worst off. For

example, suppose that allowing inventors to enjoy a greater share of society’s goods
acts as an incentive, encouraging creative solutions so society’s problems. Let’s use
utils again. Let’s say that allowing successful inventors to have 10% extra will be
a sufficient incentive and nothing less will be as effective. Suppose that the total
number of utils without the incentive is 500 in our society of 50. So if things are
distributed equally, each gets 10 utils. With the incentive, we can get 1020 utils for
our society of 50. Let’s suppose this assumes 10 successful inventors and the rest of
us are just ordinary. Now each inventor will get 22 utils and the rest of us will get 20.
So the worst off (the rest of us) get 20 rather than 10 utils — a definite improvement.

Discussion 1

Find two or three people who you have not worked with before and do not know for this
discussion.

• Your goal is to discuss the various options laid out above and to decide which you think fairest.

• Can you agree on an answer? Why or why not?

Please do NOT turn over!
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Rawls’s procedure

To return to the first part of Rawls’s view, we need to imagine ourselves behind ‘the veil of
ignorance’. In fact, it makes no difference whether we imagine ourselves or other people because as
we step through the veil, we forget our individual circumstances, our strengths and weaknesses, our
beliefs about what makes for a good human life etc. Religious and ethical commitments are forgotten
behind the veil. We do not know if we are gifted mathematicians or orators. Nobody knows if she is
born with a silver spoon in her mouth or born to an impoverished peasant. We know some general
facts about human beings. We assume we are rational, disinterested and without envy. We know we
want the biggest bundle of primary social goods we can get because we can use these to pursue our
goals and dreams, whatever these turn out to be. We also know that we may have any religion or
none, be born to poor or rich parents, live in a largely agricultural or industrialised society etc. —
we just have no idea which of these possibilities may be true of us and our society.

Discussion 2

Stay in the same group for this discussion.

• What difference does the new procedure make?

• Does your group agree now?

• Is it easier to get agreement? Why or why not?

Note that prompt 3 dealt with part of this discussion so you may wish to draw on your thoughts
about that.
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Justice as fairness

Final version of the principles of justice, as stated in A Theory of Justice §46 (Rawls 1999, 266–
267):

First Principle

Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties
compatible with a similar system of liberty for all.

Second Principle

Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both:
(a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle, and
(b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity.

First Priority Rule (The Priority of Liberty)

The principles of justice are to be ranked in lexical order and therefore liberty can be restricted only
for the sake of liberty. There are two cases:
(a) a less extensive liberty must strengthen the total system of liberty shared by all;
(b) a less than equal liberty must be acceptable to those with the lesser liberty.

Second Priority Rule (The Priority of Justice over Efficiency and Welfare)

The second principle of justice is lexically prior to the principle of efficiency and to that of maximizing
the sum of advantages; and fair opportunity is prior to the difference principle. There are two cases:
(a) an inequality of opportunity must enhance the opportunities of those with the lesser opportunity;
(b) an excessive rate of saving must on balance mitigate the burden of those bearing this hardship.

Note that this version is supposed to deal with issues of justice between different generations, as
well as those living in a society at a given time. The idea is that in the original position, we don’t
know which stage of society we are in. We could be living in an early Celtic settlement, a medieval
hamlet or a twenty-third century city (assuming there are some). The ‘just savings principle’ is
designed to cope with the questions of intergenerational justice which arise.

References

Rawls, John (1958). ‘Justice as Fairness’. Philosophical Review 67.2, 164–194. JSTOR: 2182612.
url: http://www.jstor.org/stable/2182612.

— (1999). A Theory of Justice. Revised. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press/Belknap
Press.



Which slogan comes closer to the truth?
Is it this one. . .



§3.2 Libertarianism

Much of the reading from Robert Nozick is far from easy. Have a go and note down your
confusions and questions so that you can bring them to class (where we can all compare confusions
together). This week’s prompt asks you to concentrate on a small section which deals with something
we’ve previously discussed in class — Locke on the acquisition of property.



. . . or this one?



Prompt 4: Libertarianism
Dr. Clea F. Rees

Explain Nozick’s argument against Locke’s argument for the initial acquisition of property. Defend any
points you believe to be weak in Nozick’s presentation. If you think there are several such points, focus
on the weakest one.

You need only consider the argument on pages 174–175. This means that your conclusion will contain
an ‘unless’ or similar in it. Removing this requires considering Nozick’s discussion of Locke’s sufficiency
condition but you do not need to worry about that here.

Note that you are not being asked for your opinion. You may disagree entirely with Nozick’s
argument and conclusion. In responding here, however, you must set your own views aside. Think of
yourself as Nozick’s defence counsel. It is your job to make the best case you can on your client’s
behalf.

To explain Nozick’s argument, make sure you clearly identify the conclusion and the premises
and how the premises support the conclusion. It may help to put the argument in ‘standard form’
when working out your ideas. One or more premises may be implicit. These are unstated premises
needed to make the argument valid. In explaining the argument, you will need to make such premises
explicit for your reader by including them in your exposition.

It may help to notice that Nozick considers (at least) two possible interpretations of Locke’s idea.
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§3.3 Feminist Liberalism

Susan Moller Okin and Martha C. Nussbaum are both sympathetic to the ideals of liberalism in
its egalitarian form but neither thinks that traditional approaches have satisfactorily addressed the
needs of all members of society.



‘A man’s home is his castle.’
What about the castle’s other occupants?

Classical liberalism protects a private sphere from state interference.
What is the cost of this privacy? Who pays it?



Prompt 5: Feminist Liberalism
Dr. Clea F. Rees

Choose one of the following options:

(1) Explain the single strongest objection to Okin’s argument in ‘Toward a Humanist Justice’ (1989, 403–
413). What is the single strongest response she could give?

(2) Explain the single strongest objection to Nussbaum’s argument in ‘The Future of Feminist Liberalism’
(2004). What is the single strongest response she could give?

Whichever option you choose, spend about half your time on the objection and about half your
time on the response.
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§4.1 Marxism

The political theories we’ve examined so far have all essentially begun with a conception of people
as individuals. This starting point has shaped the questions they have asked: how can individuals
cooperate to form societies? What might justify restricting individuals’ natural rights and freedoms?
What responsibilities do individuals have towards the communities in which they find themselves?

The readings in this section of the course illustrate various criticisms of this general liberal
framework. In particular, Marx and the communitarian thinkers, Taylor and Walzer, criticise
liberalism’s conception of individuals and of human flourishing (Marx 2008–2009; Taylor 1985;
Walzer 1983). We have already seen the feminist point that the very existence of individuals capable
of enjoying liberty and equality depends on the support offered by the carers and communities who
raise and sustain them. Marxist and communitarian critics go further, however, in questioning what
constitutes human identity and flourishing. It is not just that we are all to some degree dependent
on others. Our very identities are dependent on our communities. We are not essentially distinct
individuals with the capacity to form ourselves into societies. We are, rather, essentially social
beings.

Marx, Taylor and Walzer are particularly concerned with liberalism’s emphasis on the value
of individual freedom (liberté). This freedom consists primarily of political liberties (democratic
participation, freedom of speech and thought etc.) and the freedom to pursue one’s own conception of
the good (e.g. spiritual fulfilment, business success, celebrity, intellectual achievement, bardic renown
etc.). Freedom of religion is conceived as a fundamental liberty. While the state may justifiably
prevent your practising human sacrifice — no matter how adamant you believe your gods’ demands
to be — religious freedom is nonetheless a paradigmatic individual liberty.

Marx challenges this. True liberty requires not freedom of religion, but freedom from religion.
Moreover, the same is true, according to Marx, of many of liberalism’s other cherished freedoms:
true liberty lies not in the freedom to own private property, but in freedom from property; not in
the freedom to engage in capitalist enterprise, but in freedom from it (2008–2009, 22).
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Prompt 6: Marxism
Dr. Clea F. Rees

Recall the first of Rawls’s two principles of justice (1999, 266–267):

Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic liberties
compatible with a similar system of liberty for all.

On the basis of his arguments in ‘On The Jewish Question’ I, how might Marx evaluate this principle?
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Works of Karl Marx 1844

On The Jewish Question

Written: Autumn 1843;
First Published: February, 1844 in Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher;
Proofed and Corrected: by Andy Blunden, Matthew Grant and Matthew
Carmody, 2008/9.

See Citizen in the Encyclopedia of Marxism, for an explanation of the
various words for “citizen.”

I

Bruno Bauer,

The Jewish Question,

Braunschweig, 1843

The German Jews desire emancipation. What kind of emancipation do they
desire? Civic, political emancipation.

Bruno  Bauer  replies  to  them:  No  one  in  Germany  is  politically
emancipated. We ourselves are not free. How are we to free you? You Jews are
egoists  if  you  demand  a  special  emancipation  for  yourselves  as  Jews.  As
Germans, you ought to work for the political emancipation of Germany, and
as human beings, for the emancipation of mankind, and you should feel the
particular kind of your oppression and your shame not as an exception to the
rule, but on the contrary as a confirmation of the rule.

Or do the Jews demand the same status as Christian subjects of the state?
In  that  case,  they  recognize  that  the  Christian  state  is  justified  and  they
recognize,  too,  the  regime  of  general  oppression.  Why  should  they
disapprove of  their  special  yoke if  they approve of  the general  yoke? Why
should the German be interested in the liberation of the Jew, if the Jew is not
interested in the liberation of the German?

The Christian  state  knows only  privileges.  In  this  state,  the Jew has the
privilege of being a Jew. As a Jew, he has rights which the Christians do not
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have.  Why should he want rights  which he does not  have,  but  which the
Christians enjoy?

In  wanting  to  be  emancipated  from  the  Christian  state,  the  Jew  is
demanding that  the  Christian state  should give  up its  religious  prejudice.
Does he, the Jew, give up his religious prejudice? Has he, then, the right to
demand that someone else should renounce his religion?

By its very nature,  the Christian state is incapable of emancipating the
Jew; but, adds Bauer, by his very nature the Jew cannot be emancipated. So
long as the state is Christian and the Jew is Jewish, the one is as incapable of
granting emancipation as the other is of receiving it.

The  Christian  state  can  behave  towards  the  Jew  only  in  the  way
characteristic  of  the  Christian  state  –  that  is,  by  granting  privileges,  by
permitting the separation of the Jew from the other subjects, but making him
feel the pressure of all the other separate spheres of society, and feel it all the
more intensely because he is in religious opposition to the dominant religion.
But the Jew, too, can behave towards the state only in a Jewish way – that is,
by  treating  it  as  something  alien  to  him,  by  counterposing  his  imaginary
nationality to the real nationality, by counterposing his illusory law to the real
law,  by deeming himself  justified in separating himself  from mankind,  by
abstaining  on  principle  from  taking  part  in  the  historical  movement,  by
putting his trust in a future which has nothing in common with the future of
mankind in general, and by seeing himself as a member of the Jewish people,
and the Jewish people as the chosen people.

On what grounds, then, do you Jews want emancipation? On account of
your  religion?  It  is  the  mortal  enemy of  the  state  religion.  As  citizens?  In
Germany,  there  are  no  citizens.  As  human  beings?  But  you  are  no  more
human beings than those to whom you appeal.

Bauer has posed the question of Jewish emancipation in a new form, after
giving a critical analysis of the previous formulations and solutions of the
question. What, he asks, is the nature of the Jew who is to be emancipated
and of the Christian state that is to emancipate him? He replies by a critique
of the Jewish religion, he analyzes the religious opposition between Judaism
and Christianity,  he elucidates the essence of the Christian state – and he
does all this audaciously, trenchantly, wittily, and with profundity, in a style of
writing that is as precise as it is pithy and vigorous.
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How, then, does Bauer solve the Jewish question? What is the result? The
formulation of a question is its solution. The critique of the Jewish question
is the answer to the Jewish question. The summary, therefore, is as follows:

We must emancipate ourselves before we can emancipate others.

The most rigid form of the opposition between the Jew and the Christian is
the  religious  opposition.  How  is  an  opposition  resolved?  By  making  it
impossible.  How  is  religious  opposition  made  impossible?  By  abolishing
religion. As soon as Jew and Christian recognize that their respective religions
are no more than different stages in the development of the human mind,
different  snake  skins  cast  off  by  history,  and  that  man  is  the  snake  who
sloughed them, the relation of Jew and Christian is no longer religious but is
only a critical, scientific, and human relation. Science, then, constitutes their
unity. But, contradictions in science are resolved by science itself.

The German  Jew,  in  particular,  is  confronted by the general  absence of
political  emancipation and the strongly marked Christian character of the
state.  In Bauer’s  conception,  however,  the Jewish question has a universal
significance,  independent  of  specifically  German  conditions.  It  is  the
question of the relation of religion to the state, of the contradiction between
religious constraint and political emancipation. Emancipation from religion
is laid down as a condition, both to the Jew who wants to be emancipated
politically, and to the state which is to effect emancipation and is itself to be
emancipated.

“Very  well,”  it  is  said,  and  the  Jew  himself  says  it,  “the  Jew  is  to  become
emancipated not as a Jew, not because he is a Jew, not because he possesses
such an excellent, universally human principle of morality; on the contrary, the
Jew will retreat behind the citizen and be a citizen, although he is a Jew and is to
remain a Jew. That is to say, he is and remains a Jew, although he is a citizen and
lives in universally human conditions: his Jewish and restricted nature triumphs
always  in  the  end  over  his  human  and  political  obligations.  The  prejudice
remains in spite of being outstripped by general  principles. But if  it  remains,
then, on the contrary, it outstrips everything else.”

“Only sophistically, only apparently, would the Jew be able to remain a Jew in
the life of the state. Hence, if he wanted to remain a Jew, the mere appearance
would become the essential and would triumph; that is to say, his life in the
state would be only a semblance or only a temporary exception to the essential
and the rule.” (“The Capacity of Present-Day Jews and Christians to Become
Free,” Einundzwanzig Bogen, pp. 57)

Let us hear, on the other hand, how Bauer presents the task of the state.
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“France,”  he  says,  “has  recently  shown  us”  (Proceedings  of  the  Chamber  of
Deputies, December 26, 1840) “in the connection with the Jewish question – just
as it has continually done in all other political questions – the spectacle of a life
which is free, but which revokes its freedom by law, hence declaring it to be an
appearance, and on the other hand contradicting its free laws by its action.”
(The Jewish Question, p. 64)

“In France, universal freedom is not yet the law, the Jewish question too has not
yet been solved, because legal freedom – the fact that all citizens are equal – is
restricted  in  actual  life,  which  is  still  dominated  and  divided  by  religious
privileges, and this lack of freedom in actual life reacts on law and compels the
latter  to  sanction  the  division  of  the  citizens,  who  as  such  are  free,  into
oppressed and oppressors.” (p. 65)

When, therefore, would the Jewish question be solved for France?

“The Jew, for example, would have ceased to be a Jew if he did not allow himself
to be prevented by his laws from fulfilling his duty to the state and his fellow
citizens,  that  is,  for  example,  if  on the Sabbath he attended the Chamber of
Deputies and took part in the official proceedings. Every religious privilege, and
therefore also the monopoly of a privileged church, would have been abolished
altogether, and if some or many persons, or even the overwhelming majority,
still believed themselves bound to fulfil religious duties, this fulfilment ought to
be left to them as a purely private matter.” (p. 65)

“There is no longer any religion when there is no longer any privileged religion.
Take from religion its exclusive power and it will no longer exist.” (p. 66)

“Just as M. Martin du Nord saw the proposal to omit mention of Sunday in the
law  as  a  motion  to  declare  that  Christianity  has  ceased  to  exist,  with  equal
reason (and this reason is very well founded) the declaration that the law of the
Sabbath is no longer binding on the Jew would be a proclamation abolishing
Judaism.” (p. 71)

Bauer, therefore, demands, on the one hand, that the Jew should renounce
Judaism, and that mankind in general should renounce religion, in order to
achieve civic emancipation. On the other hand, he quite consistently regards
the political abolition of religion as the abolition of religion as such. The state
which presupposes religion is not yet a true, real state.

“Of course, the religious notion affords security to the state. But to what state?
To what kind of state?” (p. 97)

At  this  point,  the  one-sided  formulation  of  the  Jewish  question  becomes
evident.

It was by no means sufficient to investigate: Who is to emancipate? Who is
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to  be  emancipated?  Criticism  had  to  investigate  a  third  point.  It  had  to
inquire: What kind of emancipation is in question? What conditions follow
from  the  very  nature  of  the  emancipation  that  is  demanded?  Only  the
criticism  of  political  emancipation  itself  would  have  been  the  conclusive
criticism of the Jewish question and its real merging in the “general question
of time.”

Because  Bauer  does  not  raise  the  question  to  this  level,  he  becomes
entangled in contradictions. He puts forward conditions which are not based
on the nature of political emancipation itself. He raises questions which are
not part of his problem, and he solves problems which leave this question
unanswered.  When  Bauer  says  of  the  opponents  of  Jewish  emancipation:
“Their error was only that they assumed the Christian state to be the only
true one and did not subject it  to the same criticism that they applied to
Judaism” (op. cit., p. 3), we find that his error lies in the fact that he subjects
to criticism only the “Christian state,” not the “state as such,” that he does not
investigate the relation of political emancipation to human emancipation
and,  therefore,  puts  forward  conditions  which  can  be  explained  only  by
uncritical  confusion  of  political  emancipation  with  general  human
emancipation. If Bauer asks the Jews: Have you, from your standpoint, the
right to want political emancipation? We ask the converse question: Does the
standpoint of political emancipation give the right to demand from the Jew
the abolition of Judaism and from man the abolition of religion?

The Jewish question acquires a different form depending on the state in
which the Jew lives. In Germany, where there is no political state, no state as
such, the Jewish question is a purely theological one. The Jew finds himself in
religious  opposition to the state, which recognizes Christianity as its basis.
This state is a theologian ex professo. Criticism here is criticism of theology, a
double-edged  criticism  –  criticism  of  Christian  theology  and  of  Jewish
theology. Hence, we continue to operate in the sphere of theology, however
much we may operate critically within it.

In  France,  a  constitutional  state,  the  Jewish  question  is  a  question  of
constitutionalism,  the  question  of  the  incompleteness  of  political
emancipation.  Since  the  semblance  of  a  state  religion  is  retained  here,
although in a meaningless and self-contradictory formula, that of a religion
of the majority, the relation of the Jew to the state retains the semblance of a
religious, theological opposition.
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Only in the North American states – at least, in some of them – does the
Jewish question lose its theological significance and become a really secular
question. Only where the political  state exists in its  completely developed
form can the relation of the Jew, and of the religious man in general, to the
political state, and therefore the relation of religion to the state, show itself in
its specific character, in its purity. The criticism of this relation ceases to be
theological  criticism  as  soon  as  the  state  ceases  to  adopt  a  theological
attitude toward religion, as soon as it behaves towards religion as a state – i.e.,
politically.  Criticism, then,  becomes criticism of  the political  state.  At  this
point, where the question ceases to be theological, Bauer’s criticism ceases to
be critical.

“In the United States there is neither a state religion nor a religion declared to be
that of the majority, nor the predominance of one cult over another. The state
stands aloof from all cults.” (Marie ou l’esclavage aux Etats-Unis, etc., by G. de
Beaumont, Paris, 1835, p. 214)

Indeed, there are some North American states where “the constitution does not
impose  any  religious  belief  or  religious  practice  as  a  condition  of  political
rights.” (op. cit., p. 225)

Nevertheless, “in the United States people do not believe that a man without
religion could be an honest man.” (op. cit., p. 224)

Nevertheless,  North America is pre-eminently the country of religiosity,  as
Beaumont, Tocqueville, and the Englishman Hamilton unanimously assure
us. The North American states, however, serve us only as an example. The
question  is:  What  is  the  relation  of  complete  political  emancipation  to
religion?  If  we  find  that  even  in  the  country  of  complete  political
emancipation,  religion  not  only  exists,  but  displays  a  fresh  and  vigorous
vitality, that is proof that the existence of religion is not in contradiction to
the perfection of  the state.  Since,  however,  the existence of  religion is  the
existence of defect, the source of this defect can only be sought in the nature
of the state itself. We no longer regard religion as the cause, but only as the
manifestation  of  secular  narrowness.  Therefore,  we  explain  the  religious
limitations of the free citizen by their secular limitations. We do not assert
that they must overcome their religious narrowness in order to get rid of their
secular  restrictions,  we  assert  that  they  will  overcome  their  religious
narrowness once they get  rid of  their  secular  restrictions.  We do not turn
secular  questions  into  theological  ones.  History  has  long  enough  been
merged in superstition, we now merge superstition in history. The question
of  the  relation  of  political  emancipation  to  religion  becomes  for  us  the
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question of the relation of political emancipation to human emancipation.
We criticize  the  religious  weakness  of  the  political  state  by  criticizing  the
political  state  in  its  secular  form,  apart  from  its  weaknesses  as  regards
religion. The contradiction between the state and a particular religion, for
instance Judaism, is given by us a human form as the contradiction between
the  state  and  particular  secular  elements;  the  contradiction  between  the
state and religion in general as the contradiction between the state and its
presuppositions in general.

The political  emancipation of  the Jew, the Christian,  and,  in general,  of
religious  man,  is  the  emancipation  of  the  state  from  Judaism,  from
Christianity,  from  religion  in  general.  In  its  own  form,  in  the  manner
characteristic  of  its  nature,  the  state  as  a  state  emancipates  itself  from
religion by emancipating itself from the state religion – that is to say, by the
state as a state not professing any religion, but,  on the contrary, asserting
itself as a state. The political  emancipation from religion is not a religious
emancipation that has been carried through to completion and is free from
contradiction,  because  political  emancipation  is  not  a  form  of  human
emancipation which has been carried through to completion and is free from
contradiction.

The limits of political emancipation are evident at once from the fact that
the state can free itself from a restriction without man being really free from
this  restriction,  that  the  state  can be a  free  state  [pun on word Freistaat,
which also means republic] without man being a free man.  Bauer himself
tacitly admits this when he lays down the following condition for political
emancipation:

“Every  religious  privilege,  and  therefore  also  the  monopoly  of  a  privileged
church, would have been abolished altogether, and if some or many persons, or
even  the  overwhelming  majority,  still  believed  themselves  bound  to  fulfil
religious  duties,  this  fulfilment  ought  to  be  left  to  them  as  a  purely  private
matter.” [The Jewish Question, p. 65]

It is possible, therefore, for the state to have emancipated itself from religion
even if the overwhelming majority  is still  religious. And the overwhelming
majority does not cease to be religious through being religious in private.

But, the attitude of the state, and of the republic [free state] in particular, to
religion is, after all, only the attitude to religion of the men who compose the
state. It follows from this that man frees himself through the medium of the
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state, that he frees himself politically from a limitation when, in contradiction
with himself, he raises himself above this limitation in an abstract, limited,
and partial  way.  It  follows further that,  by freeing himself  politically,  man
frees  himself  in  a  roundabout  way,  through an intermediary,  although an
essential  intermediary.  It  follows,  finally,  that  man,  even  if  he  proclaims
himself an atheist through the medium of the state – that is, if he proclaims
the state to be atheist – still remains in the grip of religion, precisely because
he  acknowledges  himself  only  by  a  roundabout  route,  only  through  an
intermediary.  Religion is precisely the recognition of man in a roundabout
way, through an intermediary.  The state is the intermediary between man
and man’s freedom. Just as Christ is the intermediary to whom man transfers
the burden of all his divinity, all his religious constraint,  so the state is the
intermediary to whom man transfers all his non-divinity and all his human
unconstraint.

The political elevation of man above religion shares all the defects and all
the advantages of political elevation in general. The state as a state annuls,
for instance, private property, man declares by political means that private
property is abolished as soon as the property qualification for the right to
elect  or  be  elected is  abolished,  as  has  occurred in  many states  of  North
America. Hamilton quite correctly interprets this fact from a political point of
view as meaning:

“the masses have won a victory over the property owners and financial wealth.”
[Thomas Hamilton, Men and Manners in America, 2 vols, Edinburgh, 1833, p.
146]

Is  not  private  property  abolished  in  idea  if  the  non-property  owner  has
become the legislator for the property owner? The property qualification for
the suffrage is the last political form of giving recognition to private property.

Nevertheless, the political annulment of private property not only fails to
abolish private property but even presupposes it. The state abolishes, in its
own way, distinctions of birth, social rank, education, occupation, when it
declares  that  birth,  social  rank,  education,  occupation,  are  non-political
distinctions,  when  it  proclaims,  without  regard  to  these  distinction,  that
every member of the nation is an equal participant in national sovereignty,
when it treats all elements of the real life of the nation from the standpoint of
the  state.  Nevertheless,  the  state  allows  private  property,  education,
occupation, to act  in their  way – i.e.,  as private property,  as education, as
occupation,  and  to  exert  the  influence  of  their  special  nature.  Far  from
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abolishing these real distinctions, the state only exists on the presupposition
of  their  existence;  it  feels  itself  to  be  a  political  state  and  asserts  its
universality  only  in  opposition  to  these  elements  of  its  being.  Hegel,
therefore, defines the relation of the political state to religion quite correctly
when he says:

“In order  [...]  that  the state  should come into existence as  the self-knowing,
moral reality of the mind, its distraction from the form of authority and faith is
essential. But this distinction emerges only insofar as the ecclesiastical aspect
arrives at a separation within itself. It is only in this way that the state, above the
particular  churches,  has  achieved and brought  into  existence  universality  of
thought,  which is the principle of its  form” (Hegel’s Philosophy of Right,  1st
edition, p. 346).

Of course!  Only in this  way,  above  the particular  elements,  does the state
constitute itself as universality.

The perfect political state is, by its nature, man’s species-life, as opposed to
his material life. All the preconditions of this egoistic life continue to exist in
civil society outside the sphere of the state, but as qualities of civil society.
Where the political state has attained its true development, man – not only in
thought,  in  consciousness,  but  in  reality,  in  life  –  leads  a  twofold  life,  a
heavenly  and an earthly  life:  life  in  the  political  community,  in  which he
considers himself a communal being, and life in civil society, in which he acts
as a private individual, regards other men as a means, degrades himself into a
means,  and  becomes  the  plaything  of  alien  powers.  The  relation  of  the
political state to civil society is just as spiritual as the relations of heaven to
earth. The political state stands in the same opposition to civil society, and it
prevails  over  the  latter  in  the  same  way  as  religion  prevails  over  the
narrowness  of  the  secular  world  –  i.e.,  by  likewise  having  always  to
acknowledge it,  to restore it,  and allow itself to be dominated by it.  In his
most immediate reality, in civil society, man is a secular being. Here, where
he regards himself as a real individual, and is so regarded by others, he is a
fictitious  phenomenon.  In  the  state,  on  the  other  hand,  where  man  is
regarded  as  a  species-being,  he  is  the  imaginary  member  of  an  illusory
sovereignty, is deprived of his real individual life and endowed with an unreal
universality.

Man, as the adherent of a particular religion, finds himself in conflict with
his  citizenship  and  with  other  men  as  members  of  the  community.  This
conflict reduces itself to the secular division between the political state and
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civil  society.  For  man  as  a  bourgeois  [i.e.,  as  a  member  of  civil  society,
“bourgeois society” in German], “life in the state” is “only a semblance or a
temporary exception to the essential and the rule.” Of course, the bourgeois,
like the Jew, remains only sophistically in the sphere of political life, just as
the  citoyen  [‘citizen’  in  French,  i.e.,  the  participant  in  political  life]  only
sophistically remains a Jew or a bourgeois. But, this sophistry is not personal.
It  is  the  sophistry  of  the  political  state  itself.  The  difference  between  the
merchant  and the citizen [Staatsbürger],  between the day-laborer  and the
citizen, between the landowner and the citizen, between the merchant and
the citizen, between the living individual and the citizen. The contradiction
in which the religious man finds himself with the political man is the same
contradiction in which the bourgeois finds himself with the citoyen, and the
member of civil society with his political lion’s skin.

This secular conflict, to which the Jewish question ultimately reduces itself,
the relation between the political state and its preconditions, whether these
are material elements, such as private property, etc., or spiritual elements,
such  as  culture  or  religion,  the  conflict  between  the  general  interest  and
private  interest,  the  schism between the political  state  and civil  society  –
these  secular  antitheses  Bauer  allows  to  persist,  whereas  he  conducts  a
polemic against their religious expression.

“It is precisely the basis of civil society, the need that ensures the continuance of
this  society  and  guarantees  its  necessity,  which  exposes  its  existence  to
continual dangers, maintains in it an element of uncertainty, and produces that
continually changing mixture of poverty and riches, of distress and prosperity,
and brings about change in general.” (p. 8)

Compare the whole section: “Civil Society” (pp. 8-9), which has been drawn
up  along  the  basic  lines  of  Hegel’s  philosophy  of  law.  Civil  society,  in  its
opposition  to  the  political  state,  is  recognized  as  necessary,  because  the
political state is recognized as necessary.

Political emancipation is, of course, a big step forward. True, it is not the
final  form  of  human  emancipation  in  general,  but  it  is  the  final  form  of
human  emancipation  within  the  hitherto  existing  world  order.  It  goes
without saying that we are speaking here of real, practical emancipation.

Man emancipates himself politically from religion by banishing it from the
sphere of public law to that of private law. Religion is no longer the spirit of
the state, in which man behaves – although in a limited way, in a particular
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form, and in a particular sphere – as a species-being,  in community with
other men. Religion has become the spirit of civil society,  of the sphere of
egoism,  of  bellum  omnium  contra  omnes.  It  is  no  longer  the  essence  of
community,  but the essence of difference.  It  has become the expression of
man’s separation from his community, from himself and from other men – as
it was originally. It is only the abstract avowal of specific perversity, private
whimsy,  and arbitrariness.  The endless fragmentation of  religion in North
America, for example, gives it even externally the form of a purely individual
affair. It has been thrust among the multitude of private interests and ejected
from the community as such. But one should be under no illusion about the
limits  of  political  emancipation.  The  division  of  the  human  being  into  a
public man  and a private man,  the displacement  of religion from the state
into  civil  society,  this  is  not  a  stage  of  political  emancipation  but  its
completion;  this  emancipation,  therefore,  neither  abolished  the  real
religiousness of man, nor strives to do so.

The decomposition  of  man into Jew and citizen,  Protestant  and citizen,
religious  man  and  citizen,  is  neither  a  deception  directed  against
citizenhood, nor is it a circumvention of political emancipation, it is political
emancipation  itself,  the  political  method  of  emancipating  oneself  from
religion.  Of  course,  in  periods  when  the  political  state  as  such  is  born
violently out of civil society, when political liberation is the form in which
men strive to achieve their liberation, the state can and must go as far as the
abolition of religion, the destruction of religion. But it can do so only in the
same  way  that  it  proceeds  to  the  abolition  of  private  property,  to  the
maximum, to confiscation, to progressive taxation, just as it goes as far as the
abolition of life, the guillotine. At times of special self-confidence, political
life  seeks  to  suppress  its  prerequisite,  civil  society  and  the  elements
composing this society, and to constitute itself as the real species-life of man,
devoid of contradictions. But, it can achieve this only by coming into violent
contradiction with its own conditions of life, only by declaring the revolution
to be permanent, and, therefore, the political drama necessarily ends with
the re-establishment of religion, private property,  and all  elements of civil
society, just as war ends with peace.

Indeed,  the perfect  Christian state is  not  the so-called Christian  state –
which  acknowledges  Christianity  as  its  basis,  as  the  state  religion,  and,
therefore,  adopts  an  exclusive  attitude  towards  other  religions.  On  the
contrary, the perfect Christian state is the atheistic state, the democratic state,
the state which relegates religion to a place among the other elements of civil
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society.  The  state  which  is  still  theological,  which  still  officially  professes
Christianity as its creed, which still does not dare to proclaim itself as a state,
has, in its reality as a state, not yet succeeded in expressing the human basis –
of which Christianity is the high-flown expression – in a secular, human form.
The so-called Christian state is simply nothing more than a non-state, since it
is  not  Christianity  as  a  religion,  but  only  the  human  background  of  the
Christian religion, which can find its expression in actual human creations.

The so-called Christian state is the Christian negation of the state, but by
no  means  the  political  realization  of  Christianity.  The  state  which  still
professes Christianity in the form of religion, does not yet profess it in the
form  appropriate  to  the  state,  for  it  still  has  a  religious  attitude  towards
religion – that is to say, it is not the true implementation of the human basis
of religion, because it still relies on the unreal, imaginary form of this human
core. The so-called Christian state is the imperfect  state, and the Christian
religion  is  regarded  by  it  as  the  supplementation  and  sanctification  of  its
imperfection. For the Christian state, therefore, religion necessarily becomes
a means; hence, it is a hypocritical state. It makes a great difference whether
the complete state, because of the defect inherent in the general nature of the
state, counts religion among its presuppositions, or whether the incomplete
state, because of the defect inherent in its particular existence as a defective
state, declares that religion is its basis. In the latter case, religion becomes
imperfect politics. In the former case, the imperfection even of consummate
politics becomes evident in religion. The so-called Christian state needs the
Christian religion in order to complete itself as a state. The democratic state,
the  real  state,  does  not  need  religion  for  its  political  completion.  On  the
contrary, it can disregard religion because in it the human basis of religion is
realized  in  a  secular  manner.  The  so-called  Christian  state,  on  the  other
hand, has a political attitude to religion and a religious attitude to politics. By
degrading  the  forms  of  the  state  to  mere  semblance,  it  equally  degrades
religion to mere semblance.

In  order  to  make  this  contradiction  clearer,  let  us  consider  Bauer’s
projection of the Christian state, a projection based on his observation of the
Christian-German state.

“Recently,” says Bauer, “in order to prove the impossibility or non-existence of a
Christian  state,  reference  has  frequently  been  made  to  those  sayings  in  the
Gospel with which the [present-day] state not only does not comply, but cannot
possibly comply, if it does not want to dissolve itself completely [as a state].” “But
the  matter  cannot  be  disposed  of  so  easily.  What  do  these  Gospel  sayings
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demand?  Supernatural  renunciation  of  self,  submission  to  the  authority  of
revelation, a turning-away from the state, the abolition of secular conditions.
Well, the Christian state demands and accomplishes all that. It has assimilated
the spirit of the Gospel, and if it does not reproduce this spirit in the same terms
as the Gospel, that occurs only because it expresses this spirit in political forms,
i.e., in forms which, it is true, are taken from the political system in this world,
but which in the religious rebirth that they have to undergo become degraded to
a mere semblance. This is a turning-away from the state while making use of
political forms for its realization.” (p. 55)

Bauer then explains that the people of a Christian state is only a non-people,
no longer having a will of its own, but whose true existence lies in the leader
to whom it is subjected, although this leader by his origin and nature is alien
to it – i.e., given by God and imposed on the people without any co-operation
on its  part.  Bauer declares that the laws of such a people are not its  own
creation, but are actual revelations, that its supreme chief needs privileged
intermediaries with the people in the strict sense, with the masses, and that
the masses themselves are divided into a multitude of particular groupings
which are formed and determined by chance,  which are differentiated by
their  interests,  their  particular  passions  and  prejudices,  and  obtain
permission as a privilege, to isolate themselves from one another, etc. (p. 56)

However, Bauer himself says:

“Politics, if it is to be nothing but religion, ought not to be politics, just as the
cleaning of saucepans, if it is to be accepted as a religious matter, ought not to
be regarded as a matter of domestic economy.” (p. 108)

In the Christian-German state, however, religion is an “economic matter” just
as “economic matters” belong to the sphere of religion. The domination of
religion in the Christian-German state is the religion of domination.

The separation of the “spirit of the Gospel” from the “letter of the Gospel”
is an irreligious act. A state which makes the Gospel speak in the language of
politics – that is, in another language than that of the Holy Ghost – commits
sacrilege, if not in human eyes, then in the eyes of its own religion. The state
which acknowledges Christianity as its supreme criterion, and the Bible as its
Charter, must be confronted with the words of Holy Scripture, for every word
of Scripture is holy. This state, as well as the human rubbish on which it is
based,  is  caught  in  a  painful  contradiction  that  is  insoluble  from  the
standpoint of religious consciousness when it is referred to those sayings of
the  Gospel  with  which  it  “not  only  does  not  comply,  but  cannot  possibly
comply, if it does not want to dissolve itself completely as a state.” And why
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does it not want to dissolve itself completely? The state itself cannot give an
answer  either  to  itself  or  to  others.  In  its  own  consciousness,  the  official
Christian state is an imperative, the realization of which is unattainable, the
state can assert the reality of its existence only by lying to itself, and therefore
always remains in its own eyes an object of doubt, an unreliable, problematic
object. Criticism is, therefore, fully justified in forcing the state that relies on
the Bible into a mental derangement in which it no longer knows whether it
is  an illusion  or a reality,  and in which the infamy of its secular  aims, for
which  religion  serves  as  a  cloak,  comes  into  insoluble  conflict  with  the
sincerity of its religious consciousness, for which religion appears as the aim
of  the  world.  This  state  can  only  save  itself  from  its  inner  torment  if  it
becomes the police agent of the Catholic Church. In relation to the church,
which declares the secular power to be its servant, the state is powerless, the
secular power which claims to be the rule of the religious spirit is powerless.

It is, indeed, estrangement which matters in the so-called Christian state,
but  not  man.  The only  man who counts,  the  king,  is  a  being  specifically
different from other men, and is, moreover, a religious being, directly linked
with  heaven,  with  God.  The  relationships  which  prevail  here  are  still
relationships dependent of  faith.  The religious spirit,  therefore,  is  still  not
really secularized.

But, furthermore, the religious spirit cannot be really secularized, for what
is it in itself but the non-secular form of a stage in the development of the
human mind? The religious spirit can only be secularized insofar as the stage
of development of the human mind of which it is the religious expression
makes its appearance and becomes constituted in its secular form. This takes
place  in  the  democratic  state.  Not  Christianity,  but  the  human  basis  of
Christianity is the basis of this state. Religion remains the ideal, non-secular
consciousness of its members, because religion is the ideal form of the stage
of human development achieved in this state.

The  members  of  the  political  state  are  religious  owing  to  the  dualism
between individual life and species-life, between the life of civil society and
political  life.  They are  religious because men treat  the political  life  of  the
state, an area beyond their real individuality, as if it were their true life. They
are religious insofar as religion here is the spirit of civil society, expressing the
separation  and  remoteness  of  man  from  man.  Political  democracy  is
Christian  since  in  it  man,  not  merely  one  man  but  everyman,  ranks  as
sovereign, as the highest being, but it is man in his uncivilized, unsocial form,
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man  in  his  fortuitous  existence,  man  just  as  he  is,  man  as  he  has  been
corrupted by the whole organization of  our society,  who has lost  himself,
been  alienated,  and  handed  over  to  the  rule  of  inhuman  conditions  and
elements – in short, man who is not yet a real species-being. That which is a
creation of fantasy, a dream, a postulate of Christianity, i.e., the sovereignty of
man – but man as an alien being different from the real man – becomes, in
democracy, tangible reality, present existence, and secular principle.

In the perfect democracy, the religious and theological consciousness itself
is in its own eyes the more religious and the more theological because it is
apparently without political significance, without worldly aims, the concern
of a disposition that shuns the world, the expression of intellectual narrow-
mindedness, the product of arbitrariness and fantasy, and because it is a life
that  is  really  of  the  other  world.  Christianity  attains,  here,  the  practical
expression  of  its  universal-religious  significance  in  that  the  most  diverse
world outlooks are grouped alongside one another in the form of Christianity
and  still  more  because  it  does  not  require  other  people  to  profess
Christianity, but only religion in general, any kind of religion (cf. Beaumont’s
work  quoted  above).  The  religious  consciousness  revels  in  the  wealth  of
religious contradictions and religious diversity.

We  have,  thus,  shown  that  political  emancipation  from  religion  leaves
religion in existence, although not a privileged religion. The contradiction in
which the adherent of a particular religion finds himself involved in relation
to his  citizenship is  only one aspect  of  the universal  secular contradiction
between  the  political  state  and  civil  society.  The  consummation  of  the
Christian state is the state which acknowledges itself as a state and disregards
the religion of its members. The emancipation of the state from religion is
not the emancipation of the real man from religion.

Therefore,  we  do  not  say  to  the  Jews,  as  Bauer  does:  You  cannot  be
emancipated  politically  without  emancipating  yourselves  radically  from
Judaism. On the contrary,  we tell  them: Because you can be emancipated
politically  without  renouncing  Judaism  completely  and  incontrovertibly,
political emancipation itself is not human emancipation. If you Jews want to
be emancipated politically,  without emancipating yourselves humanly,  the
half-hearted approach and contradiction is not in you alone, it is inherent in
the nature and category of political emancipation. If you find yourself within
the confines of this category, you share in a general confinement. Just as the
state evangelizes  when, although it is a state, it adopts a Christian attitude
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towards  the  Jews,  so  the  Jew  acts  politically  when,  although  a  Jew,  he
demands civic rights.

[ * ]

But, if a man, although a Jew, can be emancipated politically and receive
civic rights, can he lay claim to the so-called rights of man and receive them?
Bauer denies it.

“The question is whether the Jew as such, that is, the Jew who himself admits
that he is compelled by his true nature to live permanently in separation from
other men, is capable of receiving the universal rights of man and of conceding
them to others.”

“For the Christian world, the idea of the rights of man was only discovered in
the last century. It is not innate in men; on the contrary, it is gained only in a
struggle against the historical traditions in which hitherto man was brought up.
Thus the rights of man are not a gift of nature, not a legacy from past history, but
the reward of the struggle against the accident of birth and against the privileges
which  up  to  now  have  been  handed  down  by  history  from  generation  to
generation. These rights are the result of culture, and only one who has earned
and deserved them can possess them.”

“Can the Jew really take possession of them? As long as he is a Jew, the restricted
nature which makes him a Jew is  bound to triumph over the human nature
which should link him as a man with other men, and will separate him from
non-Jews. He declares by this separation that the particular nature which makes
him a Jew is his true, highest nature, before which human nature has to give
way.”

“Similarly,  the  Christian  as  a  Christian  cannot  grant  the  rights  of  man.”  (p.
19-20)

According to Bauer, man has to sacrifice the “privilege of faith” to be able to
receive  the  universal  rights  of  man.  Let  us  examine,  for  a  moment,  the
so-called rights of man – to be precise, the rights of man in their authentic
form, in the form which they have among those who discovered  them, the
North Americans and the French. These rights of man are, in part, political
rights, rights which can only be exercised in community with others. Their
content is participation  in the community,  and specifically in the political
community, in the life of the state. They come within the category of political
freedom,  the  category  of  civic  rights,  which,  as  we  have  seen,  in  no  way
presuppose  the  incontrovertible  and  positive  abolition  of  religion  –  nor,
therefore, of Judaism. There remains to be examined the other part of the
rights of man – the droits d’homme,  insofar as these differ from the droits
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d’citoyen.

Included among them is freedom of conscience, the right to practice any
religion one chooses. The privilege of faith is expressly recognized either as a
right of man or as the consequence of a right of man, that of liberty.

Déclaration des droits de l’droits et du citoyen, 1791, Article 10: “No
one is to be subjected to annoyance because of his opinions, even
religious  opinions.”  “The  freedom  of  every  man  to  practice  the
religion of which he is an adherent.”

Declaration of the Rights of Man,  etc., 1793, includes among the
rights of man, Article 7: “The free exercise of religion.” Indeed, in
regard to man’s right to express his thoughts and opinions, to hold
meetings,  and  to  exercise  his  religion,  it  is  even  stated:  “The
necessity  of  proclaiming  these  rights  presupposes  either  the
existence  or  the  recent  memory  of  despotism.”  Compare  the
Constitution of 1795, Section XIV, Article 354.

Constitution of Pennsylvania, Article 9, § 3: “All men have received
from  nature  the  imprescriptible  right  to  worship  the  Almighty
according to the dictates of their conscience, and no one can be
legally compelled to follow, establish, or support against his will
any religion or religious ministry. No human authority can, in any
circumstances, intervene in a matter of conscience or control the
forces of the soul.”

Constitution  of  New  Hampshire,  Article  5  and  6:  “Among  these
natural  rights some are by nature inalienable since nothing can
replace  them.  The  rights  of  conscience  are  among  them.”
(Beaumont, op. cit., pp. 213,214)

Incompatibility between religion and the rights of man is to such a degree
absent from the concept of the rights of man that, on the contrary, a man’s
right to be religious, in any way he chooses, to practise his own particular
religion, is expressly included among the rights of man. The privilege of faith
is a universal right of man.

The droits de l’homme,  the rights of man, are, as such, distinct from the
droits du citoyen,  the rights of the citizen. Who is homme  as distinct from
citoyen? None other than the member of civil society. Why is the member of
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civil society called “man,” simply man; why are his rights called the rights of
man? How is this fact to be explained? From the relationship between the
political state and civil society, from the nature of political emancipation.

Above all, we note the fact that the so-called rights of man, the droits de
l’homme as distinct from the droits du citoyen, are nothing but the rights of a
member of civil  society  –  i.e.,  the rights of egoistic man, of man separated
from other men and from the community. Let us hear what the most radical
Constitution, the Constitution of 1793, has to say:

Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.
Article  2.  “These  rights,  etc.,  (the  natural  and  imprescriptible
rights) are: equality, liberty, security, property.”

What constitutes liberty?

Article 6. “Liberty is the power which man has to do everything
that  does  not  harm  the  rights  of  others,”  or,  according  to  the
Declaration of the Rights of Man of 1791: “Liberty consists in being
able to do everything which does not harm others.”

Liberty, therefore, is the right to do everything that harms no one else. The
limits  within  which  anyone  can  act  without  harming  someone  else  are
defined by law, just as the boundary between two fields is determined by a
boundary post. It is a question of the liberty of man as an isolated monad,
withdrawn into himself.  Why is  the Jew,  according to  Bauer,  incapable  of
acquiring the rights of man?

“As long as he is a Jew, the restricted nature which makes him a Jew is bound to
triumph over the human nature which should link him as a man with other
men, and will separate him from non-Jews.”

But, the right of man to liberty is based not on the association of man with
man,  but  on  the  separation  of  man  from  man.  It  is  the  right  of  this
separation, the right of the restricted individual, withdrawn into himself.

The practical application of man’s right to liberty is man’s right to private
property.

What constitutes man’s right to private property?

Article  16.  (Constitution of  1793):  “The right  of  property  is  that  which every
citizen  has  of  enjoying  and  of  disposing  at  his  discretion  of  his  goods  and
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income, of the fruits of his labor and industry.”

The right of  man to private property is,  therefore,  the right to enjoy one’s
property and to dispose of it at one’s discretion (à son gré), without regard to
other men, independently of society, the right of self-interest. This individual
liberty and its application form the basis of civil society. It makes every man
see in other men not the realization of his own freedom, but the barrier to it.
But, above all, it proclaims the right of man

“of enjoying and of disposing at his discretion of his goods and
income, of the fruits of his labor and industry.”

There remain the other rights of man: égalité and sûreté.

Equality, used here in its non-political sense, is nothing but the equality of
the  liberté  described  above  –  namely:  each  man  is  to  the  same  extent
regarded as such a self-sufficient monad. The Constitution of 1795 defines
the concept of this equality, in accordance with this significance, as follows:

Article 3 (Constitution of 1795): “Equality consists in the law being
the same for all, whether it protects or punishes.”

And security?

Article 8 (Constitution of 1793): “Security consists in the protection afforded by
society to each of its members for the preservation of his person, his rights, and
his property.”

Security is the highest social concept of civil society, the concept of police,
expressing the fact that the whole of society exists only in order to guarantee
to each of  its  members the preservation of  his  person,  his  rights,  and his
property. It is in this sense that Hegel calls civil society “the state of need and
reason.”

The concept of security does not raise civil society above its egoism. On the
contrary, security is the insurance of egoism.

None of the so-called rights of man, therefore, go beyond egoistic man,
beyond man as a member of civil society – that is, an individual withdrawn
into himself, into the confines of his private interests and private caprice, and
separated from the community. In the rights of man, he is far from being
conceived  as  a  species-being;  on  the  contrary,  species-life  itself,  society,
appears as a framework external to the individuals, as a restriction of their
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original  independence.  The  sole  bond  holding  them  together  is  natural
necessity, need and private interest, the preservation of their property and
their egoistic selves.

It is puzzling enough that a people which is just beginning to liberate itself,
to tear down all the barriers between its various sections, and to establish a
political community, that such a people solemnly proclaims (Declaration of
1791) the rights of egoistic man separated from his fellow men and from the
community, and that indeed it repeats this proclamation at a moment when
only  the  most  heroic  devotion  can  save  the  nation,  and  is  therefore
imperatively called for, at a moment when the sacrifice of all the interest of
civil society must be the order of the day, and egoism must be punished as a
crime. (Declaration of the Rights of Man, etc., of 1793) This fact becomes still
more puzzling when we see that the political emancipators go so far as to
reduce  citizenship,  and  the  political  community,  to  a  mere  means  for
maintaining  these  so-called  rights  of  man,  that,  therefore,  the  citoyen  is
declared to be the servant of egotistic homme, that the sphere in which man
acts as a communal being is degraded to a level below the sphere in which he
acts as a partial being, and that, finally, it is not man as citoyen, but man as
private individual [bourgeois] who is considered to be the essential and true
man.

“The  aim  of  all  political  association  is  the  preservation  of  the  natural  and
imprescriptible rights of man.” (Declaration of the Rights, etc., of 1791, Article 2)

“Government  is  instituted  in  order  to  guarantee  man  the  enjoyment  of  his
natural and imprescriptible rights.” (Declaration, etc., of 1793, Article 1)

Hence, even in moments when its enthusiasm still has the freshness of youth
and  is  intensified  to  an  extreme  degree  by  the  force  of  circumstances,
political life declares itself to be a mere means, whose purpose is the life of
civil  society.  It  is  true  that  its  revolutionary  practice  is  in  flagrant
contradiction with its theory. Whereas, for example, security is declared one
of the rights of  man, violation of the privacy of correspondence is  openly
declared to be the order of the day. Whereas “unlimited freedom of the press”
(Constitution of 1793, Article 122) is guaranteed as a consequence of the right
of man to individual liberty, freedom of the press is totally destroyed, because
“freedom of  the  press  should not  be  permitted when it  endangers  public
liberty.”  (“Robespierre  jeune,”  Historie  parlementaire  de  la  Révolution
française  by Buchez and Roux, vol.28, p. 159) That is to say, therefore: The
right of man to liberty ceases to be a right as soon as it comes into conflict
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with political  life,  whereas in theory political  life  is  only  the guarantee of
human rights, the rights of the individual, and therefore must be abandoned
as soon as it comes into contradiction with its aim, with these rights of man.
But, practice is merely the exception, theory is the rule. But even if one were
to  regard  revolutionary  practice  as  the  correct  presentation  of  the
relationship, there would still  remain the puzzle of why the relationship is
turned upside-down in the minds of the political emancipators and the aim
appears  as  the  means,  while  the  means  appears  as  the  aim.  This  optical
illusion of their consciousness would still remain a puzzle, although now a
psychological, a theoretical puzzle.

The puzzle is easily solved.

Political  emancipation  is,  at  the  same  time,  the  dissolution  of  the  old
society on which the state alienated from the people, the sovereign power, is
based. What was the character of the old society? It can be described in one
word – feudalism. The character of the old civil society was directly political –
that is to say, the elements of civil life, for example, property, or the family, or
the mode of labor, were raised to the level of elements of political life in the
form of seigniory, estates, and corporations. In this form, they determined
the  relation  of  the  individual  to  the  state  as  a  whole  –  i.e.,  his  political
relation,  that  is,  his  relation  of  separation  and  exclusion  from  the  other
components of  society.  For that organization of  national  life did not raise
property or labor to the level of social elements; on the contrary, it completed
their separation from the state as a whole and constituted them as discrete
societies within society. Thus, the vital functions and conditions of life of civil
society  remained,  nevertheless,  political,  although  political  in  the  feudal
sense – that is to say, they secluded the individual from the state as a whole
and they converted the particular relation of his corporation to the state as a
whole into his general relation to the life of the nation, just as they converted
his  particular  civil  activity  and  situation  into  his  general  activity  and
situation. As a result of this organization, the unity of the state, and also the
consciousness, will, and activity of this unity, the general power of the state,
are likewise bound to appear as the particular  affair  of  a  ruler and of  his
servants, isolated from the people.

The political revolution which overthrew this sovereign power and raised
state affairs to become affairs of the people, which constituted the political
state  as  a  matter  of  general  concern,  that  is,  as  a  real  state,  necessarily
smashed all estates, corporations, guilds, and privileges, since they were all
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manifestations  of  the  separation  of  the  people  from  the  community.  The
political revolution thereby abolished the political character of civil society. It
broke up civil society into its simple component parts; on the one hand, the
individuals;  on  the  other  hand,  the  material  and  spiritual  elements
constituting the content of the life and social position of these individuals. It
set free the political spirit, which had been, as it were, split up, partitioned,
and dispersed in the various blind alleys of  feudal society.  It  gathered the
dispersed parts of the political spirit, freed it from its intermixture with civil
life, and established it as the sphere of the community, the general concern of
the nation, ideally independent of those particular  elements of civil life. A
person’s  distinct  activity  and  distinct  situation  in  life  were  reduced  to  a
merely  individual  significance.  They  no  longer  constituted  the  general
relation of the individual to the state as a whole. Public affairs as such, on the
other hand, became the general affair of each individual, and the political
function became the individual’s general function.

But, the completion of the idealism of the state was at the same time the
completion of the materialism of civil society. Throwing off the political yoke
meant at the same time throwing off the bonds which restrained the egoistic
spirit  of  civil  society.  Political  emancipation  was,  at  the  same  time,  the
emancipation of civil society from politics, from having even the semblance
of a universal content.

Feudal society was resolved into its basic element – man, but man as he
really formed its basis – egoistic man.

This man, the member of civil society, is thus the basis, the precondition,
of the political  state. He is recognized as such by this state in the rights of
man.

The liberty of egoistic man and the recognition of this liberty, however, is
rather  the  recognition  of  the  unrestrained  movement  of  the  spiritual  and
material elements which form the content of his life.

Hence, man was not freed from religion, he received religious freedom. He
was not freed from property, he received freedom to own property. He was
not  freed from the egoism of  business,  he received freedom to engage in
business.

The establishment of the political state and the dissolution of civil society
into independent individuals – whose relation with one another on law, just
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as  the relations  of  men in  the system of  estates  and guilds  depended on
privilege  – is accomplished by one and the same act. Man as a member of
civil  society,  unpolitical  man,  inevitably  appears,  however,  as  the  natural
man.  The  “rights  of  man”  appears  as  “natural  rights,”  because  conscious
activity is concentrated on the political act. Egoistic man is the passive result
of the dissolved society, a result that is simply found in existence, an object of
immediate  certainty,  therefore  a  natural  object.  The  political  revolution
resolves  civil  life  into  its  component  parts,  without  revolutionizing  these
components  themselves  or  subjecting  them  to  criticism.  It  regards  civil
society, the world of needs, labor, private interests, civil law, as the basis of its
existence,  as  a  precondition  not  requiring  further  substantiation  and
therefore as its natural basis. Finally, man as a member of civil society is held
to be man in his sensuous, individual, immediate existence, whereas political
man is only abstract, artificial man, man as an allegorical, juridical person.
The real man is recognized only in the shape of the egoistic individual, the
true man is recognized only in the shape of the abstract citizen.

Therefore, Rousseau correctly described the abstract idea of political man
as follows:

“Whoever dares undertake to establish a people’s institutions must feel himself
capable of changing, as it were, human nature, of transforming each individual,
who by himself is a complete and solitary whole, into a part of a larger whole,
from  which,  in  a  sense,  the  individual  receives  his  life  and  his  being,  of
substituting a limited and mental existence for the physical and independent
existence. He has to take from man his own powers, and give him in exchange
alien powers which he cannot employ without the help of other men.”

All emancipation is a reduction of the human world and relationships to man
himself.

Political  emancipation  is  the  reduction  of  man,  on  the  one  hand,  to  a
member of civil society, to an egoistic, independent  individual, and, on the
other hand, to a citizen, a juridical person.

Only  when  the  real,  individual  man  re-absorbs  in  himself  the  abstract
citizen, and as an individual human being has become a species-being in his
everyday  life,  in  his  particular  work,  and  in  his  particular  situation,  only
when man has recognized and organized his “own powers” as social powers,
and,  consequently,  no  longer  separates  social  power  from  himself  in  the
shape  of  political  power,  only  then  will  human  emancipation  have  been
accomplished.
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‘No man is an island’

No man is an Iland, intire of it selfe; every man is a peece of the Continent,
a part of the maine; if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is
the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy
friends or of thine owne were; any mans death diminishes me, because I
am involved in Mankinde; And therefore never send to know for whom
the bell tolls; It tolls for thee.

(John Donne, Meditation XVII)



§4.2 Communitarianism

Like Marxism, communitarianism rejects liberalism as depending on an unrealistic picture of
individuals as isolated, independent and self-sufficient. Like Marxism, communitarianism sees
individuals as members of societies or communities. Humans are essentially social creatures whose
very identities depend on their connections with others and whose flourishing can only consist of
flourishing within a community.

Unlike Marxism, communitarianism seeks human flourishing not in a future workers’ paradise
but, rather, in the traditions and structures of existing communities. Individuals belong in their
communities in the sense that their identities, well-being and conceptions of the good are dependent
on those communities. The value of individual liberty, for example, is itself dependent on the kinds
of democratic traditions which have shaped, fostered and pursued it. Any theory which seeks to
radically alter the nature of existing communities by rejecting their traditions and values is, therefore,
profoundly mistaken. This is true whether the rejection comes in the form of Mill’s ‘experiments in
living’, Nozick’s radical libertarianism or Marx’s criticism of religious traditions (Mill 1978; Nozick
1974; Marx 2008–2009).

‘Communitarianism’ covers a diverse range of theories, some of whose advocates would prefer to
reject the label altogether. It is especially important to bear in mind that there are very significant
differences between these accounts. Despite their emphasis on the importance of community and
their suspicion of liberalism’s view of the individual, for example, there are significant dissimilarities
between the positions held by Taylor and Walzer (Taylor 1985; Walzer 1983).
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Prompt 7: Communitarianism
Dr. Clea F. Rees

Michael Walzer considers three different kinds of claim concerning demands for social reform in
the name of justice. Consider the first of these:

The claim that the dominant good, whatever it is, should be redistributed so that it can be
equally or at least more widely shared: this amounts to saying that the monopoly is unjust. (Walzer
1983, 13)

Walzer claims that this is the ‘more common among philosophers’ of the three sorts of claim (13).
He continues:

Men and women who make [this sort of] claim challenge the monopoly but not the dominance of
a particular social good. (Walzer 1983, 14)

What does Walzer mean when he says that claims of this kind challenge ‘the monopoly but not the
dominance’ of some social good?

Note that it is especially important not to rely on quotations in this sort of exercise since you
are being asked to explain the author’s meaning. You should quote a word or phrase only in order to
discuss its meaning.

Draft due: by noon on Monday, 24 March, 2014
Revised due: by noon on Monday, 14 April, 2014
Length: 300–400 words
Submission: via Learning Central (which includes plagiarism detection)

Please bring a printed copy to class
Referencing: in-text citations; bibliography
NOT needed: introduction; conclusion
Layout: double-space; reasonable font; page numbers; word count
Anonymous: do NOT include your name in your uploaded document

do include your student ID number on every page

Before beginning work, you MUST read the sections of the Centre’s Student Handbook dealing
with plagiarism and how to avoid it. Copies of the handbook are available from Reception and
online at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/learn/student_information/index.php. I would be happy to
answer any further questions you might have.

The Handbook also explains the basics of formatting citations and references and includes
a pointer to the university’s guides at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/insrv/educationandtraining/
guides/citingreferences/index.html.

You do not need to seek outside sources when completing this assignment and I recommend
not doing so unless you wish to draw on them for an original example. Any sources you do use
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should be properly cited. Whether you use additional sources or not, your list of references
should include full references for all sources, including assigned materials distributed in
class. The introductory section of the course packet includes bibliographical details for all readings.
Citations in the text should include specific page numbers where appropriate.
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§4.3 Democratic Equality

Before you read Anderson, it will help to know a little bit about the debate she is concerned
with.

Some political communities, including contemporary Western democracies, assert that all human
beings are equal. Historically (and tellingly) this has often been expressed as the claim that ‘all
men are created equal’. The claim is significant not withstanding the sexist and racist assumptions
which have often shaped its interpretations. Other societies have not endorsed any form of the
claim. Consider, for example, the idea of the divine right of kings which informed European political
traditions for centuries. If God ordains some to rule and some to be ruled, persons are clearly not
created equal.

The claim is puzzling, however. We saw that Hobbes, for example, argued that everyone is equal
(even women!) because individual differences in physical and mental powers are never great enough
to eliminate anybody’s vulnerability (2005). The strongest and craftiest person must sleep at some
time and even a weaker, less cunning person may then slit his or her throat. Or several people, each
weaker than the strongest, may pool their strength to defeat him or her.

The claim is usually understood to mean more than this, however. It is far from obvious that
claims of social and political equality could be grounded solely in the fact that nobody is immune
from murder. Moreover, some human beings are physically or mentally incapable of murdering
others but we do not wish to exclude them on those grounds from the community of equals. The
claim cannot, then, mean that people are equal in physical or mental capacities. Even setting severe
impairments aside, it is simply false to claim that everyone has a scientific mind equal to that of
Einstein or is equally capable of taking a gold in next year’s Olympics.

The claim is instead concerned with how we should treat people and with persons’ rights and
obligations as part of social and political communities. Egalitarianism claims that people have a
certain social, political and/or moral standing as equals and that this standing has implications for
their obligations to one another. But ‘equals’ in what sense?

What is equality?

In ‘What is equality?’, Ronald Dworkin explores this question in detail. The paper consists of
two parts (1981a,b). The first part is Dworkin’s case against conceiving of equality as equality of
welfare. The second is his positive argument for thinking of equality as equality of resources.

Equality as equality of welfare

One objection to Rawls’s theory has been that it cannot satisfactorily accommodate legitimate
needs for greater resources. Indeed, Rawls postpones considering persons with severe disabilities
until later, after the main aspects of his theory have been derived from the Original Position (1999).
We’ve seen that Nussbaum, for example, finds this approach unsatisfactory (2004).

One way of avoiding this problem is to think in terms of equalising welfare rather than resources.
Rawls talks about improving the position of the worst off but who is worst off is a matter of who
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has the least economic resources — the least money, assets such as land, housing and productive
capacities etc. Consider two people. Jake and Joseph who have roughly similar levels of economic
wealth. Jake, however, suffers from a condition which means he requires sophisticated equipment to
function. Apart from a wheelchair, he needs assistance with everyday living and regular dialysis.
Assuming that Jake and Joseph are reasonably well off, Jake will have enough money to provide
these things for himself but he will need to spend a considerable chunk of his income just to meet
his basic needs. Joseph, on the other hand, will have a much higher disposable income because his
basic needs can be met much more cheaply. Joseph is thus able to afford regular holidays in exotic
places and to indulge his fascination with high-tech living by purchasing the latest and greatest of
Apple’s coolest offerings. Joseph, on the other hand, may struggle to make ends meet despite having
the same monetary income as Joseph. Although Jake and Joseph enjoy the same resources, they
enjoy very different levels of welfare. Joseph is able to satisfy far more of his preferences and desires
and to enjoy the good things in life (as he conceives them) to a far greater extent than Jake. But
assuming that Jake is not to blame for his condition, this seems unfair. It would seem fairer to try
to equalise Jake and Joseph’s welfare by giving Jake a greater proportion of the available resources
so that the two were equally able to satisfy their preferences and desires.

Dworkin raises various worries about this picture. Dworkin asks us to consider a society in which
welfare is thought of as enjoyment and everyone enjoys life equally (1981a, 229–234). As it happens,
this involves an equal distribution of wealth. So everyone has the same amount of money and gets
the same amount of enjoyment from it. Louis, who is a reflective sort, one day thinks about his life
and concludes that his life would go better if he cultivated a taste for plovers’ eggs or skiing. He
therefore cultivates his gourmet tastes or learns to ski. These are expensive tastes and now that he
has them, Louis cannot get as much enjoyment from his share of his community’s wealth as he could
before he did so. He therefore asks for an increased share of the available resources so that he may
once again get as much enjoyment from his life as others do from theirs. Dworkin argues that if the
community is really committed to equalising enjoyment, it cannot deny Louis the extra resources.
The problem arises because Louis did not, apparently, think of the value of his life just in terms
of enjoyment. Unlike his community, he apparently thought his life would go better overall if he
cultivated the expensive taste even though he would then get less enjoyment from it. This is true
even if the community grants him the additional resources he demands since his expensive tastes
will reduce the overall amount of enjoyment the community’s resources can buy (unless they exclude
Louis altogether) so if Louis gets the extra money, everyone will enjoy life a little less, including
Louis. If Louis does not get the extra, of course, he will get significantly less enjoyment. So Louis is
not cultivating his expensive taste in order to get more enjoyment from his life or in order to get
more enjoyment than others get from their lives. Rather, he does it because he thinks his life will go
better overall even though it will give him less enjoyment.

Moreover, Dworkin argues that equality of welfare cannot explain the level of resources we think
persons with disabilities should have. Consider Tiny Tim and Scrooge. Scrooge has a great deal of
money but does not enjoy life nearly as much as Tiny Tim. So if we have some resources to spend
and giving the money to Scrooge would make him a little bit happier, we should give it to him
rather than buying Tiny Tim the wheelchair he needs. Or suppose Tiny Tim and Scrooge have equal
amounts of money so that the difference in their enjoyment of life is even greater than in the novel.
Suppose also that Tiny Tim is nonetheless unable to afford the treatment he needs. If we wish to
equalise welfare, we should again give additional resources to Scrooge rather than subsidising Tiny
Tim’s medical treatment (Dworkin 1981a, 241–242).

Suppose, now, that a very expensive piece of equipment would enable somebody to get about.
This would enable her to enjoy life more than she currently can. The community gets together and
raises the money to buy the equipment. However, she asserts, truly, that although the equipment
would enable her to enjoy life more than she does, she would prefer to spend the considerable
sum of money on a Stradivarius since the violin would bring her even more enjoyment. Dworkin
argues that another person who thinks his life is going poorly just because he cannot afford a
Stradivarius could legitimately complain if the first violinist was allowed to spend the funds as she
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prefers (1981a, 243–244). This is because he has a low level of welfare through lack of access to a
Stradivarius even though he is able to get about without any special equipment.

Equality of resources

Dworkin concludes that egalitarians should not conceive equality in terms of equality of welfare
and turns, in the second part of his essay, to a defence of equality of resources (1981b). The basic
idea here is of an auction. Suppose that we have a bunch of goods to share out. They include
all kinds of things: opera tickets, televisions, gourmet hampers, iPads, bicycles, books of various
kinds, extra days of leave from work, soft furnishings and so on. One way to share these out might
be to divide everything up equally. This might not work, of course. There might not be enough
opera tickets to go around evenly and it would be hard to share these in the way we might share
a television or book. Even if everything divides equally, though, it might not be the best way to
divide things up because we probably have different tastes. I might enjoy cycling and hate opera;
you might love opera and loathe technology; she might adore Apple products and detest cycling. So
we might instead divide my box of poker chips evenly among us and auction the goods. We arrange
the auction so that everything gets ‘sold’ and all of our chips get used up. At the end, we ought to
each have a bundle of goods such that nobody would prefer anybody else’s bundle. (If she would
prefer the other bundle, she could have bid for it since she had the same resources as the other.) So
suppose that we divide up all the resources available to our community in this way — land, seeds,
livestock, forests etc.

Now it might be that I use my bundle of goods in a particularly productive way. I use my bicycle
to set up a courier service and I work hard, cycling in all weathers, to deliver messages and parcels
in a timely manner. It turns out I’m very good at this2 and people are willing to exchange things for
my services. I’m able to acquire the produce others are growing on their land and the products they
produce in their factories. At the end of the year, I have quite a large bundle of goods. At this point,
you might wish that you had my bundle. But you hate cycling and bad weather and you really
enjoyed the opera. You wouldn’t have preferred (my efforts in all weathers + my current goods) to
(the leisure you’ve enjoyed + your current goods) or else you would have bid for the bicycle and
spent the year delivering letters in stinging sleet and teeming rain. So you still prefer your overall
bundle to mine and I, of course, prefer mine to yours.

What if you couldn’t have done as I did, though? Perhaps you cannot cycle due to a disability or
perhaps you lack the organisational skills needed to run a courier service successfully. Perhaps you
would simply have loved to do these things, if only you could. Instead, you were stuck trying to
grow tomatoes after a disappointing night at the opera. Dworkin thinks we can accommodate this
by allowing people to bid for insurance. We ask how much people would have been willing to pay
to insure themselves against the possibility of various accidents, disabilities and catastrophes. We
assume, then, that during the auction people know the incidence of various diseases and disabilities
etc. in their society but not whether they themselves may be afflicted. So as part of your bundle of
goods, you can take out an insurance policy against the possibility that you will suffer from a certain
disability. The policy will then pay you the difference between what you can actually earn and what
you would have been able to earn without the disability. Similarly, you can insure yourself against
the lack of particular talents. You will take out a certain level of insurance depending on various
factors. For example, you will be unlikely to opt for a policy which will guarantee you the income
the highest earners can make because the premiums would be prohibitively expensive. It may also
depend on your attitude to risk. If you are risk averse, you may prefer a higher premium for the
greater security it brings; if you like a gamble, you may prefer a lower premium in the hopes that
you will be fortunate and able to cash-in on your talents without having to pay out large premiums.

In practice, Dworkin thinks the best we may be able to do is to approximate the average premiums

2This is, clearly, an entirely fictitious account.
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people would be willing to pay for various insurance policies and to translate this into a taxation
policy. But this is an approximation at best. The ideal is one in which people actually choose how
to insure themselves against various risks. Ideally, too, the policies pay out according to what people
are capable of earning rather than what they do earn. So if you could make a lot of money in banking
but think doing so unethical and take up a career in nursing instead, you cannot claim the difference
between your income and the income of a banker even if you took out a policy because the policy
would have insured you against the possibility of your being incapable of making the money as a
banker.

This means that insurance protects you against what Dworkin calls bad brute luck but not bad
option luck. If you could make more money but choose not to, you are not entitled to compensation.
Similarly, if you choose to take a risk — by, for example, turning down certain forms of insurance or
growing a more lucrative but riskier crop — then you are not entitled to claim compensation if your
gamble does not pay off. Provided you could have insured or could have grown the safer but less
lucrative crop, you have no right to complain however horribly things turn out. Individual choices
are thus at the heart of this picture and the market, far from conflicting with egalitarian ideals, is at
the heart of Dworkin’s conception of equality. In bidding for resources, the cost of various choices
depends on the costs of those choices to others. If opera tickets are popular, the choice of an opera
ticket costs other community members a lot because your taking the ticket reduces the opera-going
opportunities which others value. If bicycles are plentiful or unpopular, my choice of a bicycle will
cost me little because it costs others little since nobody else loses anything significant by my having
one.

This allows Dworkin to say that the state should compensate somebody for a disability but not,
say, for the lack of a Stradivarius, without having to authorise official judgements about what is and
is not of value. We don’t have to say that mobility, for example, is objectively more important than
satisfying an unaffordable taste for plovers’ eggs. Rather, we just appeal to what people would have
insured themselves against. It allows people to make the most of their talents if people value them;
the state to compensate those who suffer from undeserved bad luck; and the community to respect
preferences for risk without committing to compensation for those who lose gambles they freely
chose. It respects people’s liberty to live their lives according to their own values in a framework
which rewards ambition and hard work while protecting those who are poorly equipped to compete
in the marketplace through no fault of their own. Instead of seeing the market as inconsistent with
protection of the vulnerable, it uses the market to determine the level of compensation and assistance
due to them. It does not leave people at the mercy of bad brute luck while insisting that people
must accept the consequences of freely made choices, whether their option luck turns out to be good
or bad.

Democratic equality

This background should help you to make sense of Anderson’s case for democratic equality
(1999).
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Prompt 8: Democratic Equality
Dr. Clea F. Rees

Explain one objection to Anderson’s argument for democratic equality. You should choose the strongest
objection you can.

It will help to recall the pointers given in the handout on raising good objections. Note, in
particular, that you should not use an objection which Anderson herself considers unless you focus
on explaining why her response to that objection is inadequate.

Note that you are not asked to reply to the objection and you are not asked for your opinion.
You may think that Anderson’s argument is excellent but your response is not the place to say so.
Instead, bring those thoughts to class and concentrate for the moment on attacking the argument.
Pretty much every argument in philosophy is open to objection. Those which are not tend to be
trivial and, hence, generally uninteresting.
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§4.4 Feminist Challenges

The approaches we’ve looked at over the past eight weeks or so have all shared a common concern
with justice. While they have differed markedly in their conceptions of justice and, therefore, in
what they understand to be the proper relationship between the individual and the state, they
have broadly agreed with Rawls that justice is ‘the first virtue of social institutions’ (1999, 3). Not
everyone agrees with this focus, however. Our last topic examines the views of two feminist thinkers
who advocate alternative approaches.

We saw earlier that feminist philosophers such as Okin and Nussbaum argue that liberalism must
be rethought and/or supplemented to accommodate the perspectives and needs of groups historically
excluded from political and philosophical discourse (Nussbaum 2004; Okin 1989). Feminist liberalism
is nonetheless recognisably a form of liberalism: neither Okin nor Nussbaum think that liberalism
is fatally flawed. We left open the possibility that other feminist accounts would constitute more
radical critiques of political liberalism (recall figure 1).

In contrast to Okin and Nussbaum, Held and Card argue that more radical rethinking is indeed
required (Card 1998; Held 2004). Held explicitly rejects the idea that justice is the key political
virtue. This is not to say that justice is not important. Rather, Held’s claim is that it is not the only
— or, indeed, the most important — virtue. Mainstream political philosophies are flawed because
they ignore a value which is of central importance, namely care.

This recalls Gilligan’s claims concerning the statistical preference of women for a care perspective,
in contrast with that of men for a justice perspective (1982, 1987). If Gilligan is right — something
which is itself, recall, a matter of controversy — then we might expect our political theories to
be skewed in favour of justice, given the fact that such theories have historically been the work of
men. Indeed, they have historically been shaped not by men as such but, rather, by independently
wealthy, socially privileged white men located in the Minority World (i.e. ‘developed’ or ‘first world’
nations). They have typically been heterosexual (or able and willing to ‘pass’ as such), able-bodied
and Christian. It is no accident that Locke’s day labourer in England did not write treatises on the
justice or injustice of private property, or that Mill’s On Liberty was not penned by the inhabitant
of one of the nations deemed ‘backward’ by the Victorians (Locke 2005; Mill 1978).

Like Held, Card thinks that more radical reform is required than do Okin and Nussbaum. Card
argues that the feminist movement’s focus on sexual equality — a claim of justice — is misguided
in a world pervaded by much more serious issues than the gendered pay gap (1998) (see figure 2).
Evils, rather than inequalities, should be our primary concern. While the combating of evils can
surely be understood as demands for justice, Card’s claim might be understood as stressing the
vast differences between the damage done by different kinds of injustice. On Card’s view, these
differences amount to differences in kind. Evils differ qualitatively from ‘mere’ inequalities. These
injustices, we might say, are in a class of their own.
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Figure 1: Feminist Accounts
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Rawls claims that justice is
‘the first virtue of social institutions’ (1999, 3).

Is it?
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